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This Command College Independent ~tudy Project is a FUTURES study on a particular 
emerging issue in law enforcement. Its purpose is NOT to predict the future. but rather te 
project a number of possible scenarios for strategic planning consid~ration" 

Studying the future .. dmers from studying the p~t because the future has not yet hap- . 
pened. In this project, usefui alterna.tiv~\s have been formulated systematically so that th& 
planner· can respond to a range of pqss~ble future environments. 

. . . 

Managing the future m~ans influencing the future - creating it. constraining it, adapting to . 
it. A fuiur9s study points the way .. 
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EXECO'l'IVE SUMMA!! 

'Rape is, ~.Clt'ime which involves a cooplex Cilnd profesf)i.onal interaction 
among .ny camI.Ulity agencies. It is em interpersonal offense; both 
sexual ,and Violent in nature. Up until the early 1960s the issue of 
violence" and a sensitivity to the victim's plight were seldom 
addreased. It is believed that only between one in ten and one ;~n 20 
sexual assaults were reported at that time. 

As a result of wanens D group8g the police and the ccmP'...mity working 
together, sane changes have become evident" H~i tala, while' still 
understaffed, have attempted to improve their approacheS to treating 
victims 0 Law enforcement has made ill . sincere effort to listen and 
modify procedures accordingly 0 There has also been important COUl',t' 
reform. All these factors have increased reporting to 50 percent, a 
significant increase over statistics fran 25 years ago. More than 
anytime in history, victims are responding by placing their trust in 
the judicial systemo 

The concern for the rape victim has led directly to em interest in 
the offender, how, to profile him and what can be done with D'.2n who 
commit sexual assaul t. Rapists, themselves, have been willing to 
talk' about rape and its violence. The public is slowly starting to 
realize the dynamics of rape, the crime's aftermath, and the 
importance of a united effort to prevent it. While improvements are 
laudable, many experts in the fields of criminolOgy, social science, 
public administration and psychology feel that we have only scratched 
the surface and that a lot more needs to be done. Sensi ti vi ty 
training, for instance, is a subject which continues to surface in 
all literature and in conversations with professionals who work with 
those who have been attackedo 

This project focuses on this environment, how it evolved and its 
impact on the future. Five major trends, compiled through the 
nominal group techni~~e and 'compared with the r~sults of a literature 
research, are discussed in depth. If the experiences of the past are 
to interact successfully with the likely introduction of innovative 
new technologies, we must find a way to deal with reduced fWlding 
while, at the smne time, building a strong educational a.pproach in 
our sChools and neighborhoods, sensitizing police personnel and 
continuing to reduce the stigma related to this crime ,,' 

This report draws upon the expertise of many critical thinkers. By 
IMaM of their parceptions and recorrmendations, a strategy is 
developed which" if followed, will prepare the law enforcement 
profession to leadtbe way in the next vital step of understanding 
the crims of female rape, the victim and the offender. . 

John "Rocky" He\vitt 
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This project centers on one specific area, the rape of women. 
Although this is a major problem in our society, it is not the only 
rape that occurs. Male rape, especially the rape of young men, also 
takes place in our COJ'I'B'lLUlity. While the psychiatric make-up of the 

,assailant may be different in some cases, the rape itself is no, less 
violent and must be prevented at all costs. For this reascm, much of 
the information contained within, dealing with future technology, the 
profile of the rapist, and prevention, is equally as important for 
males as well as females. 

There is a general overall hypothesis which covers this entire 
project. It, in effect, states that if current trends develop, 
society's attitudes about reporting and continuing to stay involved 
throughout the litigation process will improve. The sub-hypothesis 
involves positive change through awareness education. This includes 
pivotal groups in communities, training at police academie~ and an , 
emphasis on understanding the violence o~ rape, the' post tra~tic 
stress disorder, and our ability as a nation to prevent t .. e crime and 
aPathy toward its victim in the' future. 



. Rape is a crime whid1 involves a complex and professional interaction 
among zany camunity agencies. It is an interpersonal offense; both 
sexual.and violent in nature. Up until the early 1960s the issue of 
violence and a sevsitivity to the victim's plight were seldom 
addressed. It ia believed t..l1at only between one in ten and one in 20 

. sexual assaults were re:ported at that time. 

As a result of wanens V groups, the police and the ccmnunity working 
together, some changes have become evident. Hospitals, while' still 
understaffed, have attempted to improve their approaches to treating 
victims. Law enforcement !ias made a sincere effort to listen and 
modify p.rocedures accordinglYe There has also been important court' 
reform. All these factors have increased reporting to 50 percent, a 
significant increase over statistics from 25 years ago. More than 
anytime in history, victims are responding by placing their trust in 
the judicial systemo 

The concern for the rape victim has led directly to an interest in 
the offender, how, to profile him and what can be done with men who 
commi t sexual assaul t. Rapists, thensel ves, have been willing to 
talk about rape and its violence. The public is slowly starting to 
realize the dynamics of rape, the crime's aftermath" and the 
importance of a united effort to prevent it. While improvements are 
laudable, many experts in the fields of criminolOgy, social science, 
public administration and psychology feel that we have only scratched 
the surface and that a lot more needs to be done. Sensitivity 
training, for instance, is a subject which continues to surface in 
all literature and in conversations with professionals who work with 
those who have been at.tacked. 

This project focuses on this environment, how it evolved and its 
impact on the futuI'e. Five major trends, cali>iled through the 
nominal group technique and'compared with the results of a literature 
research, are discussed in depth., If the experiences of the past are 
to interact successfully with the likely introduction of innovative 
new technologies, we must find a way to deal with reduced funding' 
while, at the same time, building a strong educational approach in 
our sChools and neighborhoods, ser~itizing police parsonnel ~d 
continuing to reduce the stigma related to this crime o' 

This report draws upon the expertise of many critical thinkers. By 
means of their perceptions and reconmendations, a strategy is 
developed which, if followed, will prepare the law enforcement 
profession to lead the way in the next vital step of understanding 
the crime of female rape, the victim and the offender. 
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This project was carpleted by using the tecimiques 6f: 

Content Validatian 

Naninal Group Process 

Futures Wheel 

Relevimce Tree 

Trends and Events Forecasting 

Cross-IIrpact .Analysis 

Literature Scan 

SOcial, Technical, Environmental, .Econcmic and 
Political (S'mEP) Method of Research 

Brainstar:mi.ng 

Personal Intezviews 

Surveys 

Situation, Mission, EXecution, Mninistration 
and Control (SM:I?AC) Method of Inplanentation 

Scenarios 

Depar'anent and Statewide ~pability Analysis 

Policy Delphi 

critical Mass 

SPEX:IFIC METIiODClLC:GY 

Four "traditional" and two futures oriented forms of research 
were used. to canpile needed information. 
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Stat .. r nta fran well la'Dm experts throughout the united States 
wepI5 ~ against each other in an effort to carpile infor
natim which would supy;x:>rt other methodology. 

'1Wo cx::atpiter scans were 'conducted~ one at the uni.versi ty of 
califomia at Irvine, one at the National Institute of Justice 
in Rockville, Marylandc' '!be general topic of female rape has 
been the subject of rn.merous articles. NI:Inerous books, period
icals, an:l jow:nals were obtained fran all across 1!merica. M':)st 
infoznation focused on the past, but through this l1Ddem elec
tronic techoology, data did bec:ane available which validated the 
trends developt.~ durin:J the Naninal Group Technique., 

N:MlNAL GIUJP 'l'.F.DiNIQUE 

The N:lninal Group Technique process involves a group meet.irxJ of 
persons who are asked to use their oollective professional ex
perience, insight, and imagination to "brainsto:cn" future trends 
and events that ma.y have an inpact on the issue~ . 'l\olO neet:in;}s 
were held \>dth executives representing the disciplines of public 
administration, youth service progxams, victim/witness services, 
the field of education, and law enforcement. '11le first session 
involved the Nc:minal Group process. 'lhe next ~sion irwolved the 
Policy Delphi. 

POLICY DEIPHI 

A PoliC",t Delphi was used in the creation of a policy to iJr!planent 
the desired scenario. '!his process involved subnitting a packet 
of infonnatian mich contained an updated review of the project and 
of what had so far been accatplished. 'lhe group was then asked to 
present (am vote for) the possibilities they felt the trends w:>uld 
cause to happen by the year 2000. ''!he literature,' Naninal Group 
and Policy Delphi were all validated by in-depth personal inter
views and survey questionnaires. 

A sigiUficant nunber of personal' interviews were held with professors, 
public administcators, and individuals f:rcm the j,udicial systan. 
Their cbservaticns and perceptions were cc:rrpared with available lit
erature. Many of those inte.rviewe.rl are established auth:lrs in their 
own right. 
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In en· effort to validate the literature, personal interviews, and 
the:.treD1s identified durin; the N:minal. Group pmcess, three 
seParate surveys were conducted. -SUrveys involved pet'scnal c0n
tacts an:1 presentations by this author, as .well as carresparXlence 
by mail. rrwo surveys were tabulated by hard. One survey, the 
nation· wide questiamaire, W(iS tabulated by ocxll.n; all responses 
into the catplter donated by -the managenent at the Security 
Division, r.eisure WOrld, Laguna Hills, located in SOUth OraD;Je 
County. '!he specific questions asked are included in the Appendix. 
'11le survey results are ·referred to t.hroughalt the ~ • 
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~ ClFSPB:IFIC .~ 

BIClMEl'RICS - '!he identification of peq:>le throtgh. their physical 
characteristics • 

DNA - Deoxyribonucleic acid, biological materials recx.we:red as 
criminal. evidena! can provide the means by which the physical 
make-up of an assailant may be ~tet:mi.ned. 

DEPARtMENT CF JUSTICE ~ Federal agency which ooordinates training 
with agencies throughout california. 

HAZARDOOS DEVICE UNIT - Technical name far Batb Squad. 

ISIS - Acronym far CaYputerized Input and Search Info:cnation 
Systems. 

INVESTIGATOR - Many agencies use the name "Investigator" rather 
than "Detectivell

, but they are syno:nyrrous. 

SERQUX:;Y -. The 'science dealing with the properties and actions of 
serums. 

STATE c::RlMmAL JUSTICE CFFICE - Operates in the Attorney General's 
Office and has similar responsibilities for training am research 
that the Federal agency Department of Justice does. 

TACfICAL SUPPORr - Technical name given to "S.W.A.T.", which 
means Strateg~c weapons Attack. Team. . 
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'Wlat Dtpact Will 'J.he Crine Of Female Rape Have qxm california 
T.aI1 Enforcem:mt By 'lhe Year 2000?" 
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BISl'CRi'· 
The wore rape is derived fran the Latin word IIIrapere". , It means to 

steal, seize or carry away.. It is the olde~t means by which a man 

seized or stole a wife. In reality, it COMtituted enforced marriage 

since a man sirl;>ly took whatever wamm he wanted, used her sexually 

and brought her into his tribe. l Rape was actually conducted under 

the guise of respectable behavior, rewardill9 the rapist for the, 

misuse and abuse of wcmen .. 2 

The history of rape is seen almost exclusively in terms of women as 
things, awned by 'men.3 Tracing rape back to the Code of HlRIIIlrabi 

and then through Hebrew, Christian and English law, a wanan 1 s worth 
as menDs property was measured in terms of her chastity, and 'rape 

represented property damage, either wholly so as in ancient Israel, 

or only partially so as in fourteenth century Venice. The enphasis, 
in short, is once again on the argument ~at women were considered as 
property more than as people e In susan Brownmi11er IS, ( 1975) work on 

rape, Against OUr Will, she states that the status of women during 

these times 'WaS centered on their sexual 'WOrth, based on their 

behavior regarding both consensual and nonconsensual sex. 4 

Eventually the focus of attitudes surraunding rape shifted. The 

respectability of the rapist was no longer of chief concern; 

attention, instead, shifted to blaming the victim. This attitude' was 

mentioned as early as 500 B.C.. Herodotus, known as the father of 

histotf, noted the abdu~ion of young wanen was not a lawful act,. but 

it made no sense to make a fuss about it after the incident had 

already taken place. He said the only sensible thing was to take 

notice, for it was obvious' no young ~ would be abducted if she 

did not want to be~5 
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When, marriage evolved into a respectable tribal function, forcible rape 

~ a. crime 0 wanen were then perceived M property and were 

deemed to be of considerable value. If a man deSired a wife, he was 
c:crrp!lled by tribal law to buy her. AS the law existed, wanen were 

owned by their fatherso Upon marriage, and following the transfer of a 

large sum of money, the. right of ownership passed frcrn father to 

husband .. Any injury to this "propertY" was a direct offense against the 
property owner and a crime against the conmmi ty and forced sexual 

intercourse by any other man dmnaged the WCInIUl'S worth .. ~ This view of 
rape was based purely on the issue of economics. If 11 married wanan was 
raped, her husband was the one who was WIa'l9ed.. If she was unmarried, 

the father suffered since his investment depreciated. In essence, the 
wanI!ll'S monetary value determined the crime. Under law a waren had no 

~rsonal rights and hel: emotions were di,scounted.7 Only the man and his 
feelings were considered. 

In most times and places it has been the privilege of victorious 

soldiers to indulge in rape in the modern sense of that word. According 

to legend, many Trojan wanen were raped by the victors of Troy.. The 

paradox here is the Greeks did not condone this crime and often stoned 
men to death who camtitted it.8 In 1453, the year Constantinople fell, 

the city's women were attacked by as many as,250,000 Ottoman troops.9 
In more recent . times, the 1937 fall of Nanking to the Japanese army 

resulted in a wholesale rape of its women. This event became known as 
the "Rape of Nanking" 0

10 

Early English COI1IDOIl law set' different punishments for the, crime of 

rape 0 Justice Was administered on the basis of social position, varying 
with the rank of the rapist and his victim. For example, a man who had 

intercourse with a maiden belonging to, but not married to, the king had 

to pay 50 shillings for the rape, but if she was a "slave"' the amount 

was only 25 shillings. If a man raped a nobleman's serving mid, he was 
fined 12 shillings: a COlIfIlOner's serving maid was 5 shillill9s. If a 
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slave, however, raped a CQ11IlOrler' s serving maid, he was castrated and 

if he. rfPld anyone above that position he WM ki11ed .. l1 The most 
(f" ~ . 

ancien.t- statute on the subject of rape is included in the English 
First statutes of westminster in 1275 A.D.l2 This statute made the 

crime of rape, which had previously been a felony at carmon law, a 

misdemeanor and declared that no man should "I'avish a maiden within 

age, neither by her own consent, nor without her consent, nor a wife 
or maiden of full ag~, nor other woman against her wil1".l3 

Thirty-four years later, the Second 'Statute of westminster' reversed 

its decision and the ccmmission of rape was once again considered a 
felony, punishable by death 0 14 

The earliest American statute concerning rape was passed in 1642 in 

lIJassachusetts. The legal definition of rape su.'ted: "1) if ,any man . 
shall unlawfully have carnal copulation with any woman child under 

ten years of age, he shall be put to death, whether it were with or 

without the girl's consent; 2) if any man shall forcibly and without 

consent ravish any maid or woman that is lawfully married or 

contracted, he shall be put to death; 3) if any man shall ravish any 
maid or single woman, committing carnal copulation with her by force, 

or against her will, that is above the age of ten years, he shall 

either be punished with death or with some other grievous punishment 

according to circumstancesA,.l5 It is interesting to note that all 

three provi'sions had the same definition, but the punishment varied 

with the marital status of the victim. This is another reflection of 

the id~a of women as property.l6 If a wanan belongs to no man, the 

damage appears less severe as when she is married or claimed by a man. 

As the twentieth century.progressed there was little change toward a 

more balanced per~ive. From the early 1900$ until the late 
1960s, attention, was rarely focused on rape victims and their 

adjustment problems. The perspective served both to express and to 

reinforce a range of assumptions about male-female sexuality and 
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roles, about rape victims . and their assailants in particular • 
. Victima _re usumed by many to be defiled by and resporisible for the 
actiClnS Of tapists, who seE9m!d to be exercising, in. extremis, a male 
prer09ative.17 Silence, then, was a socially endorsed form of 
contempt since it could so easily be mistaken for an expression of 

.protectiveness and pity for these now "fallen" women. iS 

SOCIETY AND RAPE TODAY 

Toe societal view of rape has recently been radically altered over 
the past several years, in large part because of the feminist 
movement. A focal point of feminist ideology is the 
reconoeptualization of rape from a "sex" crime to a "violent" crime. 
While the crine is still a sexual act, the emphasis on violence is· in 
the context of a humanistic, feminist view, a critique applicable to 
men who see viol~ce' as' a proper means to an end 0 19 Rape is seen as 
epiphenomenal to violence, thus a current demand for police 
sensitivity and court reform to better assist those who have faced 
such an ordeal. 

The history of rapa, thus S~~ to reflect societyOs attempts to 
grapple with the historic differeno!s in status enjoyed by men and 
women. Laws governing rape, like the laws and regulations of all 
institutions at any given point In time, are nothing more than 
manifestations of the prevailing social norms and values. The 
indifference to women as hUfl'lrul beings and the acceptance of 
subserVient, abused roles for them were camponentsof the inherited 
social climate, not parts of malicious schemes. Traditionally, women 
took their places as second class citizens without complaining and 
many ~ never realized they were without certain rights and 
liberties~ It wa.~ Qnly when society. chal'lged its broad perspectives 
on issues like equi ty , the plight of victims, and human rights 
generally that it was ready for major refOCUSing on the crime of 
rape. Robert \1Roy" . Hazelwood, one of the, nation's leading 
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authorit1ea, en rape, at the FBI ac::ade!rfi's Naticnal Center for the 
.J/t."'('" , 

Analyai:ll:; of' Violent Crime (tl:AVC) in Quantico, virginia states that 
~::"~ 

while rp'lIl8t be looked upon as a sexual act, it is nevertheless 

one· of the most brutal. of all crimes.20 Rape victims need sustain no 

physical injury to suffer severe and lasting pain, few crimes are 

better c8lculated to leave their victims with lasting psychic 

wounds.2l Rape is one of the most feared of all crimes. Only ntrder 

ranks higher, as indicated both by the severity of law's sanctions 

and by studies of the public·s ratinss of various crime$.22 If a 

person r~lards rape as jl.\St an act of sex, his or her overall view of 

the crime can be seriOUE.lly distorted~ giving the feeling that rape 

is really sanething whit:? belongs in the area of morality. If we 
l<?Ok upon r.ape as a violent crime against the person, we can be more 

disposed tC) see it as we would view any other aggressive crime, such 

as robbery, murder and assault. 

Despite the "new morality", sex is still a highly emotional issue. 

All camponEmts of society, the Victim, family, police, doctors, 

courts and society in general have difficulty dealing with rape 

coolly and c)bjecti vely. Even the most hardened police officer, for 

instance, c)ften reports difficulty in dealing with a case of rape. 

The special feeling about sex in our culture are revealed by the fact 

that, in many states, laws' dealing with other crimes differ 

significantly from laws dealing with sex crimes.23 For exanple, a 

woman carIlring a purse is ordinarily not col)Sidered to be "asking 

for" a mugging, but a wanan in a short dress is oft. en accused of 

A asking" t:o be raped. No other crime has such strin(irent . . 
corrOOoraticm rules or requires such blameless character or cor::5,ur.~t 

on the pax:t of the victim 0 Recent· research suggests the intfrnt of 

the offendel: is more often aggressive than sexual. This., :it is 

believed, iLs to pI'{>\f(e his own masculinity and iv~":.J.nerabilit~ by 

scapegoatin~J and dSgra~~?n9 the victi,m.24 contrary to popular belief,. 

the average rapist itt probably not saneone for whan sexual outlets 
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are .\.1Mvailable.. Often too, the crime may follow a fight with a 

mother, a g1rlfirend or a wife and be a displacement of hostility 

against that wanan .. 25 

Though it is essentially a crime of Violence, assaulted women are 

usually more damaged psychologically than physically 0 ' According to 

rape crisis therapists, such as Noreen Grella and Debbie Huffman from 

O~ange county Victims for Victims and SOCial services, respectfully 

this statement is true, because of the way in which wanen look at 
. themselves sexually. From their studies and experience, it is the 

opinion of many therapists that if, in t.heir awn eyes and in the eyes 

of their families, ~n feel they have lost their pure image the 

harm can be 9reat~26 While society considers the assaulted wanan as 

the obvious victim,' there are many others adversely affected. 

Parents of the sex offenders feel guilty and inadequate7 they are 

often angry, sometimes hurt and, on occasion, suspiciOUS that the 

victim may have somehow encouraged the crime.. Brothers and sisters 

]: 

. -l 

of both participants suffer humiliation and so do· 'their spouses and ·1' 

their children.27 ~l 

.' 
THE FEELlOO OF GUILT I. 

When a woman has been raped, she will forever ask l-lerself why' she 
. f.: 

left a social event with someone she never met before, picked up a 

hitchhiker, or hitchhiked herself: why she did not fight harder; Why 

she did not think of some trick to break away; or why she. did not 

engage ii'l sane other act~, obvious to her now, which would have 

prevented the assault. What is even more traumatiZing is the fact 
, . 

that other people will bring these subjects up to her" Well-meaning 
parenta, husbands, boyfriends and friends, who are often outraged 

themselves, feeling the rape as a personal attack on their person, 

will ask the vict~:t questions trying to solicit sane response W!lich 

will help make this whole "crazyR incident seem a little more 
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"sane" .28 If the rape happened em a very warm SUDlDer evening and the 

rapist ~"led in a window which the victim left partly open to cool 

off her bedroan, she will be asked why she aid not b~ock the windoW 
somehow: why she did not realize an open window, even an the second 

floor is an invitation to an intruder. She will be forced to 
shamafully admit over and over again that she just did not think 

about it .. 

To some extent, it is always true when an accident or crime occurs, 
it may have been prevented by adequate forethought em the part of the 
victim. 'She makes a sudden left turn in traffic, figuring the 

distance a little too sh~rt, and gets hit by another car. She 

f,orgets to lock her car and finds saneone has stolen her camera out 
of the glove compartment. She leaves her garage door open and finds 

a burglar has entered her home through the connecting door and has 

removed some of her most valuable possessions. In all of these 
cases, she can chastise herself for being so careless. More 'finger 

shaking is added by friends, neighbors and, perhaps" the police who 

will also point out her lack of security. This chastisement, 

how.ever, her own a..'ld others, is limited to the carelessnees ~which was 
. . 

directly responsible for the crime. No one will imply she was trying 
L: ' 

to be hit by the oncoming car, 'or she wanted to. lose her camera or 

her possessions that were inside her hane. This is not so with 

rape.. The slightest evidence of avoidability will bring not Qnly the 

useless question, "Why didn't you •• o •••• ?", but it will also bring 

forth smirks, innuendos and sometimes outright accusations that she 

wanted to be raped.29 

The victim whose guilt feelings have already brought her ego to an 

all time low could be devastated by this attitude. Since ra~ rarely 

occurs with witnesses, the victim has nothing to rely on but her own, 

insistence, especially if sbe was not beaten or visibly bruised, that 

she 'in no way'wanted this horror to befall her. If people closest to 
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her do not understand, who will? She is obligated to protest her -l 
innocenCrI <Mer and over again, even to h~rself • All this ei ther 

continueilf~' to diminish her ego or engenders an ever increasing hatred 

and need for ~c:e to the person who attacked her, or both. 

Sblce the rapist is rarely available to receive her ire, she may let 

~r frust~ations out at sane man who had nothing to do with the crime 
or against men in general. The more guileless she is, the more she 

will resent the need to constantly reaffirm her innocence .. 30 

MYmS AND REALITIES 

An extensiye study of the general p~Oblem of rape, entitled Patterns 

in Forcible Rape, was published in 1971 by Dr.. MenachE.m Amir. The 

resul ts of his research showed that many beliefs about rape and 

rapists were only myths. Dr. Amiris work was largely supported by 

Richard Hardy and Susan Race, (1975), Curriculum on Teenage Rape and 

Prostitution, and by Thanas MCCahill, Linda Meyer and Arthur Fischman 

(1979), in their book, The Aftermath of Rape. The most recent 

support for Arndr's findings came from the London,Rape Crisis Center 

in 1984. Their findings were published in the book, sexual Violence, 

The Reality For WOmen. One myth Amir dealt with surrounds the belief 

a rapist does not have an opportunity for sexual release. Research 

shows many offenders, in some instances as high as 60 percent, lead 

normal sexual . lives with their wives 0: mates Q 31. Finally, Dr. 

William pendergast, men' s prison physician employed at the New Jersey. 

State Prison, conducted research on antisocial 

all of the r~ists he has studied 

relatianships.32 

behavior. He' reports 

had available sexual 

Dr.. Amir carried the contradiction of rape a step further, stating 

those who believe rape is comnitted by men who are carried away by a 

sudden uncontrollable surge of sexual. deSire are wrong. In 

actuality, rape is not a crime of 1rfpulse, but a calculated plan. 
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That helps us understand W;hy victims are often physically mistreated 

, above and beyond the act of sexual interccw:ae. The rapist is· nOt 
just after sex. The fact is, violence and rage ar~ the motivating 
factorS" in rape and sex is merely the chosen mode of expression. 

Another myth is that most rapes occur in dark alleys or to wanen who 
'hitchhike. Although a Significant number of attacks occur in these 
situations, over one-third of all rapes are ccmnitted by men who 
,force their way into a victim's home.33 This contradicts those who, 
feel a woman can avoid attack if she locks herself up like a hermit. 
The age old myth black men rape white women at every opportunity is 
still perpetuated even tho~gh Awdr reports in 93 percent of rape 
cases, both the man and woman are of the same race. 34 Many people 
are inclined to believe the wana.n was at fault, that she sanehaw 

provoked the attack. This provocation may consist of only a gesture 
or a way of dressing_ Even using this extreme scale, the Federal 
Commission on Crimes of Violence reports only four percent of 

reported rapes involve any precipitative behavior on the part of the 
woman. 35 In same cases precipitative behavior is nothing more than 
walking and dressing in a way that is socially defined as 
attractive. our society lauds women who are beautiful and "sexy" but 
those unlucky enough to become victims of 'rape are often condemned. 

Much of the available literature states many men in our society 
believe in a myth that wanen actually want to be ,raped.36 It is 

inconceivable a woman Would wish to be a victim of sexual assault. 
This does not mean women do not make mistakes; surely everyone 
sometimes fail to use good judgment 0 Un£ortunate~y, the rapist 
interprets the 'situation and only relates to it in terms of himself. 
and his intentions. SOme persons really believe rape is impossible 
wi tbout consent, that a normal man cannot rape a normal wanan unless 

. he has assistance. This simply is not true. A Woman who does not 
want to be raped can always prevent ito Frequently, the most ardent 
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believers c,f the ~ are ~ t.hEmselves. Many people believe "you 

can't thread aJOOVing needle" or "a waDan with her skirt up can run 

faster than • an with his pants down"·. wfth this notion goes the 

assumption. that unless a waren is beaten to a PulP she was not 

raped. wanen are often beaten, but oftentimes sutmit because they 

fear for their life if they struggle against the attacker. Most men 

. are physically stronger than mast wanen and the attacker has the 

advantage of surprise. There have been instances in which 

experienced policewanen, trained in self defense and emergency 

situations, have themselves been raped despite all their efforts to 

resist. 37 In the last few years we have seen ill lot of media 

attention relating to the fact that men have been sexually assaulted 
by another man and COUld not fight off the attack. 

Among other myths ccmnon in our society are the following: if a wanan 
has ever been involved in an intimate relationship with a man, she 

cannot then claim he raped her; "good" wanen stay hane at night or 90 

out accarpanied by. a responsible man, only "bad" wOmen go out alone: 
a woman cannot be raped by ill man she has invited into her hane, she 

must have consented to it either verbally or by her actions; nice 

girls do not get raped and bad girls should not oomp1ain1 if ill woman 
is calm and rational rather than hysterical and in a state of sh~k 

after a rape she is obviously making up the attack; a prostitute 

cannot be raped; women who hitchhike or wear tight clothing are 

inviting rape and, in fact, desire it. A close look at all of these 

myths surrounding rape has found them to be untrue 0 The double 

standard society has created between men . and wanen is slowly· being 

swept away, largely. due to the raised consciousness brought about by 

the women's movement. Women are no longer content to believe their 

fate is governed by the lOOres and standards of hundreds of years . . 
ago. The myths surrounding rape JIIlSt go as· well.. Discussions with 

rape Victims, rape crisis workers, interviews with police officers 

and medical personnel as well as carmon sense realities in our modern 

day world show Wanen do not want to be raped.38 
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Repor~ rapes have been increasing approxiJnately three percent a 

year ·ir(the United States, In 1960 there were 15,000. reports while 

by 1976' the number had increased to over 50,C)00.39 At that time, a 

risk rate of twenty-six women being raped per 100,000 existed.40 

Approximately 87,000 reports and a risk raice of 37 per 100,000 

existed in 19851 in 1986 over 90,000 reports were made for a risk 

rate of 38 per 100,000.41 ' 

. No one knows for sure how many actual rapes occur each year. What we 

do know is the growing awareness that rape as an act of violence has 

sent shock waves 'into our communities and into our entire society.42 

As a result, society has been able to see hCM a Single act of 

viol~ce can affect the human camu.mity. The individual, her 

neighbors, the city or town she lives in, even her state and her 

country are involved on her behalf. (see Figure 1) Professionals have 

begun to identify the "ripple effect" of the rape act' and to describe 

its consequences on the Victim, on the victim's family, on friends, 

on the neighborhood in which the incident occurs, on the police who 

became involved in investigating the crime, on hospitals or mental 

health facilities attending to the' victim's physical and psYchic 

injuries and, ultimately, on the court system who must judge the act. 

11 



Ripple Effect of the Act of Rape 

MAP OF GEOGRAPHICAL DEFINmON OF COMMUNITY 

-1 

~l 
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It is clear that increasing familiarity with the circumstances and 

problemr5 of rape have broadened the perspective of fiOCiety.44 At 

first, . in the 60s and 70s, ooly feminist groups focused their 

attentim on the dilerrma of the victim and, as a ,result of social 

pressure, were able to make others take notice. 45 NOW, as we 1oo4t 
toward the future, we see the police willing to accept help fran 

special interest groups, teach prevention and devise special 

techniques on how to l«)rk wi th victims in crisis 0 The future will 

not only see more emphasis on overall training but special 

investigative squads carrposed of both policemen and policewomen will' 

be ut1ized, to help reduce the trauma the public now perceives may 
take place when making a report. 46 

Eduard Ziegenhagan, (1976), in the book Criminal Justice and the 

Victim, states research shows actual police treatment conforms to 

expectations of police treatment.47 Those victims who expect to be 
treated better or worse than, or the same as, others, report the 

police actually treat them in such a manner.48 The feeling law 

enforcement and related professions are becoming sensitized to rape 

has, along with the "ripple effect", increased the confidence 

individuals have in the belief they will be treated with dignity and 

understandIng if they report ~e crime. In the near future, by 1992, 

police, hospital personnel and court staff will be regularly 

resensitized to the suffering of victims 0 49 There will also be 
emotional support for these personnel to help them deal with their. 

own fee1ings. 50 

sensitivity, will, also continue to be a very important issue in the 

area of technology. As "biometrics" , the identification of people 

through their physical characteristics, becomes a reality, or "DNA 

fingerprinting", matching evidence found at a crime scene 'increases 

the chances a suspect will be caught, or the ability to 1ift'a 

fingerprint off of skin is widely used, victims will feel comfortable 
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in making Ii report so the offender will not have the opportunity to 

, strike, •· .... one else. If, due to sensitivity training, the public 
believeS: . tboee who handle their case can truly synplthize with their 

plight, reports will continue to increase. If, on the other hand" 

the perception falls back to pre-60s, it will seriously stifle the 

technological advances to vital to 19.Itest and prosecution. 

As the long range future unfolds, between 1993 to 1997, not only 

women and the police,' but ~ors, lawyers, parents, school, 
administrators, just to name a few, will have becane more aware of 

what rape is all about. The more information, better training, less 
stigma, the better chance to deal with it and, hopefully, prevent 

it. Rape is a sexual act only because sex organs are involved. Its 

true nature reveals itself ~ Violently humiliating a victtm who 

ha~ns to be wIner able !Uld handy at the time. It is really the 

ultimate invasion of privacy.51 -It is also still terribly 

misunderstood.52 Too many. people think if ~ wore lcnger skirts 
and looser clothing everything would be okay. They should know that 

recently, during a one year period of time, the majority of rape 

victims in Chicago wore turtlenecks and slacks, hardly seductive 

attire ~ 53 When women unaers·t.and rape is violent they will take rape 

prevention more seriously" When the carmunity as a whole has a 

better understanding of the ~rime of rape they will be able to deal . . 
with the victim with more COO1?ClSsion thus affecting a major change 

for the better. Future technology will become a reality including 

the increased validity of criminal profiling. The Survivior's Bill 

of Rights will happen and police sensitivity training will OCCUt in 

every ~ and advanced training session throughout the state of 

California. 
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TfiE 101INAL GROOP PROCESS 

FUtures.WheeltRelevanoe Tree Using the Brainstorming Technique 
Five police managers assisted ~~is author in developing a futures 
wheel and subsequently focused topic to be submitted as a proposal 
'for study. (see Figure 2) 'Ite objective was to select a topic of 
study from the issue of increasing violent crime. Many different 
possibilities were presented. The subject of female rape was 
selected. The original proposal suggested a topic covering all 
sexual assaults. This subject was too broad and the futures wheel 
allowed for much narrower focus. 

OVClrpopulction 

Figure 2 
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Nine !*'PIe from the areas of education, law enforcement, 
vi¢im/Witne5s' services and youth service programs were then invited 

to participate in two group meetings to -brainstorm- current trends 

ana critical future ev~nts which may influence t;he issue: the crime 

of female rape and its inpact on california law enforcement by the 

year 2000. 'ltlere. were five wanen and four men joined together as a 

naninal group. one woman, representing the Orange county camunity 

service program,also has a background in law and public 

administration. One woman, from the Orange county Victim/Witness 

program, has a background in sexual assault. Qle wanan is a teacher 

and chair of a municipal advisory board for a city of 70,000 people. 

One woman, a police officer, is a sexu~l assault investigator. All 

. four men have police backgrounds; two are chiefs, one is a 

lieutenant, one is a sergeant. All have training, research and 

public administration backgrounds. 

Each participant was contacted individually and' given a catplete 

overview of the command College, its goals and the WNGT- process. 

The group was. asked to be prepared to offer general and specific 

trends occurring in their respective professions and in society which 

will have an impact on the issue and the future. '!bey were also 

asked to generate a list of possible future events~ 

As the first meeting got underway the members were well prepared and 

immediately started offering ~uggestions to help develop a relevance 

tree. , (It is shown in Figure 3.) This procedure helped develop a 

list of related topics, many of which eventually surfaced as the 

transition to identifying trends took place. 
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TENDS AND IVENrS 

This aercille helped set the sta~ to put together a list of 60 
emerging trends and 24 possible events. At the conclusiCl'l of each 

brainstorming session, a discussion session was held to answer any 
questions and clarify any of the ideas offered. The group was 
,instructed how to Wvote" individually and privately for the five 
trends and five events each individual felt were the most 
significant. At the conclusion, each person graphed his opinion of 
the expected value of each of the future trends and the probability 
of occurrence of each of the events. 

The group met tw~ce and ~ able to help c:arpile the results and the 

creation of the event evaluation form and the cross-i.JIi>act analysis. 

The five trends the group believed would have the most significant 
impact on the future are: 

-----~-

I 

1: 
-l 

.'1: 

~~ ~ 

All police officers will be exposed to sensitivity training. 
Technical 

t 

There will be specialized sexual assault teams designed specifically, 
to assist victims and use modern technolO9¥ to d~tain critical 
evidence. 
Environmental 
There will be a stronger educational approach, includin~ interagency 
cooperation, rape p'revention, and media attention to deal ~flith 

attitudes and behavior. that currently prevail in society. 
Econanic 
There will continue to be reduced funding while demand for services 

is increasing. 
Political 
There will be legislation which will change the wording in penal 
statutes, official reports, court: proceedings and sexual assault 
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deW18, thua belping to· ~j.minate the R:Lgza of the word rape. Tbe 

. group _. Uktld to g't8ph the l-tivrU of ilpact of each of. the five 

trend8,. 88timting \!hat tM iv,pset -Will be" and -cauld be- by the 

yeti' 2060. A _dian level· of the projected ilq?aet 'WlUJ determined for 

each trend. 

Figure 4 shows tne Cr\!nd of sensitivity training for police 

officers. The group predicted a n~mnal ~ Df 300 percent by the . 

year 2000 in comparison to the !..ll\"\u~:, experienced in 1980. 
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rigure 5 eI:iowa the uend of specialized 8eXUal assault teams designed 

~ic:aUy to assist vic::ti.1DB and use ~rn technology to obtain 

eritien1 m~o ~ group predicted a ncm:lnal ~ of 400 
'percent by the year 2000 in ccmparisc.m to units Of this type 

~lable in 19800 
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Figure 6 shows the trend 0'£ a stronger ed\lC2ltional approach" 
in@luding interagency cooperation, rape prevention and me4:ta 
attention to deal with attitudes that currently prevail in society. 
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FigUre 7 &bcva t:be trend of • continued reduction of funding while 

~ for aervieu increuu. The group predi,*ed a naninal c:bange 

of 200 percent in CCil'PU'iacn to available funds am c:aUa for _rvioe 
, in D80~-
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Figure 8 shows the tr<mCi toward legislation which will change the 

m:1gma identified with the 'WOrd rape.. The group predicted a naninal 

ci'umge of 100 percent in cxrnparison 'Irlth the reality of this trend 

coming true in 1980. 
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'!'he five .-.t significant critical events identified by the group 

are: 
1. Rape aanivora Bill of Rights legislation puses. 

, :2.. cure for AIDS found. 

3. P .. O.S.T. mandates sensitivity training for all sworn personnel. 

40 No parole for ,convicted sex offenders beccmes law. 
S. New technological discoveries lead to brw4kthrough in identifying 

suspects fran evidence obtained fran their victims. 

The group assigned numerical figures to each indicating the 

'probability of the event taking place ~ the years 1995 and 2000. 
Table 1 shaws the median probabilities the eventmll occur and the 

median n1.111lbers for the net iDpu:t of the event as it applies to law 

enforcement 0 

Table~ 

EVENT STATEMENT PROBABILIT! NET IMPACT CN 

By 1995 By 2000 '!'HE ISSUE AREA 

o - 100 0 - 100 -10 TO +10 
SUrvivors' Bill of Rights 

legislation passes 50 
Cure for AIDS found 60 

PoO.SoT. mandatf!S 

sensitivity training 

for sworn personnel 
No parole for 

convicted sex 

50 

offenders becanes law 20 

New technological 

discoveries leads to 
breakthrough in 

identifying . suspects 

from evidence obtained 

from their victimso 50 

... ". 

70 +8 
80 +5 

50 +10 

30 +5 

70 +5 
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-10 To +10 

+10 
+4. 

+10 
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+7 
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Table 2 
." 

crOU-I!plet Gr • . .- (Prcbability of oec:urrence by the Year 2000) 

..... 

~ I 'JHHlS 

El E'l E3 Z4 ,1:5 'l'l' 'J2 '1'J 

70. lX NO l'r.i::l'H.a ~ No .... 
effllCt to 70' to 50' eff«:t 20' 20t 30' 

8m Ift:::I:8Ue X Inc::nuI ,- It) .. lJic:ftaM 
to lOt te 60t to 20' effect ef1'ct 5' o 5' 

SC)' Ih:::nIUe It) LX tb No ~ l'Dcnue Incl'WtUe 
to 80\ effact. ~ effect lOOt 1~' 1o, 

30' lr'IcnIue H:> Inc:r:'eUe X-Ii:) Inc::ru.IIe Incraue l:riCz'eUe 
to 80\ effect to 60t eflact 20' 20' 10' 

~o, l'.nc::reaa8e Nb ~ ~&ct: t>< Inc::reue Inc::ru.Ie r.ncr.ue 
to 80' effact to7Ot 10' lOt 5' 

Event 1 ... survivors' Bill ~,Rights 

EVent 2 - CUre for AIDS eo, 
Event 3 GO 'ClO.S.T" mandated RnSitlvity training so, 
EVent 4 "" No parole' for ccmvicttd IIU offenders 30, 

Event 5 ... NeW technological diacoveries 70' 
Trend 1 .. All police officers ~go aensit.ivity training 

Trend 2 - Specialized aexual UNult teIms 

'!rend 3 - Strenger educational approach 
Trend 4 - Reduced funding/increased cJemand 

Trend 5 ... StiCJM elimination 
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Analy!is of the Cross-Inpact EValuation 

'Placing the events and trends in a grid framework allows the reader 

to draw __ catclusions about their inter-relatedness, apecifically 

the iDplct that one event my have if it were to occur 0 

EVent to Event Cross-Inpact 

10 If a Survivors' Bill of Rights were to becane law it Will have no 

effect In increasing or decreasing the possibility of a cure for AIDS .. 

The bill will increase the chance of P .O.S.T.. D!a1'ldating sensitivity 

trainir19 for all sworn personnel fran 50 percent to 70 percent.. This 

will oecur because the use of video testimony, no Victim 

identification to public, and the victim's right to a "apeedt' trial 

will increase rape reports significantly. The potential for ~e 

~ to becane witnesses, thus the probability of more convictions, 
means the, first responder must set the stage for a system of quick 

response and understanding 0 

This bill will increase the probability of no parole for convicted 

ileX offenders from 30 percent to 50 percent. The popularity and 

subsequent success of the SUrvivor' s Bill of Rights will help special 

interest groups obtain support for their cause to make a ~viction 

for ~exual assault a no parol~ offense. 

If legislative action takes lplace which will cause the Victim's Bill 

of Rights to become law, the naninal probability of technolQ9ical 

diseovE!ries ,leading to a br«takthrough in identifyi~ suspects fran 

evidence obtained fran their victims will not be affected. 

20 If a cure for AIDS is found" the naniMl probability for the 

Victim's Bill of Ri9hts legislation to pus will increase fran' 70 
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percent to eo percent. '!'his will hippen, of course, because once as 

cure for AIDS is announced there Will be an bmediate increase in 

social :aet~ vity" INch as single bars, dating and cuual sex. IJ.Ibere 
will be many more WQIlen for the rapist to c:hooee fran. Reports of 

.rape will rise considerablYI more rapes, I'IOre Wit.nea.su and more 
support for the survivors' Bill of Rights. 

Like the survivors' Bill, the cure for AIDS will increase the 

incidents of ·rape, thus increasing rape investigations.' This, in 

turn, will increase the probability of PeO.S.T. Jl\lnt5ating sensitivity 
training for all sworn personnel from 50 percent to 60 perCento 

If a cure for lUDS is found,aewal praniscuity and the singles scene 
will return. The probability of no parole for convicted sex offenders 
will then decrease fran 30 percent to 20 percent. When more rapes 

are reported and rore wi by,I..sses are willing to testify due to the 

SUrvivors' Bill of Rights and sensitivity training, more suspects 

mIl go to prison.. No parole will mean additional crowding in what 

is already an overcrowded penal systemo 

.If a cure for AIDS is found it will have no effect on increasing or 
decreasing the possibility of a new discovery to identify suspects 

fran evidence left with the victim • 

3& If P.C.S.T. N~ates sensitivity training for all sworn 

personnel, the naninal probability for the SUrvivors' Bill of Rights 

to became a reality will increase from 70 percent to 80 percent. 

This will occur because the same special interest groups who helped 

put through the P oOoSoT. mandate will now be able to concentrate 
fully on passage of the SUIvi vor e S Bill of Rights &. They will be able 

to argue that, as the new training becanes a positive factor in . . . 
getting women to report rape, it is iJltlerative the judicial system be 

chMged so once a victim mJee8 a report she will continue to testify 
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P.C.S.To- JllDdating sensitive training will' have no effect on 

increasing or decreasing the cure for AIDS, 00 parole for canvict~ 

sex offenders, or & new technology leading to the breakthrough in 

identifying suspects. 

4. If the event of no parole for convicted sex offenders becaDes 

law, the naninal probability of a Survivor's Bill of Rights becardng 

law will increase from 70' percent to 80 percent. If there are enough 
votes in the legislature to make no parole 8 law, it is reasOned the 
:sane politicians will be persuaded to support the survivor's Bill. 

NO, parole for sex offenders will have no effect an increasing or 

decreasing the cure for AIDS. it will increase the probability of 

PeOoSoTo mandating sensitivity training from 50 percent to 60 
percent. NO parole means more rape reports. More rape I£pOrts mean 
more investigations and thus more officer contacts 0 It will be 

inplrtant for victims to continue to be willing to prosecute 0 No 

parole for offenders and sensitivity training will have such an 

affect. 

The event, no parole for ex offenders, will not i;ncreue or decrease 

the probability of a new discovery leading to a breakthrough in 

identify~n9 suspects from evidence obtained fran their victims. 

50 The event of new technological discoveries leading to a 
breakthrough in identifying suspects frco evidence obtained from 

their victims will change the probability of the Survivor'S Bill of 

Rights legislation passing from 70 percent to 80 percent. Victims 

will -report the crime because they will realize there is a good 
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chance the suspeCts will be caught 0 The legislature will' be I 
influenced by this discovery and, the increase of victims willing to _ 
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rape will OCCU% • Education, prevention and better interagency 
" . 

. cooperation wlll ruult. 

CII'1ee a 'Cure for AIDS is found, the tremendous cost for research, 
special housing and insurance will gradually be reduced. titizens 

will be willing to change their focus en other priorities, thus the 

iJrpact of reduced funding will be decreased by 20 percent. 

The cure for AIDS will have no significant inplct on changing the 

wording in the statutes which will help eliminate the stigma of the 

l«ird rape. 

3. ~e occurrence of the event, P.O .. S.T., mandates sensitivity 
training for all . sworn personnel, will increase the trend of all 

police officers· being exposed to sensitivity training by 100 

percent. The trend will now be a reality 0 This same event will 

increase the tren.d of speciali2:ed assault teams by 10 percent. . The 

increase in trained law enforcement personnel will Iillow victims to 

feel more can:fortable in reporting. The knowledge ~ sanea'le is trying 

to hel~ will allow people to get involved, to be witnesses and 

prosecute offenders~ The ability of special teams to interview. 

victims, profile, seek out and 'arrest suspects .will be greatly 

enhanced by the public's willingness to becane invo~ved. 

Sensitivity training will increase the trend for a stronger 

educational approach ~ ten percent. Once sensitivity training ~s 

publicized, t.beissue of rape will becane prominent in the news. 
Interagency cooperatiOn and the willingness for law enforcement to 

accept support fran rape assistance groups and sociru service 

agencies will help set the stage for rape prevention programs in high 

schools, colleges and civic groups .. 

P.OoS .. '!' .. mndated sensitivity uaining for all sworn law enforcement 

personnel Will increase the trend of reduced funding wbile demand for 
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services increase by five percent. Much of the training will be 

absorbed :Into current basic academy curriculums, but other training, 
" 

especiallY for investigators and supervisors, will require a slight 

increase of funding. 

~ sensitivity training becanes II reality, it will address the 

moral issue of rape and thus iDpact the trend toward rewording of 

rape statutes by an increase of ten percent. The issue of the stigma 

of rape is very mch bounC up with the issue of sensitivity, meaning 

there is more to investigating this crime than merely taking & 

report. conm.micaticm, including body language, for ua!J1i>le, plays an 

important role in treating the victim fairly While at the same time 
obtaining vital informationo Any assistance, including the use of 
tm! word wrvi vor , rather than rape victim will be of great 

importance • 

41. Occurrence of the event, no parole for convicted sex offenders" 

will increase the trend of sensitivity training for all police 

officers by 20 percent. Media attention about sexual assault and the 

rape trauma syndrane will precede this event. Once in place, no 
I. 

parole for sex offenders will signficantly increase the willingness 

of victims to come forward and testify. It will b.' expected that 

first and subsequent contacts by police must meet every standard of 

professional ethics. 

No parole for sex offenders will increase the trend for specialized 

sexual assault teams designed specifically to assist victims and use 

modern technology, to obtain critical evidence by 20 percent. Much of 

the success of these teams Will be due largely to the mnount of 

publicity about the crime of rape before r~'O parole became law. Once 

the event takes place waren v.ictims, as well as witnesses fran both 

!'eXes, will more readily get !nvol ved. Ci tizens in general will 

support the team effort and be 1Wc:b more willing to testify against 
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'NeW tedmology will not increase or decrease the probability of a 
cure for AIDS. The, procedure will affect P.O.SoT. mandated 

.&tenSitiYity training by increasing its probability fran SO percent to .-
70 percent.· This will occur because of, an increase in victims 

lfi,lling to report and prosecute their assailants 0 

'rt1e new technology leading to " breakthrough in identifying suspects 

will have no effect on increasing or decreasing the possibility of no 

parole for convicted sex offenders. 

EVENT TO TREND CROSS-IMPACT 

1. If the event, survivors' Bill of Rights legislatian, passes and 

it will cause a plus 20 percent ~et on the trend of all police 

officers being required to undergo sensitivity trainingo Once the 
SUrvivor' s Bill of Rights becomes law, the increase in rape reports 

will once again raise the consciousness of the American publico There 

~llbe increasing pressure to do everything possible to treat the 

victim with dignity, while, at the same time" obtain as much 

information and evidence as possibleo The Willingness of victims to 

r~rt and, once the suspect is in custody, to prosecute will mean. 
every contact must be as professional as possible 0 sensitivity 

training for ·first responders, investigators and supervisory 

personnel will be imperative. 

The survivors' Bill of Rights will increase the trend of specialized 

sexual assault teams designed specifically to assist victims and use 

modern technology to obtain critical evidence by 20 percento Just as 
there are now strategic weapons teams and hazardous device (banb) 

squads to handle those incidents requiring specific expertise, public 

presSure to have tactical units available to handl~ extremely serious 

cases or a series of violent atta~ks will help this trend became & 

reality 0 
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The event of a survivors 8 Bill of Rights becaDing law will increase 

the pouibility of Ii monger educat~onal ClPProacb, including 

interagency cooperation, rape preventioo, and media attentico to deal 

'with . 'attitudes and behavior by 30 percent. Special. mterest gr~ 
will rally around law enforcement' s effort not ally to educate its 

~ ranks but also help to develop an awareness throughout the 

ccmnunity about the crime of rape and what is being done to help 
prevent and properly investigate it. SOCial service agencies and the 

district attorney's office will be a significant help in this effort. 
The Survivors' Bill of Rights will cause a 10 percent decrease in the 

trend of reduced funding occurring the same time II demand for 
" services is increas,ing. The Bill of Rights Will be such a pqlUl.aI' 

issue the public will be willing to increase taxes just to pay for 
servir.es which Will help educate, investigate and proeecutso 

The survivors' Bill of Rights Will increase the trend of legislatian 

to change wording in peruU. statutes, reports and sexu&l. assault 

details, thus reducing or eliminating the sti91l& identified with the 

crime of rape by 50 percent. The political support mJStered by 

special. interest groups to get the Bill of Rights into law will carry 

over into future camnittee debates and since the issue iDt?&cts ~e 
feelings of not only victims but those who may became v~ct;ims, it 

will easily becc:me law. 

2. If the critical event, a cure for AIDS occurs, it will have no 
plus or minus ~ct on the trend of sensitivity training for all 

police officerso It v.i.ll increase the trend for specialized Sexual 
assault teams by five percento A cure for AIDS will, increase social 

activity and, as a result" rore cases of rape will be reported. 

A cure for AIDS will increase the probabilitY of the trend for a 

stronger educatic:m.al approach by five percent.. Again" this event 

mll increase da~ing and other social activities and, in turn" more' 
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assailants. 

NO par~e for sex offenders will have a ten percent increase on the .-
trend of a stronger educational approach, including interagency 
cooperation, rape prevention and media attention to deal with 
attitudes and behavior that currently prevail in society. Again, the 
publicity rendered prior to the no parole decision will have made a 
strong impression on the public at large. There will be ~despread 

support for rape victims. This concern will affect agencies which 
are devoted to increasing awareness, prevention and arrests of 
offenders. 

Rape is a felony. Convicted rapists will be housed in state 
prisons 0 This means an increase in the cost of running the penal 

system and this occurrence thus increases, by five percent, the trend 
of reduced funding while dewand for aervice continues to rise. 
Wanen's groups have long argued the worr;i rape brings ~ith it 
connotations of shame and degradation. They would much rather have 
SOCiety think of them as surVivors, victims of an attack over which 
they had no control. If no parole for the individuals.who commit 

" 

these attacks becomes law, it will increase the trend ·to reduce such 
stigmatization by ten percent. '.: 

5. Occurrence of the event, new technological discoveries,'leads to 
breakthrough in identifying suspects from evidence o~tained from 
their victims; it will increase the trend toward sensitivity training 
for all police officers by ten percent 0 The increased likelihood of 
the suspect being arrested if the crime is reported will 
significantly increase rape reports, thus also increase the demand 
for officers to be in contol, confident, aware of verbal and body 

language ccmnunic~tion, and sensitive to the victim's feelings and 
needs. 
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New 'technology will increase the trend for specialized sexual usaul t 

, ,teams by 30 percent. The special teams will ~ made up of not only 

well trained law enforoem..~t p.'!r~l v but doctors, nurses and 

BOCial workers using the latest state of the art' equipuent and 

techniques 0 The feeling saneone cares and sanething will be done 

will increase viCtim's willingness to report and to pr~~te. 

New teC'.hnology will increase a stronger educational approach by 5%. 

with continued efforts toward profiling and as the country learns' 

about the possibility of obtaining fingerprints off of another 

person's skin, or positively matching hair samples to a specific 

individual, or identifying a suspect by his perspiration or SE!!'len, 

demands for awareness and preventicxl programs will increase 

dramatically 0 

The trend Of reduced funding while demand for services increases will 

not decrease or increase if the event of new technology ta.~es placeo 

There will be a five p!lrcent increase in eliminating the stigma of 

rape 0 

As new methods of investigation and training emerge, more knowledge 

about the subject will be known, politicians will be more likely to 

agree with special interest groups and change the wording of penal 

statutes. 
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It is universa~ly recognized that the number of rape offenses 
reported is not a true picture of the number of rapes which have 

actually ocCl.Jrred. During the 1960s when the consciousness of rape 

began to surface, it was estimated that only one in ten forcible acts . 
of rape were reported. Dr. Menachim Amir, who was briefly discussed 

in the background section of this report, in his book, Patterns in --
Forcible Rape, suggested in 1971 that 25 'percent of all rapeS were 

reported at that time.54 Sylvana Tomaselli and R~ Porter, (1986), 
in the book sinply ti tled ~, state there is a perception the 

police lack the proper sensitivity to properly interview victims and 

this is one major variable 'Which keeps reporting low. One ascertains 

from this book, however, as more training takes place and inproved 

relations ~tween victims and the police prevail, increased reporting 

will re.su1t. The United States National Crime survey (NCS), for 

instance, estimated that 50 percent of forcible rapes were reported 

to the po1ice.55 This estimate is considerably higher than that 

reported by Amir 4 Unfortunately, the latest re~arch indicates still 

only 50 percent of sexual asSO':'~,~s are ever, formally investigated.56 

A major problem, therefore, still exists. Attitudes and behavior of . , 

police about sexual assault is one area of concern that needs to be 

improved.57 

Carmen Germaine Warner, ( 1980 ) , Ra~ and Sexual Assau1 t, Management 
and Intervention, states that although training has improved, 

barriers between victims and the police still exist. According t'o 

warner, these barriers often hinder rape investigations and 

contribute to the trauma experienced by the victim. IJll)Ortant 

barriers are the police officer's lack of know1ed~e, misperceptions, 

and negative personal fee1ings. 58 Calm, unemotional victims are 
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sanetiDIs viewed with suspicion or doubt by sane officers. It is not 

unusual baNever, for many victims to respond with shock and rather 
quiet denial in extremely stressful ·situations.59 ~r states 

sensitivity training can help an officer becane aware of the myths 

sulrrounding rape so there i:s no chance of personal feelirA9s to color 
the officerrs evaluation of rape caseS o 

In many cases officers have developed their feelings because of 

negative experiences in handling rape cases. False reports" for· 
instmlce, do occur 0 60 Some victims may not be willing to press 

charges or may allow days, or even ~ks, to pass before report~9 a 

rape. These experiences are frustrating to a poli~ officer and 
sometimes result in the adoption of cynical attitudes.61 These 
negatives imlSt be overcome, however, as most reports are not false 

and late reports do not negate the fact a rape occurred. 

In their book, The Second Assault, Rape and Public Attitudes, Joyce 

Williams and Karen Holmes (1981), draw attention to sensitivity 

training not only for police but for district attorneys, doctors and 

nurses as well.62 One critical area discussed involves basic 

eotmIlllication skills and body language. Victims often feel hospital 

staff members,' surprising as it may sound, do not understand what 

emo~ional trauma they are experiencingo63 This may not be accepted 

with the police, but it can be more understood in that arena than in 

a medical treatment setting II Another area of concern discussed in 

the book is the problem of not apprising the victim of what is taking 

place.' In many instances, the siJli>le procedure of . first responder 

explaining why certain questions are being asked, what immediate 

steps will ta.ke place and. What follow up action will occur is not 

being done. This" information gap" 11Ilst be closed if law enforcement 
i~ going to be su~sful in helping disperse the stigma of rape, get 

everyone to report the offense and, in turn, make an ~et on this 
. . 

crime in society ~ not only arresting the assailants but ~ finally 
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getting a handle on how many actual assaults are taking place. 

Judge 3_8 Morris, (1983) , who wrote the book, Victim Aftershock, 

believEfs the i1rprovement in attitudes toward the crime of rape have, 
in fact, encouraged rape victims to repoJ:'t their attackB.64 These 
reports have increased arrests 0 Due to increased reporting, police 

now apprehend approximately 48 percent of forceable rapists in this 

oountry.65 MOrris makes it clear that law enforcement, the judicial 

sYstem in general, l1IJst- continue to try and understand what the rape 
victim has gone through. 

Michael rronry and Norval Morris, crime and Just~ce, 1983, state' many 

injuries in rape attacks are sustained by battering 'as the offender 
tries to subdue a struggling victimo Some injuries occur when the 

rapist vents his anger or when he uses force to enhMce sexual 
satisfaction. TOnry and Morris spend a great deal of time discussing 

this trauma, education, awareness and sensitivity. There are cases, 
even when physical injury is not present, when Victims, prepared to 

su.t:mit, are subjected to gratuitous insults and other psychological 

humiliations.66 This book, and the literature in general, states 

there is an ever increasing awareness to these cruelties and some 

improvement, especially by law enfo~~t, to seriously attempt to 

be more sensitive 0 The hypothesis is this compassion will increase 

reports, arrests and, ultimately, convictions because victims will no 

longer -be apprehensive in coming to authorities. 

Technical 

In looking to future technology, the booklet, Electronic Latent Print 
Detection, by Edward German, (1985), is one of the most current 

documentaries. Latent fingerprints are the most dynamic physical , . 

evidence known to eXist.67 Dramatic scientific advanCf'.B in latent 

print development ·techniques have greatly enhanced the future 

capability to recover crime scene latent prints. These techniques 
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include laser technology, developnent of latent prints on human skin 

and latent print carputeri~iation. 

The value of the laser is credited to Dr. E. Roland MenZel of the 

Xerox Research Centre of Canada, who in 1976 developed this means of 

detecting latent prints.68 Research was ccnducted by the P .B.l. at 

their various laboratories and, in 1978, this organizaticm went on 

record recamtending its use. At first, in its infancy, the laser 

received only limited uSe. Then ,inportant breakthroughs started to 

develop. One of the ~t dynamic illustrations of the laser's value 

occurred in 1982. On AUgust 13', 1984, Valerian Trifa r the former 

archbishop of the Roma.nian Orthodox' Church of. America, departed the 

U~ited States for Portugal. His departure culminated more than nine 

years of litigation to strip him of his u.s. citizenship and deport 

him , fran this country. Trifa 0 s f·ate was brought iJbout by 

sophisticated laser technology utilized by the FBI. 

Trifa was born on June 28, 1914 in Campeni, Ral'lMiao He entered the 
. . 

United States on July 17, 1950 fran Italy. In 1952 he was 
consecrated as a bishop of the Romanian Orthodox Church of the United 

States and in 1957 he was -naturalized as a n .• Se citizen. In 1975, 

the u. s. Department of Justice insti tuted . deportation proceedings 

against. Trifa, alleging he copcealed material facts in obtai!ling his 

UoS. citizenship. It was alleged in 1941, while in Ranania, Trifa 

was a major figure in the violent facist and anti-Semetic Romanian 

Iron Guard ~d he was responsible for the deaths of thousands of Jews 

in Rcmania.. He reportedly received protection from the Nazis from 

1941 to 1944.69 

In May, 1982, at the request of the U.s. Govermnent, the west German 

government, through its embassy .in Washi~9ton, D.Co, made available. 

to the PBIDs Identification Division oert&in documents for latent 
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fingerprint aamiMtion. One such document was a postcard dated June 
14, . 1M2-,- allegedly authored by Trifa and addressed to Heinrich 

Binnlm:! one of Bitler's close associates and a top ~azi official. 

Trifa e!1l'hatical1y denied authoring the document. The west GeI'mi!Ul 

government insisted that examination of the document not in any way 

deface or alter its condition. By using laser technology, II latent 

in1?ression of a left thumbprint was developed on the postcard and, 

subsequently, dientified as being placed there b¥ Trifa.7Oaased on 

this information, Trifa was deported to portugal on August 13, 1984. 

Thus, through the use of laser technology, F. B. I. fingerprint 

experts were able to detect a latent fingerprint over 40 years old, a 

remarkable aocomplishmentin the pursuit of justice.7l 

Since that time, many important cases have been solved through use of 

the laser. The most recent, highly publicized, 1986 arrest involved 

Mr. Richard Ramirez, the alleged Hnight stalker" , who terrorized 

Southern California by raping and murdering some 14 people. The 

Orange County Board of supervisors, in granting Sheriff Brad Gates 

the funding for this equipment, never dreamed it would have to be 

used to solve one of the most heinous crimes of all times. 

Ap,proximately ten million people throughout a five county area 

breathed a Sigh of relief for this foresight~ one print was lifted 

from an a.utomobile which subsequently led to _ Ramirez 0 incarceration. 

The next ten to 12 years will see the laser continue to become more 

and more sophisticated. One may hypothesize the ~licity 

surroundin9 such detentions as Ramirez will increase the public's 
initiative -to _ report assaults -because of the confidence in the 

system's ability to apprehend the suspect. 

AS early as 1975, the book Significant Advances in the Science of _ 

Fingerprint.!" by Robert Hazen, identifies one of the most in;?ortant 

technological breakthroughs of the future will be the development of 
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latent prints on human skin. The lack of a practical, effectiv~ 

method of developing identifiable latent prints en human 8kin bas 

long been a major problem ccnfront~ t!le law enforcement 

profession 0 SUccessful development of such iq)ressions would be of 

extreme value in the inVestigation of rapes, aggravated assaults, 

.hanicides, and other crimeS! where the subject would logically have 

touched the victim. 72 Recognizing the need: for this type of latent 

print developnent, research has' been initiated to determine (1) 

whether or not latent prints could be developed an human skin and (2 ) 

if such a process would be practical. Scientists, futurists in their 

own right·, believe the next ten years will see this bec:ane a 
reality. In fact, while not yet perfected exper!mtmtaluse is 

warranted now.73 It should be noted, even when perfected, time will 

be of the ~sence. The time lapsing between the time the victim is 

subjected to manual contact and the time the victim is examined for 

latent prints will be of vital importanceo74 

One of the most exciting technological. events of the future will be 

the use of ADNA fingerprintingW to identi.fy sane rapiSts. Alan 

Giusti, Michael Baird, Sam pasquale, Ivan Balazs, and Jeffery. 

Glassberg, in their article, "Application of ImA to the Analysis of 

DNA Recovered' from Sperm", which appeared in the Journal of Forensic 

Sciences, April, 1986, state the future of identifying some suspects 

from ~rm and hair samples looks promising. 75 

In the booklet, 'Forensic DNA AnalysiS, Cecilia H .. von Beroldingen and 

George B. von Sensabaugh, (1986), are very hopeful for the future of 

mA technology. They do state' that while the DNA fingerprinting . . 
.technique has tremendous potential, ita devel~t is sigriificantly. 

in the future as there are a number ~ hurdles yet to be junped.. The 

authors are optimistic, however, referring to the tremendous advances 
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made in science during the last ten years as an exauple of future 
, develqamts.76 

, . . -
Environmental 

,As discussed above, sexual assault is a concern being addressed by 

professionals in law enforcement, medicine, psychology and social 

work, as well as neighborhood anti-crime groups, feminist 

organiZations and ~~rical businesses which sell a variety of' 

l1iUpons and pranote "c}Uickie" self defense· courses. In April 1978, 

Suzanne Tindall from the Dade county Public safety Department in 

Miami, Florida, stated in the FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin that in 

spite of great diversity in their approach, these groups have reached 

general agreement on tile correct proactive approach to reduce the 

incidence rate of raape in t::he future. To avoid an attack situation, 
the smne measures advis:ed for deterring robbery, burglary and mgging 

are recommended for sexual assault." ,These precautions follow 

traditional "target hardening" procedures - installing deadbolt locks 
and security alarms in residences; having adequate lighting in yards, 
parking lots, and along streets; and avoiding th~ dangers of unlocked 

cars, hitchhiking and ~1counters with strangers.7S 

A woman should do eveL-ything' possible to avoid an attack. These 

preventive measures rnust be practiced daily by women who do not live 

in fear, but who take a carmon sense approach that will make the~r 

everyday lives as scl£e. as possible.. While exercising precaution, a 

woman must prepare herself for the possibility of an attack, both 

mentally and physically. Tindall states that community and law 

enforcement lWSt work together to involve women, support them and 

help them. prevent assault.. She· goes on to warn, however, great 

controversy exists regarding the correct rea~ive measures whiCh 
-should be employed in the event. precautions fail and an attack is 
iJrminent or underway 0 79 Acord~n9 to Tindall, 'WC1iDen • are being told: 

"'scream", "'no, don't show fear"; IV fight , back", "no, stay calm and 
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cool" 0 itt.. Should an attack occur, no expert will be there to answer 

the v:l.c:tiB'. questions. She will be totally on' her own, reacting 

-l 

withiJ1' microseconds of the initial perception of dangeJ;. She will be 

the only person who can gauge the s1 tuational factors, her own 
priorities and have a sense of the attacker's level of violence • 

. Examining and weighing these factors rapidly, and under streSs, she 

will select her response instinct! vely rather than mthodica11y" 

Nonetheless, the intended victim is the best, and only, person who 
can decide which tactics to use. 81 

During any conversation about education for prevention of rapa" one 

book certain to be mentioned is How to Say No to a R!Pist and 

surVive, by Frederic' storaska, (1975) 0 This man has devoted ~y 

years of his life to lecturing and writing about rape. Be makes wmy 

of his points with humor, relies heavily on cammon sense 
perspectives, uses stories of actual events, concrete suggestions and 

encouragement for handling the actual rape situation. Many women's 

groups have castigated Storaska, saying he is often irreverent. and .... 

has a "chauvinistic" attitude of "lie back and enjoy the inevitable , 

without fighting". Many women argue there is no place for humor in 

. what they feel is a deadly serious situation. Despite those who 

speak out against Storaska, he still continues to draw a large 

following, even today.. Some high school and college teachers, civic 

groups and many in police circles feel storaska presents a realistic 

view to the rape situation. Be says a woman may have to "treat the 

rapist as a hwnan being", and go along with him rather than put up an 

attack that, in fact, may only make her assailant more vi.olent.82 

No matter whether one agrees or disagrees, Storaska' s book is worthy 

of being reado Storaska is one of our nation's leading experts on 

rape prevention. His book emphasizes how to avoid and survive severe 

assaUlts. Storaska feels the most' urgent concern of any woman should 

. be to mentally prepare thP.mse1ves in case an attack should occur 0 It 

is storaska's opinion th:ts psychological preparation may, in fact, be 

women 0 s best defensi veweapon 0 
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'One cd.tical variable, of course, is to get women involved in this 

prepar,:tiCll. BducatiOMl institutions are more eager to help, but 

they rely on law enforcement experts to actuaily carry out 

presentations.. With dwindling rta,aources, many officers are overly 

owrked now. The news media are valuable assets; unfortunately, these 

types of articles are only written after a particularly Violent, or 

series of violent attack~, have already taken place. The police, the 

media and others must join forces to use whatever sources are 

available, including the possibility of training volunteer help to 

carry out'this nussion. 

When looking toward the future, we may see a sudden increase in the 

concern about what is being tagged wdate rape". Storaska explores 

the' sociological pressures of dating and points out a large percent 

of rapes take place on dates or in other circumstances where wanen 
are raped by men they know. 83 Storaska leans heavily on preventing 

rape situations of this type fran occurringo If an attack does take 

place, he believes the conventional methods of self-defense are 

worthless. He states no matter how perfect a woman's knowledge of 

self-defense is, she cannot be sure of its effectiveness. Thus,. the 

past emphasis on self-defense must be changed to a future carmi tment 

to teach and understand prevention. The fact is, most ~ have 

very little knowledge of. self-defense nor have they made any 

preparation to use it. In most cases, the rapist has equal or 

greater knowledge of, self-defense than his victim. Instead of 

physical self-defense, Storaska teaches certain laws he believes must 
be taught in the future to help protect women in our society fran 

violence upon her person. 

Storaska advocates. certain laws for prevention. 

The first law: Do not antagonize' the rapist. He is an angry,' 

possibly emotipna11y disturbed person.a4 When saneone antagonizes a 
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perSon who is not emotionally disturbed, an individual who is not 

"already upaet by screaming, fighting, hitting, or using weapons 

against bill, he will becane angry.. Storaska asks his reader to 

imagine what happens when a wana.n does the same thing to a IliiUl who is 

already in an unstable condition. He contends there is a good chance 

the attacker may 'explode. 

The second law: Do not camli t your behavior. Storaska ~.lieves any 

action a victim takes should. be reversible. If she tries Ito kick her' 

attacker in ~e groin and misses, or hit him over the head and it 
does not work, what does she do? He feels the victim's ac.~ions set 

the ground rules ~or confrontation. If she struggled, llCreamed, 

kicked, used weapons or practiced her self-defense techniques on the 

rapist, the ground rules start with violence and there is no turning 

back. At the other extreme, if a ~ faints she is, fran that 

moment on, defenseless. This situation will cause her to' be totally 

helpless should the attacker decide to murder her. 

The third law: Do nothing that can hutt you. In other words, 

whatever a wanan does, she should make sure it will either., work all 
t 

the time or, if it . happens not to work, at least it will not .make 

things worse. storaska believes any kind of antagoniL'tic behavior, 

fran· fighting to cursing or making a nasty face, can often. make the 

situation worse. 

storaska admits screaming, struggling, crying, begging or doing 

anything else that could be perceived by the attacker as being 

antagonistic or violent will, SO percent of the time, cause hiEl to 

turn and run 0 He feels, however, the risks are high because the' 

other 50 percent of the time the attacker hits the victim with his 

fists, cuts her, maims her, rapes her more Violently and sometimes 

kills her. 
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Against Rape by Andra Medea and Kathleen Tharpson, (1975), deals with 
- the aptiCIUJ wanen have regarding rape prevention. They use pregnancy 

prevention as an exanple, stating a woman could lead a berm! t • s .-
existance or live in a cloister. Then she would never become 

pregnant. This same existence, though not realistic, would mean 

there is a fairly good chanc.oe a wanan would not becane a rape 

victim. Even this could not be guaranteed 100 percent effictive, but 
it is as close as a woman is likely to get., 

Like Storaska and just about everyone else, these authors feel wanen 
must avoid possible dtmgerous situations. Unlike Storaska, however, , 

they state one option open .to a woman is taking a good self-defense 

COUrEJe and working at becaning strong, healthy and skilled in karate 
and street fighting. Medea and Thartpson feel a wanan would then have 

more confidence . and be able to think more clearly in any situation. 
The uuthors feel that although a wanan would still have to be 

careful, her life would not have to be so restricted. One problem is 

that RPSt women do not get involved in this type of training that 
could take years to perfect. 

t 

Medea and Thompson stress that women should try- to understand 

critical features of rape. She should learn haw ad";; when it is 

likely to happen, and how her manner of relating to men can lead her 

into the kind of situation in which rape occurs. There- is no 

conflict with Storaska here. 

The previously ~ntioned books emphasized the importance of women 
realizing their lifestyles can be critical factors in either 

increasiw~ or decreasing their safety against a sexual attack. Th~ 

motive behind Lady Beware by Peter Arnold, (197 4) , is to make women 

think about their everyday lives and the precautions they shtlUld be 

taking to protect themselves. This is ~~ excellent book, well 

written and easy to understand y and very much in' accord with the 
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naninal group trend of a stronger educaticnal approach, especially in 

. prevent!ca. ArnOld has included valuable information CI'l rape 

prevention inside and outside one's home, on vacation, walking, 

driving, dating and an exceptionally good chapter is devoted to th~ 

danger of hitchhiking. This book would be especially adaptable to a 

volunteer program to be used in high schools g colleges and civic 

groups. 

In Defense of CUrse1 yes by Linda sanford and Ann Fetter, (1979) , 

there is a consistant emphasis on how i.n1?Ortant it is for a wanan to 

think "prevention" and do everything possible to avoid situations 
that could possibly make her more vulnerable to attack. Although 

half of this book covers self-defense and self-defenSe teehniques, 

the authors make it clear a waMn nust do everything she can to avoid 

an attack and self-defense, although critical to overall protection, 

is only an option: it is something a woman can do, not something she 

has to do. There are many good reasons why a wanan might choose not 

to defend herself in an assault situation, including religious 

convictions, pacifist political feelings or the feeling it would be 

wrong to hurt another person. Therefore, in these si tuations, 

physical self defense is not something certain women would do. 

She may, however, question herself after the assault, thinking she 

should have done more. It is at this time police and victim 

advocates can be of assistance. The book, Invisible wound, by 

Shelley Neiderback, (1986), indicates vic:tims do not always know 

which tactics to use and they need support and understanding because 

they may not be in proper control of their faculties. In April, 

1985, Gary L. Griffiths, nThe OVerlooked Evidence in Rape 

Investigations" , printed in the FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin states 

we mst learn to understand many rape victims undergo shock and 

di~beliefo She may, for the reason, appear calm and collected •. In 

the past, this may' have ca~ed the IX?lice to be skeptical or try to 

eiltice the victim into speaking out, not under&~ing what she has 

just 
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experienced. The victim bas been severely traumatized and is. 
suffering post traumatic stress disorder, but no one recognizes it. 

'!his ~v1or', while in the past made sane feel the rape did not 

occur, in reality is evidence that it did. Griffiths states law 

enforcement JmlSt understand the major coping task of sane rape 

victims bas not been to fight and becane hysterical, but to survive. 

While she may have suffered both physical and mental traurna, her 

stress manifests itself in a relaxed moodrather than appear highly 

emotional. 

Forcible Rape: '!he crime, '!be Victim and '!be Off~r, by Duncan 

Chappell, (1977), is a compilation of 17 articles on the subject of 

rape. All of· these articles contain excellent material, all 

worthwhile reading but, particularly important to future efforts, are 

the articles on hitchhiking, the psychology of the rapist and the 

rape trauma syndrome. 'lhese subjects are all areas Of. importance 

that should be discussed during any rape prevention ·program. 'Ihe 

information in this book, specifically these critical areas, can help 

provide the information necessary that will convince even the most 

camplacent women to take every possible precaution to prevent a 

sexual attack. 

Many women who choose to avoid safety measures think only of the 

possibility of a single attacker. However, the future educational 

programs will' also have to deal with the increase of gang rapes.86 

'!bey constitute some of the most brutal and cer~ainly the most 
traumatic of all rapes.a7 '!be Trouble With Rape, by carolyn Bursch, 

(1978), brings attention to this issue, stating a woman must take 

some action to keep from placing herself 19 a vulnerable position. 

HUrsch believes many of the street rapes and those . others which taIte 

place outside of a woman • s bome· could be avoided if the woman is 

always conscious of the fact she is a possible target. 
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In looking· at the future, BUrsch feels basic safety rules JIllSt be 

taught. ~ valuable information is often overlooked by the 

potential rape victim. BUrsch states escape is the toughest problem 

of all, which is why considerable eq;tlasis should be placed on 

avoidance. When an attack OCC'q,IEi, each situation is different and 

III1St be hCl&"ldled according to the wanan I s own personal capabilities, 

self confidence and her evaluation of the attacker'S violent 
potential. All this lTIlSt be canputed in a few seconds. ~is 

informatj;:~n rust be presented to every woman in 0017 society. It will 

be law enforcement's responsibility to act as a nucleus for this 

goal. How to best accomplish this task is open for discussion. 

BUrsch emphasizes whoever. does the instructing, po~ice officers, 
. vo+unteers, teacheJ;s, or social workers, only sugg. .. ~stions, not 

concrete instructions can be offered ahead of time for attack 
situations in general. The Trouble With Rape is an hc.vnest book, 

centering on basi,::: common sense self-protection. Myths, the rapist, 

the victim, rape prevention and self-defense are all covered. 

There a.re a number of books written on basic safety measure.!:.' which 

should be used around a person's home. TWo of the better. books 

containing this info:r:mation are, How to Avoid Burg~,~, Housebr,eaking 

and other Crimes by Ulr:ich Kaufmann, (975),. and How to protect 
Yourself From Crime loy Ira A. Lipnan, (1975). A rape prevel'ltion 

program IDlll;)t covel: s;af~ty measures at home. Doors, windows, inte'rior 

securityi' '~~s, lighting, children, delivery lOOn, strangers and the 

telephona are just a few of the subjects covered in thf~se bool<s 0 

While most of the Ii terature sU~1gests education for pre'llentiono'\1er 
physical reaction, there are a couple of well known. works Ithat give a 

,sensible applCoach to self defense" Mary Conltoy (1'977 ) " in 'Ihe . ----
Rational Woman's Guide to self DE~~fl agrfces wi·th Storaska and 

others on many aspects of common sense prevention and 'what should be 
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taught to; the public. In addition, however, she covers a wide range 

of selr defense techniques, an area in which Storaska would disagree. 

Dr. conroy's book is one of the most widely used texts in junior high 

schools, senior high schools, colleges and citizen rape prevention 

seminars. , Her first approach is to convince the reader that most 

dangerous situations can ,be eliminated. She states, in order for a 
.".'" . ...:... .." . .: I " ... f I '., • .' .... I ,I, ',\!.' 

woman tq ~:l,~mip'ate, danger I sh~ mus~, }:,ealize ",i,t;;, preser;tAe in, ,_,~~r da.ily 

life and ,\:,a,ke p,recautionary ,~,~;;ur;es fqI; _.he,r .p,€rs.ona-l-, saf~~y~ .... ,~qnroy 
sta~es pol~ce are ,constantly astounded at how naive ;\'!.omen are ,~bout 

th.Et ,gpng~~, , .. of rape. Most, "polic,?, ofJ,icers "f,eel" "J,,he, .;If!i:ljor;t,Y, of 

att.ac~,9, 91: w,omen ,could be r~~.die9, 9Y. R9,orran<?n ,~ense.R. <;::~nroy ; .. ~t;~,tes 

there are, ,two, .'fJ.ays for,a,l'iQITh11.n ,t.o.,achi~~e"thip ~n~~ .. p,ect;: ':"l(l),.:.~e 
hard way, by surviving a personal assault, and (2) by a united effort 

of teaching prevE:mtive techniques", involving citizens ~(L ,~aw 

e~~~+~nt \'{l1ich. in the. ~.If,tu~~, ,Jl.il~J :~nv.olye, .. ,schqols.r." h09}?~~,ls, 
b':l,s~,neS?, "qrganizations, ,both public and private sectors and the 

corranunity as a whole. 

She ar~es further, that most women think self-defense involves the 

highly skillful arts of karate, judo and kung fu. As mentioned 

earlier, this concept was an option the authors of ~a'inst Rape 

discussed. an the contrary, conroy points .-out, self-defense need 

involve ·no physical skill whatsoever. Eliminating dangers at home, 

at work, 01.1 the street, in her, car ,an\d ~voi.qin~ ,thqse, ,dange,rs by 

ta,lking, ~L\~~ng.. and scre~ing are ~he f~r,st st;r,ategi~~ t<i be. t;~~ght 

in futut;e p1;qg~~. 88 The o~ly t~me~ ,woI!lan ,will ~se Jh,~ strCltegy of 

s,?lf-de~e~e, fighting, is when her life is in immediate danger. 

conroy I s ,boo~. has the reput,C!-t;iol1,,of ,qfferi,n.s ,a re,alistic cOIl1Il.1qn sense 

approach tq, avoiding qa9g~r, and the u~~ o~ se~f ,d~f~I~~.89 
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Altnough not' as well known, an'Orbet' exceTIeAt"ooOk on' '"selr":'defen?;;el 
, is 

Personal' :'isafe'f:yand Defense for" Women, 'U979')', 15y' Pat:ri61a stock. 

The ,book co~ers every conceivable prccaution g realistically, in easy 
to understand terms .. A large part of this, book is devoted to 
self-Clefense i"n the traditi6'nal' sense" 'of 'the" 'expression, " but 
particularly iinpressive is' the' area 'c6vetl'ng bOOY' c'onditibr'lihg. 
Self defense' is no easy chore .Tne preparatIon' fO'r" 'self.:.Qefense 
takes ~onths and sometimes years to perfect emphasizing body 
conditioning. TO be effective at self-defense, a woman: must 
vigorously' condition her body in' a 'consisten;f:.' and long lasting 

manner. "This book offers any woman who is seriously interested in 
pr~paring 'herself for self defense a series of illustrated 
conditioning exercises with explanations that guide her through 
each step. The book could be a valuable tool in helping future 
instructors'teach women how to find out what their capabilities are, 
how strong they are, their agility level, and quickness; all of these 
qualities are vital in estimating how successful they might be in a 
physical altercation. 

In Sexual Assault: Confron'ting Rape 'in Anieri'ca, Nancy Gager and 
cathleen Schurr, (1976), state' preventi'on df s~x crimes has :'r!e'ceived 
too little public attention. There are some crisis centers now 
available, 'and with the herp of the police; they couI'd be a valuable 
resource in educating the pJblic'about 'the many precautions which'can 

be taken to reduce rape. Education about sexual assaults and 
ass(3.ilants is an essential ingredient of all rape prevention. 90 The 

authors feel that if state, county, city and town authorities would 
launch oontiduous compaigns' to 'prevent assaults; erlorrnous' changes 
could b@ effected. According to the auth~rs, such campaigns could 
include lectures, widespread dissemination Qf pamphlets with 

precautions, medical advice and information about corranunity resources 
for victims. Lectures arid handou.t material could be given away in 
schools, libraries, churches and stores. Other suggestions the 
authors ,offer are: rape warnings, including descriptions of 
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assailants, hotline telephone 'numbers and recommended medical 
procedures regularly flashed on radio and television; more street 
lights in high-rape neighborhoods and shopping areas; citizen's 
street call boxes to police stations and free instructions for girls 
and women through schools and adult education classes. 

In January, 1974, an excellent article appeared in The Journal of 
California 'LaW' 'Enforcement. 91 , The writing i.s mentioned because it 

focuses on formal education and the initiation of law enforcement' 
programs throughout our school system. The article, at that'trrne, 

: I '\ . • : I , '. ,';', • .' ". 

believed law enforcement and the school system should work together 
'. 

in the future to be a liaison of culture and behavior tO,our youth. 
It 'was 'just a~ut the' time' .of this article when this concept was 

~ , - .. 
starting {:'o' ta'i<e' . hold, o~ly to. be ~everely crushed ,by many 9udden 
funding cutbacks, proposition 13 among them. The concept, viable and 
worthwhile has never truly had an opportunity to blossom. 

• .' • I •• f l~" • .. . f . J ~ • ~. \ • 'I '. .. I. .f : 

is still out there, however, and with the use of 
The future 
, •• ' ,: j" 

alternative 
, -' . 

resources, this program could still become a reality. 

OUr schools are the best equipped resource to impress important 
issues upon our young people. The attitudes of youngsters are not as 
deeply entrenched as those of adults. 92 As a premise, it could be 
stated young people have a non-negative attitude until exposed to a 
negative situation. 93 proceeding from this premise, it is apparent 
from th~ standpoint of experience, a program.of long range objectives 
aimed at influencing attitudes about rape, its prevention, why the 

~ .., ' . 
crime must be reported and what to expect once the investigation 

:-. t.., . . -. 
begins should be a part of a law enfor~ement program in our schools. 

In the July 1978 issue of The California crime prevention Review, 
, . 

Philip M. Erdman discussed the Fresno county's, youth and the Law . 

class: "As in many types of delinquency prev~ntion programs, it is 
difficult to objectively evaluate the results; however, based on our 
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analysis of the statistic~ derived from the Youth and the Law class, 
we can reasonably conclude the whole Youth and the Law program has 

. the effect of reducing crime and delinquency through education. "94 . 

AS previously mentioned, youth and law programs suffered under 
proposition 13, but programs to reduce crime and education on how to 
lessen the chances of becoming a victim can still be conducted. 

Economic 
Law enforcement is the most expensive single service in a local 
government budget. A study of the 88 largest u.s. cities found 
police expenditures increased almost six times between the years of 

1938 and 1982. 95 The book-type report, E21ice Employment and 

Expenditure Trends, published by the U. S. Department of JUstice, 
1981, states in 88 cities studied from 1940 to 1980, the police share 

of city budgets almost doubled, increasing from eight percent .in 1940 
to 14 percent in 1980. When looking at the trend of reduced funding 
we find these rising costs continue to. escalate in spite of a 

reduction in the total number of police employees. From 1975 through 

1982, thes~ same 88 cities had a ten percent decline in total po~ice 

personnel. Phillip coleman. in his project, ~at is the Future of 
Retired Peace Officers as Volunteers in Law Enforcement?, submitted 

to the California Peace Officer Standards and Training Command 
College in May, 1987, stated "Efforts to cope with increasing law 

enforcement costs are met with a loss in revenue. A need for more 

police personnel is answered with a decline in the available 'worker 

market. When these trends are projected into the future, they are 

shown to become even more critical". Now we are faced with a very 
perplexing dilemma. At a time when society is changing its attitude 

about sexual assault, reports will increase, ID9re victim contacts 

will be made, and the need for. increased training for police 

personnel' and ed~cation to the ~blic will skyrocket; costs are at an 

all time high and, over all, manpower has decreased. Schools and 
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colleges will ~ their doors for prevention education but, at 

'present' juat as in the put, law enforcement is expected to carry out 

this r~e.· 

sam souryal, ( 1977), Police Administration and Management, states the 

volunteer citizen role in helping meet future needs is a realistic 

possibili ty • In the United States today, according to a 1983 Gallup 

poll, over 92 million. Americans participated in sane form of 

volunteer work.96 In the information presented by the' American 

Association of Retired Persons, Volunteerism in Law Enforcement, 
responses to a nationwide survey. in 1984 revealed an estimated 

600 ,000 volunteers. assist law enf'orcement throughout America.97 

Yet, in spite of what appears to be ~ressive numbers, the study 
also reported the current level of police volunteers was ally· one 
percent of the total adul t volunteer effort in this country. 98 In 

summary, it appears the literature is telling us law enforcement 

could substa..'ltial.ly increase service to the cairnunity by . involving 

more volunteers in police work and training those who are qualified 

to help in specialized areas, rape prevention in particular. 

The departments of the Los Angel~s police, Los Angeles she~iff, 

Orange County sheriff, San Diego sheriff, san Francisco police and 

ventura sheriff, to name just a few, have large, efficien~ reserve 
forces who yery adequately supplement each agencyDs investigation, 

jail, patrol and personnel divisions. To date, however, this vital 

resourQe has not been ~pped and utilized to help educate the public 

in schools , civic groups and homes thus reducing the cost of this 

important function considerably. 

Political 

In her book, The PolitiC$ of Rape: The Victim's Per spect iVEf, Diana 

Russell (1975), discussed the tmportance of continued political 

changes in reducing the stigma of what, until recently, has often beer, 
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viewed _ a crime the victim helped perpetrate.99 It is only since 

about 1913 rape bas been recoc~,rl,~zed as a widespreaa and serious 
problem. People did not want to know about it beforea Sane vic:ti.mS 

are beginning to speak out so, in the future, it will becane 

iJr;;lossible for people to bury their heads in the sand and continue 

pretending rapists are the crazy few and rape victims the provocative 
few who deserve what they ge~.lOO Russell also believes special 

interest groups will slowly receive support from the community at' 

large which, in turn" will convince politicians to help fund law 
enforcement, victim/witness programs and crisis centers. 

Carol Goldstein, (1976), in The Dilenma of the Rape Victim: A 

Descriptive Analysis, agreed wi th Russell's assessment. Goldstein 

points out that law enforcement, the district attorneys and the 

political circle, will not only be faced with requests for increase 

in funding, but future dilemnas as well a As mentionecl earlier 

general attitudes and beliefs on the part of men and wanen are 

leading to one such concern, "the date r~n. Dating patterns in the 

United States seem to be directly responsbile for many rapes in which 

even the victim is never sure she has been victimized.l0l , The 

pattern generally starts out with the man asking the wanan out for an 

evening of entertainment 0 He is expected to show her a good, time and 

pay for all the expenses. In return, the wanan is expected to allow 

the man scme degree of sexual intimacy .102 In the March 23, 1987, 

issue of .!!!!!., Russell's and Goldstein' s predictions are di~cussed. 

This article substantiates the belief that it is only a matter of 
. , 

time before increases in reports will start to occur; more manpower 

for critical investigations will be needed; special interest groups' 

will ask Sacramento to help reduce the stigma associated with the 

word rape. In the past, acquaintance rapes were not reported because 

victims did not define themselves as actually having been raped. 
Recently, Kent, State psychologist Mary KOBS fauna as many as 15 

percent' of all wanen have had experiences which met legal 
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definitians of forcible rape.l03 According to KOSS, over half of 

these ~. date rapes .104 loss states wanen do not report being 

usualtal because of the stigma related to the term rape.10S Linda 

Lytle Holmstrom and Ann WOlbert Burgess, (1983)" The Victim of Rape, 

state ~e poli~ical atmosphere of the future will not only involve 

lack of funding for the police, lack of continuity of servic-es for 

rape victims, but also sensitizing not only the police but hospit,als, 

district attorneys and court staff as well. l06 Holmstrom and Burgess 

feel the future Victim Bill of Rights will be an' issue. Victim' 

privacy, video tape testimony, inte!=viewing techniques, accuracy of 

u!corded information, and right of the victim to demand a'speedy 

trial will open debates involving the Congress and the courts in the 

next few years .. 

BrainstormiBS. 

Brainstorming sessions were conducted with 32 individuals from 

different areas of law enforcement, district at~orney's officer 

victim/witness programs, rape crisis centers, the medical field and 

education. These meetings were held in Denver ,Colorado: Quantico" 

Virginia; Atlanta, Georgia: Houston, Texas; Orange and Los Angeles 

Counties in California. Each group was given an outline of this 

project 'and asked to be prepared to discuss the subject, in depth, 

upon my arrival. 

Each session was conducted in an extremely professional manner. 
Without exception, every participant arrived on time, was very well 

versed and was able to add valuable insight to each gathering'. 

Although different geographical locations were involved" similar 

trends emarged from each meeting. Police officer sensitivity 

'training surfaced as one of five top priorities in all six sessions. 

Technological initiatives and education/prevention received top 
priorities in four groups, and reduced funding and reducing stigma in 
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three groups. All five trends appeared in the top ten of all six 

groups. '1'hese five trends were voted in the naninal group process as 

IiOSt iJJportant. It appears the trends deve.1oped through the naninal 

group in california, are representative of the trends developing in 

law enforcement circles and the cama.mity in other parts of the 

COlUltry as well .. 

Individual communication 

A group of very well known professionals was selected for personal' 

interviews. TWo medical doctors, one judge, six Ph.D. 's and one very 

successful police administrator who has a background in sexual 
assault research were willing to give up time fran their busy 

schedules to discuss the project with this author: The purpose of 

these interviews was to substantiate or contradict available 

literature. The first such conversation took place with John 

MacDonald, M.D 0 , Professor of Psychiatry at the Uni versi ty of 

Colorado.. Dr. MacDonald is the author of sane ten books, over half 

of which deal with sexual assault in same degreeo 

Knowledge About Assailants ~ 

Dr. MacDonald feels the public must somehow be eQucated about who 

rapes in hopes this knowledge will help prevent sexu~ assault.. He 

believes that women, especially those in high school and college, 

mdght take prevention much more seriously if they understood how 

violent the act itself can be. Dr .. MacDonald also feels 'that without 

proper, education, a woman, e~pecia11y if she is young, finding 

herself in a physical confrontation, my 'escalate her danger by 

arousing the rapist to more violence. This assessment is in carp1ete 

agreement with A .. Nicholas Groth's, (1979), Men Who Ra~: The 

PSXchology of the._Offender 0 107 "Different motives· operate ,in 

different offenders and, therefore, what might be successful in 

dissuading one type of assailant'might, in fact, only aggravate the 

situation with a different type of affenderowl08 It is further 
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substantiated in the June,' 1986 PBI article by Agents Robert "Roy" 

HazelWOQSJ and Joseph Harpold titled, "Rape: The Dangers of Providing 

. confrcntat1aml. Advice" .109 These researchers refer to ~~tation 
from aCtual rapists who indicate rape can be prevented, and 

prevention versus physical confrontation after an assault is the 

~irst ~r~tive issue~ The next important consideration is 

preparation, should the unfortunate opportunity arise, to reacto The 

third errphasis is how to react. TWenty years ago, all that was being 

taught was self defense;, Today, and in the future, consideration 

must be given to the location of the confrontation, the motivation of 

the assailant, then, finally and maybe most in;?ortantly, the 

personality of the victim. Dr. MacDonald states it is useless, and 

possibly dangerous, to try and convince a wanan she can kick a rapist 

in the shins and jab her fingers in his eyes while, at the same time., 

freeing herself from his grip if just the thought of such action 

makes her question if she would have the courage to take such action. 

Dr a MacDonald and supportitl'e literature· is agreed to by rapists 

themselves 5 All four convicted rapists who volunteered to be 

interviewed in the 1975 film, "Rape, A Preventive Inquiry", stated 

rapists have usually camdtted the acts numerous .t~s. it w&s easy 

to find victims because no prevention techniques were ,'.~Sed, and not 

one of their victims was able to physically resist.110 One prisoner 

admits he killed his victim because she did fight back. This does 
not mean self defense will not work; certainly ·it can!, It Imlst be 

spontaneous, however, proficient and in a si tuation where help is 

nearby .. If a young college student is walking from class to her. 

automobile and is suddenly grabbed, iJrmediate· physical reaction, 
using well planned and well practiced techniques, may buy her enough 

freedan to break away and run. back to a building where there are 

people. If she freely accepts a ride with ~ stranger however, 

hitchhikes or gOes with an individual she has met at a social event . . 
and suddenly finds herself in a one on one confrontation, alone, in 

an isolated area, no one can give her the exact answer as to what to 
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do. FraD the infoI'lllation we have ascertained fran actual rapists, 

hoWeVer If *' do know fighting back with no one nearby to assist, can 
and hu' caused. more serious trauma to the victim. This is what 

Agents Hazelwood and Harpold were talking about when they echoed Dr. 

MacDonald's feeling of education and prevention being so very 

iDportant. Groth, Hazelwood, Harpold and Dr. MadlOMld are all 

supported by Charles Bemis, M.D., fO::lr2r professor of psychology and 

psychiatry at the unive~sity of SOUthetn California,lll now in 

private practice. It is clear there are some specific 

characteristics present in rapists which differentiate them from 
other criminals and fran other sexual offenders .112 Dr". Bemis 

categorizes rapists as ".opportunist", "sexual aim", ~a99ressive aim" 
and "sexual aim, aggressively diffused". Groth and carq;>any refer to 

the same personalities as "~rtunistR, "power-assurance rapist", 

"power-assertive" and "anger-excitable rapist". Dr MacDonald and Dr. 

BEmis both feel a definition of the types of indivlduals who fall 

into these categories, and an understanding of the . violence incurred, 

will certainly substantiate the theory that once wanen are made aware ;. 

of the type of individuals who may nommit rape, they will seriously 

try to lead a safer lifestyle. 

Opportunist 

Dr. MaCDonald believes to understand the crime, one must understand 

. the rapist. The opportunist, for instance, is the individual who 

makes advances at his date1 she says, "no", but he interprets this 

somewhat hesitant denial as really meaning "yes". He may be the 

individual .who meets a woman at a social event, or at a bar, or picks 

up a hitchbiJter and feels, bscause of the nature of their meeting, 

whatever sexual advances he makes will be readily accepted b¥ the 

victim 0 In SOfl'le instances the "opportunist" will be convinced ,his 

victim really means "no" and will stop his ~dvances. In other 
circumstances, the victim may physically convince the attacker and he' 

will back off or flee. Although the wopportunistW is unpredictable, 
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he will not usually hurt his victim. ~le danger is, the victim will 

have no idea what the psychiatric makeup of her attacker is. Suppose 

he, is not the "'opportunist n, but a much more dangerous ,individual? 

If someone is within hearing range, there is a chance of help, or the 

v~ctim may be able to break away and run for help. If, however, she 
allows herself to be taken to an isolated area, and the attacker 
turns out to be someone other t.han the "'opportunist", she could be 
placing herself in great danger if she trys to use physical force 
against him. Both professionals also feel law enforcement officers 
~ust undergo sensitivity training in order to better prepare them to 
have an understanding of the circumstance which the victim has 
survived. 

Power-Assurance (Sexual Aim) 

Dr. MaCDOnald calls the "power-assurance rapist"', "the gentleman 
rapist" because he avoids profanity, and apologizes for his 

behavior. He is usually a passive, inadequate person, a loner with 
few friends who has difficulty relating to women. 113 He is always 
sexually aroused and fully aware of what he is doing, although at 

times he feels as if he were performing under a' compulsion. Unlike 

the "opportunist", the victim is a stranger but not one he comes upon 
by accident. She is usually someone he has seen while on a streetcar 

or bus and he follows her off when she leaves. 114 This is Aot an 

impulsive act, however. It is a scene he has fantasized many .times. 
In the fantasy, the woman he attacks first protests and then 

SUbmits. DUring the sexual act, he performs with great skill and. the 
woman in his fant~sy receives such intense pleasure she falls in love 
with him and pleads with him to return. 

The sexual fantasies are not the only indication of a disturbed 

sexual life. From early adolescence he has acted out fantasies. 
perversions involving partial aims, part objects and substitute 

objects. Although he developed erotic feelings toward both boys and 

girls, there has been a marked inhibition to any form of 
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interpersonal 
exhibitionistic, 
fantasy. lIS 

sexuality. 
but a 

He 
real 

is voyeuristic, 
heterosexuality 

fetishistic and 
exists only in 

Dr. MacDonald believes that as this man develops through' adolescence, 
the guilt and shame he felt regarding his perversions, together with 
the need to defend by avoiding homosexual wishes, affects all peer 

relationships. As the sense of loneliness increases, he becomes shy 
and increasingly inept and defective in social skills. As he 
approaches the end of adolescence or enters young adult life, the 
passive solution gives aoded strength to the underlying homosexual 
feelings and a breakthrough of such feelings becomes a real threat. 

The acts of tape occur at this time, but not only as a defense 
against the homosexuality wish. The acts also serve to protest and 
deny the feelings of being an impotent castrate. They serve as . 

attempts to relieve the shame related to the pregenital perversions. 
These offenders ar.e able to describe the act of rape in great detail, 

including their thoughts and feelings and they do this in diagnostic 
interviews and early in psychotherapy.116 

Dr. MaCDOnald. states the "power assurance 'rapist's" motive is 

sexual. He does not want to inflict trauma but he will use enough 
, . 

force to culminate his fantasy. once the act is complete,. he will 

often ask for verbal reassurance regarding his sexual performance. 
"Tell me you like it"; "tell me you want to see me again". He may 

question the victi~ about her work, her boyfriend and her social 
life. He wants to believe the victim has enjoyed the experience. He 
may even ask her out on a date or try to telephone her as early as 

the next day. He often apologizes. He usually takes a souvenir from 

the victim. 
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Power~i~· Rapist ~ggreSsive Aim) 

Acc:or~ to Dr. Mad>Onald, this mcho male has no need to reassure 

himsel.! of' bia DUculinity. He is athletically inclined and is very ,- . 

body conscious. A good dresser, he drives a flMhy car or four wheei 
drive pickup ana he frequents singles bars.. He. uses, but does not 

. abuse, alcohol or drugs because he likes to be in control of himself 

at all times. He may have been married several times, but his 

marriages do not last long because of his danineering, selfish 

attitude and his infidelity. He is very self centered and cannot' 
stand criticism.117 

His purpose in rc~pe is to express his virility 0 The anger he ·has for 

women is clearly a displac:anent of hate which is most frequently 

against his mothE!r, a wife or girlfriend.l18 A few rapes occur in 

the offender's automobile. The victtm is usually forced into the auto 

by physical force or by threat with a weapon. Many rapes occur in 

the victim's home with . the offender gaining entrance by some ruse, 

acting as a delivery man, repair man" housing or building inspector. 

The rapes often occur in Ii series and they appear. as isolated 

instances in an ot~erwise relatively normal social and psychiatric 

history.ll9 TherE! is, however, a long history of difficulty u~ 

heterosexual relations in conjunction with an sexual life.120 

This rapist is easily angered. He may be aroused to violence by a 

victim's resistance. There may be repeated sexual assaults on t..~e 

Victim, including anal. assault. 

Anger-Excitation Rapist (Sexual Aim, A99J:eBsively DiffUi3ed) 

Dr 0 Mad)alal.d states this is the most dangerous rapisto Ris purpose 

is to inflict pain" both physical. and psychologicalo12l He displays 

. strOng sadistic characteristics and cannot experience sexual 
"excitement without causing sane degree of violence. A study of 120 

convict:ed rapists under trea~t at SOUth Florida State Hospital, in 
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a sex offender progrcrJIl directed by psychologist Geraldine Boozer" 

revealfiid a' number of interesting facts. Many started out as "peeping 

tans" and then progressed to rape; Ii few began as exhibi tionists 0 . ' 
More than half of the group had been married while they were raping 

wanen and most had children. Osually, the offender's \i"Ue was the 

'last to suspect he was a rapist. Rapists tended to rape wanen at 

least once it. week, although some raped three or four times III week. 

convicted rapists said when they were not raping a wcmm they were 

thinking about it. These men tended to bec:ane increasingly more 

violent wi th time, since it took progressively D)re violence to 

arouse them .122 

This rapist may use varying degrees of sadism, the worst of which may 

cause serious injury or even death. This is rare, however. Osua1ly..l 

some form of violence is used in a forcible rape situation and, after 

intercourse, there is no further aggression. SUch an offender is 

sometimes impotent with a wanan until she resists and he overcanes 

her ;esistal'lce with forc...oe and violence. This type of rapist often 

sees the struggling of the Victim, not as a refusal" but as a part of 

her own sexual excitement. It is their theo~ women like being 

roughed up. This feeling is held even if the victim has had to fight 

for her life and was brutally injured by the offender in order to 

force her to submit. 

The Victim 

Dr. Michele Sabino, education coordinator for the HOlJston Police 
,~ ~ 

A~ told this author the future will not only deal with teaching 

the carmm!ty how important it is to understand the rapist and focus 

on prevention, but police officers must also learn about the rapist. 

"Every officer mllSt be educated about the rapist in order to be able 

to understand what the victim has gone throughw.123 She has been 

moved against her wj,ll, held hostage, banbarded with the worst 

wlgarities known to man, hit,' kicked, forced to carmit fellatio, 

undergo anal intercourse and other acts against her will. In a 
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diSCUB810n With ten different sexual assault investigators in orange 
'county II each officer hlid investigated nwnerous cases where the 
~;was not satisfied with camd.tting rape, the victim was also 

urinated o.n, defecated an, or both. Dr. Sabino feels the more 

informed an officer is, the easier it will be to help the victim. 

cynthia Sulton, administrator of planning and research for Houston 

Police Department, who is a, Ph.D. candidate with a sexual assualt 

background, agrees with Dr. Sabino. 'MS. SUltan also believes hospital 

staff and deputy district attorneys nust be sensitized to the 
victim's pliyht.124 Both women also believe women in our SOCiety 

should understand not only the rapist and preventioo, but shOUld be 

aware of the mental trauma a victim may go through should she be 

attacked. 

Although rape has existed since prehistoric times, the study of rape 

victims is a relatively new field. l25 Recently, tape crisis centers 

and victiny'witness programs have established themselves as an 

integral part of the camnmity. They can be an asset. to both the 

victim and law enforcement. Rape victims require specialized 

treatment, understanding and support. Without someone to talk to 

victims can suffer psychological problems, personality disorders, 

fear, phobias, broken relationships and careers.126 Dr 0 sabino and 

Ms. Sultan both feel that while standardized psychological treatment 

is acceptable and beneficial, the first responder's attitude, in 

fact, ~e array of professionals with wban the victim JIllSt corrm~icate 

lWSt all understand what the victim has experienced. 

!Lap! Trauma Syndrome 

Many crisis workers agree with Dr. sabino and MS. Sulton, who bQth , 

state' anyone working in law enforcement today lIIlSt understand the 

needs of the rape victim and know the resources that are available to 

her. Studies show a phenanenon called the r~ trauma syndrome 
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takes plaoa in one or more ~Jes with almost every rape victim.127 

The W1ice, the public and especially any WCIlBn who ~ a victim" 

mst know what the rape trauma syndrCtIDe is and how to deal with it .. 

The first of thr~ stages of the syndrane is, ccmDOnly called the 

"initial stageR, "ilTpact stage" or "'acute reaction phase". This 

phase refers to the behavior ~ the victim immediately following the 

assault and may last a few days or a few weeks'. It, is ~t this time 

personality disorganization in varyill9 degrees may be manifested. It 

is ~rative police officers understand what isbappening hete and 

have the presence to ask for crisis support if m!OO, or help the 

victim find such assistance as quickly as :i8 appropriate"l28 

The victim's initial reactions may t.ake a variety of forms which l1ay 

include disbelief and dismay 0 ~rhis is usually followed by fem', 
anger and anxiety. The victim may be tense, agitated, sobbing, have 

decreased alertness and a narI~ attention spall.129 During phase 
me, the virctim is sometimes incoherent, highly volatile and may be 

in a state of shock. She may ba u.."'l;ble to talk about the incident or 

describe her assailant or her ffeelings., She may be unable to say the 

word 'tape' or know what tlO do about what happened to her 0 130 A 

victim may also appear to be Veljf stable', leading others to believe 

she 'is in total control. 'She may be the victim, however, -who will 

break dawn at the first unexpected remdnder of the incident. some 
victims may feel an uncontrollable need to talk. Behavior, at this 

time, may becane automatic and conditioned by learned responses fran 

other crisis situations 0 This has to do with the victim's prior 
life, how many prior crises she has encountered and the amount of 

stress with which she has learned to cope 0)31 

MS. Sulton believes everything Sllid, every action taken or not taken, 
after an assault can have a positive or J1e9ativ~ i.n'pact on th~ 

victim. The initial phase, and these inlnediate responses may help a 
victim not go into Iilase two or, unfortunately, hasten this trauma. 
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The 1X'iUe reaction of the syndrome, 
the NMCCimry stage" is accentuated by 

concern: about telling her family or friends 0 .-

sanetimes referred to as 
the victim' s worry and 

She will be concerned 

about their understanding, or rejection. Because of the deeply 

ingrained societal attitudes to "blame the victim", prosecution is a 

concern to most victims. ll2 SUch ~vior only serves to caupound 

the victim's E:m">tional stress and other problems. Any problems, no 

matter how small, cause victims to display more carplex and longer 

lasting personality disorganization. Phase two is the area' where' 

some of the myths arise about victims not needing any further help. 
. , 

It is in this area that many hot line counselors never see a victim. 

Her outward appearance ID!1Y 9i ve the ~ression of having made a 
"perfect" adjustment. This is the "game playing" period and does not 
represent a final resolution to the event nor the feelings it has 
aroused 0 Instead, it is a Plase of denial and suppression. The 

impact of, the cdme is ignored in the interest of self ~rotection 0 

She may become very active in outside activities or a new 

relationship or put up a good front'during the day, only to "fall 

apart" when she is alone.~33 At this point, victims often turn away 

from family and friends and, in some instances, alcohol becomes a 

substitute for companionshipe This is the phase when help is 

extremely important. Repression will only manifest itself by later 

eruption in the form of maladjustments" These maladjustments' may 

appear to have nothing to do with the rape, especially when they 

occur at a later date. Behavioral changes occur at this time, such 

as intensified efforts toward cleanliness, misdirected anger, 

changing residences or geogr~phical location in order to flee from 
internal feeling, changed relationships with old friends, dissolv:l.ng 

of r.elationships, acquisition of new friends and a damaged image of 

self. l34 

Phase three, or the 9100g term stage" begins when the victim's 
depression gains control. Although she has a real need, she will 
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usually resist; talking about the assault. The depression can becane 

severe, depending on the treatment or lack of it in ptmse one and 

two. When this occurs, the victim may refuse to CCIIII'!I.J.nicte with 

others and, eventually, recoil into a world of misery, often 

manifeeted as self pity II This atction may occur any time fran three 
months to eighteen months or longer after the incident occurred. 

Many variables are present in this stage. 'Khat has been 

superficialll' Jealt with or denied irJ phase one or two may reappear 

wi th much more inpact.. Rape crisis workers state phase three often' 

appears natural, but the depression is very real and IIllSt be 

carefully monitored. l35 These same workers state they have,seen 

phase three at work one month following the crime as ~ll as twenty 

years later.l36 

During personal conversation with Dr 0 OSWald Gibbons, coordinator for 

the criminal justice program at the University of Houston, he stated 

he agreed with Dr .. Sabino, Ms. Sulton and available literature. Dr. 

Gibbons was also in complete agreement with the current trends ~ 

selected by both brainstOrming sessions and the nominal group. His 

first priority in sensitivity training for supervisory personnel, 

feeling the actions of the first responder is either a good or bad 

example of the leadership of the organization. Dr. Gibbons also felt 

education about rape, the suspact, the Victim, the trauma involved, 

should be conducted in schools as well as in academies.. Mr 0 L. 

Brodyaga, (1971), in his book, Rape And Its Victims, echoes Dr .. 

Gibbons feelings when he states exposure to rape education can reduce 

excess denial or unawareness of the danger that, exists. If an 

assault does occur, the preliminary ~tal prevention can contribute 

to a successful psychological adjustment. This preventive bahavior 

is experienced in fire drills in schools, wearing seat belts and 

first aid training!'l37 Rape education in our police ac&demies, dur 

schools, our communities, can better prepare us as a. society to . 
interface with a ~ mo has been ,rapado 
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Dr. Ola BEnett, Professor of' Psychology at pepperdine oni versi ty in 
Malibu, california, SOCial Science Division, shared with this author 

the f~1ng fran many professionals , sane il1l:Irovement in dealing With 

rape has cccurred si~ce the early 1960's, bu.t far too many assaults 

still go unreported because this slight inprovement has not been 

.enough. Dr 0 Barrett feels roost people in our society have not 

received enough information about rape to make rational decisions. 

She feels projects of this type can help everyone, not just the 

victims and the police. Dr .. Barnett· feels sensitivity training can 
. help officers during the interview of the rape victim. Dr 0 Barnett 

feels traditional interview techniques may have to be changed 
considerably when talking with a rape victim. She ~so feels wanen 

who have a polarity of ages Will, quite often, present themselves 

differently. 

Dr. Ardith Peters, the director of planning and research for the 

Atlanta Police Department, agreed with Dr. Barnett. She feels 

sensitivity training can help the perception of how law enforcement 

deals with rape victims and, in turn, will increase rape reports. 

Dr. Peters feels one of the most initiative programs to date are the 

victWwitness organizations. She believes that through the. 

interaction of police, victim/witness, and the district attorney, 

coupled by the developing trends, early in the 1990's we could see 

many more victims willing to prosecute, fewer dismissals and more 

convictions than ever before. Dr. Peters feels many victims do not 

report rape. for fear of reprisal, guilt and fear of the justice 

system. She also feels there is a certain percent. of victims who 

would f&ll in the category of "date rape" 0 Dr 0 Peters feels these 

victims nay not know they have been raped, or they blame themselves 

for ito Dr. Peters feels a strong edu~tional approach to all 

segments of our sqciety would be a great help in dispelling fear and 

lack of kl10wledge about the system •. 
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Dr. ~t also &grees with the concept of waren, especially young" 

wanen in intermediate or high school, my take prevention more 
seriously if they attended educational classes. She feels many wanen 
do not understand the profile of the rapist or the victtm. 

The books, Rape, Crisis and Recovery, by WOlbert Burgess and Lynda 

Holmstrom, (1979), and stopping Rape ~ Pauline Bart and Patricia 

O'Brien, (1985)« and two articles, .1OOe by Ira Packer, Ph.D. on the 

post traumatic stress disorder, the other by Bernard Raum, Esq. , on 

the rape trauma syndrome which a~.red in the sunmer issue, 1983, of 

the Journal of Psychiatry Law, all support the interviews •. The 

written material states ~e "just the facts, ma'am" approachtbat is 

l~udable under acme other circumstances will be oomterprcducti ve in 

a rape interview si'nce it tends to limit the flow of information, 

about the psychological impact of the event and may even further 

traumatize 

hostility. 

the victim if she interprets this as skepticism or 

Those interviewed and the literature agree law 

...., 
I 

. - I 

enforcenent must continue to encourage a maximlDn amount of synpathy ~, 

and concern. By expressing interest and understanding, officers not 

only facilitate the collection of psychological evidence but, by 
t 

demonstrating concern for the victim as a person rather th~ as a 

mere source of evidence, or worse, as an a.dditions ... problem, they 

also lessen the impact of the aftermath of rapee 

In an interview with Dr .. William Tafoya, futurist at the· FBI Academy 

in Quantico, Virginia, whose forcasts have been reported in many 

major OoS .. newspapers, feels victims themselves are causing changes 

in traininge He feels citizens are expressing a willingness to 

beccme involved. Neighborhood watch, consolidation, volunteer police 

reserves are just ill few exanples G Dr.. Tafoya feels there i~ a t~end 

toward enforcing laws concerning violent crimes more stringently. 

Dr. Tafoya feels education about· rape can and will change society's . 

attitude about reporting the crime and the stigma 
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related to it. He feels sensitivity training for patrol officers as 

first rupcaders is 1TIp)rtant, because these officers will have more 

knawi~ aI::Iout the crime even if they do not get called to many .. . 
actual cases. Their knowledge can be a valuable tool toward the goal 

of future education. Dr. Tafoya feels we illlSt go one step further, 

however, and train special teatE of investigators who will roll to 

every rape scene ~lnd relieve the patrol first responder. Dr. Tafoya 

believes law enforcement must visualize a technological future, where 

equipnent, once thought of as science fiction, will readily identify 
suspects and help capture them. Specialization will play an 
important roll in making this equipment effective. 

Dr. Jack Seitzinger, Administrator of the Career Developnent Bureau 

for Houston Police Department feels Dr. Tafoya is correct. He told 

this author the advantages of specialization far outweigh the 

disadvantages. The literature also agrees with these two Ph.D.s. 
The recent National Institute of Law Enforcement and criminal Justice 

Police Volume IV on forcible rape states, if nEffectiveness of 

investigations is taken into account, the increased costs of 

specialization are well worth their while". ,-
~ 

Dr. Seitzinger feels law enforcement~ the district at!,,:arney, judges, 

city and county fiscal administrators must all work together. ~llat 

are the problems with officeros reports? How can plans be made for 

training? How can arrangements be made for the same investigator and 

deputy D .. A. to stay with the victim throughout the entire j4-dicial 

process? How many specialists are adequate? How many c~es can a 
specialist adequately handle each week? Each month? In a year? Dr. 

seitzing~r feels sensitivity training,is very important, but it must 

extend beyond the basic academy. He and Dr. TafOJfa both feel 
, , 

specialization is, the wve of the future and, through an e:q>ert panel 

in each geographical area, plans fo~' the future, including the answer' 

to these questions, can be made. 
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one 'of the most renowned advocates for change and professionalism'in 

"the c:amtJ:y today is Judge pamela lIes. " J'udge , Iles is presiding 

Judge, at- the SOUth orange county Judicial District in southern Orange 

county, California. Tbe judge has been uked to speak' at literally 

hundreds of major training seminars at universities, acadf!mies, state 

'meetings and national organization conferences allover the United 

States 0 She has been the recipient of mwerous awards for her 

involvement in helping victims of abuse, molest and rape. Judge 

lIes, more or less, tied the nominal group, interviews and literature 
search togethere She agreed with the trends, stating future 

sensitivity training, new technology and an educational approach are 

going to cause ill dr~tic change in the procedures of handling rape 

victims. She feels the biggest revolution will be the political 
reality that SOCiety's attitude is changing and this is going, to 

build support for new resources. 

Judge lIes feels the future will see "interdisciplinary squads" 'Who 

will, in fact, be specialists. She feels it will be in1?Ortant for 

the first responder to have undergone role playing to develop skills 

not achieved otherwise. Judge lIes also feels sexual assault 

investigators and district attorneys must ur~ergo similar trai~ing." 

She feels the future described by the literature and those 

interViewed, which talks about specialized teams, is corr~. She 

especially agrees wi~ the concept. of one investigator, one 

victim/witness advocate and one deputy district attorney being 

assigned to hMdle each victim. This continuity is very important. 

Judge 11_ feels the reality of a rape surv.! vor 's Bill of Rights may 
happen in part, but video testimony would never take place. She is 

not sure of no parole for corivicted off~ers and demand from the 
victim for a speedy trial is a possibility, but it, will still be open 
to debate in court. Judge Ilea feels there has been a partial rape 

survivors' Bill, of Rights already passed in California. The Victim, 
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for ~, has the right, by law, to attend all sentencing 

. proceedingll and shall be given adequate notice by the probation 

offic.."l!& of all sentencing proceedings concerning the person who 

ccmnitf'ed the crime. Another major change is, in most cases, a 

victim'~ sexual histo~ cannot be used Against her. Judge Iles feels 

the future will see more changes: one she feels is overdue is the 

rape victim having to pay her own medical b~lls. "If a burglary 
occurs, 'We dust a victim's hane for free. If Ii wanan is raped, we 
bill her for a pelvic exam. co TWo crimes, both felonies, one victim· 
mst pay, the other does not. Judge· I les feels, through education, 

society will cause a political change in this area in the future. 

Judge lIes feels education about the rape trauma syndrane is 
important, but s~e feels the eq.tlasis lYUSt be on the post traumatic 

stress disorder. She fe®ls the post tra~tic stress disorder is 

clinically' sound and admissible :in court. She SJiys, in the past 

victims suffering under this trauma were treated as if the crime did 

not occur, when actually it was proof the crime did occur. Gary 

Griffiths, FBI Bulletin, 1985, agrees with Judge Iles, stating while 

the rape trauma syndrome is important and offers a good. understanding 

of the victim I s trauma to the ,first responder, it is now accepted as 

a subcategory of the post. traumatic stress disorder 0 Severe 

depr.ession, change of persc.mality, phobic fears of crowds, elevators 

or stairs, people behind them, or of being alone are typical victim 

reactions. Judge Iles and Griffiths both feel specialists must 

undergo training in interviewing techniques which will allow them the 

opportuni ty to understand the victim more clearly. Both also agree 
the major·. ~cern in gaining information is, of course, to avoid 

"leading" the ~/ictim into descl:ibing symptoms she has not experienceq 

bectause she believes tlle int,.er;vieWer expects her to undergo such 

feelings. 

Judge Ileal believea vit."tims will be more willing· to prosecute if 
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police c:oncentrate of establishing a rapport with them 0 She feels 

both male and female officers can do equally as well., Judge Iles . . 
believes about half of the \«IDen in our society, if given ·a choice, 

. would' want IS female officer to handle their case, the· other half do 

not care which gender responds as 1009 as they are properly trained. 

She goes on to. state most victims, no matterwbat their preference, 
will respond favorably to either sex if they are treated properly. 

Judge lIes feels law enforcement can have a positive influence in the 

next ten to twalve years. "As the police show a sincere interest, so 
will society." Judge Iles feels the future will not only help women, 
but it will also try to find causes and how to help offenders. The 

hope is to stop potential offenders before they camdt an assault. 

This can be done through education and making facilities and doctors 

available for men to turn to when they realize they have a probl~. 

Judge lIes feels the final step in this chapter is to involve 

judges. She feels that due to new technology and training, .we will 

see a completely different arena in courtrooms throughout the land. 

There will still be arguments and challenges but, generally, rape 

trials will be more subdued and evidence more corroborated than in 

years past. Judges will control attacks upon the victim's character 

and new technolqgy will substantiate her testimony. 

Law' and. Order magazine, JanUary, 1982,. The National Institute of Law 

Enforcement and Criminal Justice on Forcible· Rape, (l980 )., !2J:ice 

Chief, November, 1981, and the aforenentioned FBI Bulletin, April, 

1985, all agree with Judge lIes assessment. 

SURVEY: Nt'IMBER ONE 

One of the emerging trends, validated by the literature and personal 

interviews, involves a stronger educational approach and prevention. 

The main hypotheSis developed here is that prevention is extremely 

intX>rtant. Most ~ do not know who the r~ist is, or why he 
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rapes, and thus do not uilderstand just how valuable avoiding the 

ccmrCl'ltaticm can be • 

. 
,-

This author selected 145 from approximately 400 women of all ages, 

including high school students, at educatia1al programs in south 
. Orange county. The question was asked, "IS education lacking about 

rapists, the rape trauma syndrome and preventioo?" Every second or 
third wanan in each group ~ asked if she would have any objections 

to participating in the survey; nO'one did. Pre-test questionnaires 
were passed. out, carp1eted and collected before each lecture. 

Post-test questionnaires were passed out to the same individuals ·once 
the program was c:aJp1etede It should be noted that, as closely as 

possible, each group received the same instruction.. One hundred 

sixty questionnaries were actually completed. One hundred forty-five 

women had no previous training and fifteen did. 

The questionaires were graded individually. nNo understanding or 

knowledge" was used as a grade for those respondents who could not 

give any type of acceptable explanation. "Sane understanding or 

knowledge" was used to identify those who demonstrated a small 

amount. "Good understanding" represents an above average gr~ of 

the subject. "Excellent" ~s the individual can explain the 
rapist I s profile, and why avoidence is crucial. 

The first sub-hypotheSis related to women thinking of rape prevention 

in terms of self defense rather than taking preventive measures. 

Frequency and percent are i11ust:rated by "freq.O'I ahd "'" in all 

tables documenting comparison of numbers. 
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Table 3 . 

Relatianlbip between pre· and post-test responses to the gpestia1, 

Rean you briefly ~lain what r~ preventi~ means to yOU?" 

PRE-TES1' POsr-TEST 
freg. , freg. , 

No understanding or knowledge 45 31 8 6 

sane understanding or knowledge 82 57 10 7 
Good understanding or knowledge 16 11 95 65 
Excellent understanding or knowledge 2 1 32 22 

145 100% 145 100' 

The sub-hypothesis was basically upheld. Many~, in fact, did 

list self-defense techniques as prevention measures, i.e., screaming, 

kicking, et cetera. A JIllch higher percentage of women than 

anticipated; however, had sane understanding or knowledge. They all 

listed good common sense everyday precautions. The most logical 

reason for this date was media attention, which started around 1975, 
covering what people can do to keep themselves safe at hane, in their 

car and on the street. The post-test responses indicated the 

information delivered did cause a considerable increase ill 

understanding what prevention really meanS, with much emphasis bed:1.'l9. 

made toward multiple safety measures rather than just, one or two. An 

exanple would be one wanan • s response on the pre-test not to 
hitchhike or go with strangers, and the post-test she not only 

related to hitchhiking and strangers, but also her caIc.'· her 
neighborhood, her hane and her everyday life. In other words,' she 

became very aware of the danger. and violence of rape, looked at her. 

lifestyle and was able to list factors which have proven to be 

effective preventive techniques. 
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Table " relates to the hypothesis many wavwm do not have knowl~ of 
'the diffHe'lt types of rapists and thus cannot af3equate1y understand 
how vi~ent rape can beo 

Table 4 

Relationship between pre and post-test respcmses to the question, 
Dean you describe the different types of rapiets?" 

PRE-TEST P09.r-TEST 

fr~. % freg. , 
No understanding or knowledge 97 67 3 2 

Some understanding or knowledge 24 17 19 13 
Good understanding or knowledge 22 15 84 58 

Excellent understanding or knowledge 2 1 39 27 

145 100% 145 100% 

While many respondents did state they thought there was only one ,type 

of rapist, some waRen referred to powr and anger-retaliation, two 

profiles, in their answers. The hypothesis basically held, however, 
as pre-test re&'PQndents they eitht~r did not know who rapes or listed 
mental, sick or no place for sexual r'elease as a motive for rape. A 
large percentage wrote nothing at alla 

After the presentation there was a good understanding of the 
different type of rapists and why it is so important to prevent his 
attack. 
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Table 5 

Re1atiCMhip between pre and post-test responses to the question f 

"Can you e;plain why hitchhiking is so dangerous?" 

Number and percent who could not explain 

PRE-TEsr 

frega , 

why hitchhiking was dangerous.. 95 66 

Number and' percent who could explain why 

hitchkiking was dangerous 50 24 

145 100% 

13 9 

,132 91 

145 100% 

As indicated in Table 5, the presentations were of value in iIrprcvill9 

~ ] 

, ··l' 
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the understanding rapists are violent. and those who hitchhike are ¥. 
placing themselves in an extremely dangerous situation. 

Table 6 

Relationship between pre and post-test responses to the question, 

"Can you exPlain what the Rape Tral.D1la syndrane is?" 

PRE-TEST POST-TEsr 

freq. , 'frego % 

No understanding or knowledge 95 66 32 22 

Some understanding ,or knowledge 44 30 6 4 

Good understanding. or knowledge 6 4 56 39 

Excellent understanding or knowledge . a 0 51 35 

TOI'AL' 145 100%. 145 100% 
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Table 6 tIhows wcmen really do not have a good understanding of ~ 

mental tr~ whidl affects Col victim after a RXWll attack & It is 

~r~t. for this information to be made available to the cxmnunity, 
especially to young people who may not realize what is happening to 

them. A victim may be in a state of shock, she my be afraid or 

,angry and unable' to describe her feelings 

herself G There were seven possible 

understanding of the rape trauma syndrane: 

or even understand them 

answers relating to an 
initial stage, secondary 

stage, long term phase" severe depression, mental traUil\2l, guilt. 

feelings, need to talk, (counseling) • It should be noted here that 

like the question on rapists" there may have been more understanding 

listed if the question had been rewordedo It is felt many women who 

did not write anything on the pre-test may have actually been able to 

refer to some trauma ~.Jt did not understand the question as it was 
stated. The survey validated the feelings of the doctoral {Staff who 

~re interviewed and the statements made by ;authors Brodyaga, Groth, 

Hazel\roOd, Harpold, Holmes, Warner and Williams o Knowledge about the 

danger of' rape and psy.chol09ical trauma relat~ to its a£te~th is 

an assignment for the future. Prevention is often thought of as a 

reactive measure rather than is} pl~"l' to avoid 0 If education 

emphasizes who commits rape, and why, prevention will be taken much. 

more seriously 0' 

SUR\TEY NUMBER TWO 

During the interview with Dr 0 Jac!( Seitzinger" he stated one of the 

most important responsibilities of training officers, is to actually 

modify recruit behavior, in the short span of four to five months. 
Certainly, the safety of offiCers and the citizens they' serve, is of 

utmost importance. Dr 0 Seitzinger also feels, however /I publi~ 

relations is of primary importance,,' He stated, every citizen contact , . 

by. an officer represents a contact by the cnief of Police or the 

Sheriff, himself. Dr 0 seitzinger feel~ this is no more evident and 

requires no more sensitivity than a death notification or in the 

crimes of rape and murder 0 
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part ~~itivity training is the knowledgE! of rapists and the Rape 

Traumm &ymrae. This will allow the officer the opportunity to 

underll1tanO the reasons for rape, the treatment the victim has 

experiencsd" and her current behavior 0 

The hypothesis is police officers may reeei va inforJl1i&tion on what the 

penal statute describes as II crime of rape, but unless educational 

classes are conducted at police agencies or police acadanies which 

include sensitivity, the trauma syndrome and the neea for 

multi-agenCy cooperation, the wiliingness of vict~ to rept)rt and 

prosecute may once again ~ in jeopardy 0 

To test the hypothesis" a scenario was developed. Forty two basic 

recruits from the Orange county She~iff's Basic Training A~ were 

divided into two groups. The scenario of group one is they receive 

no sensitivity training. They graduate, as hundreds of recruits 

graduate around the state each month, with no role playing" no ~ 

instruction about the rapist or what the victim may have er~rienced, 

no idea why the victim is reacting the way sbe is, in short, no 

sensitivity trainingo 

Group one, made up of both men and women officers, was given a 

pre-instruction questionnarie, the idea being this would represent 

their knowledge without adequate instruction. 
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Table 7 

Respons! of group one recruit officers to the question, "Can ;you 

describe the different type of rapists? 
frega % 

No understanding or knowledge 15 71 
some understanding or knowledge 

Good understanding or knowledge 

Excellent understanding oro knowledge 

Table 8 

2 

4 

o 

21 

10 

19 
o 

100' 

Response of recruit officers to the ~estion, "Can you exPlain what 

the Rape Trauma Syndrome is?" 

frega % 

No understanding or knowledge 13 61 

some understanding or knowledge 5 24 

Good understanding or knowledge 1 5 

Excellent understanding or knowledge ° 2 10 

21 100% 

As expected, the recruits did not fare any better than women° in the 

community 0 

Group two, making up the other half of the respondents, was given a 

pre-instruction qUestionnaire before the presentation and a post-test 

questionnaire at the end of the cl~s. 
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Table 9 

R!SP(!!!! of grOUP two recruit officers in pre arid post-test answers 
to the question, ACan you describe the different types of rapists?" 

Pre-test Post-test 

fr!9o % fr!!l. % 

No understanding or knowledge 12 57 1 5 

Same understanding or knowledge 4 19 3 14 
Good understanding or knowledge " 19 13 62 

Excellent understanding or knowled~e 1 5 4 19 

21 100% 21 100% 

Table 10 

Response of group two recruit officers to the question, wean you 

exPlain what the rape trauma §YQdrome is? 

fr~. 

No understanding or knowledge 10 
some understanding or knowledge 6 

Good understanding or knowledge 3 

Excellent understanding or knowledge 2 

21 

." 
t 

, '~reqo 

48 1 

28 3 

14 lJ 

10 4 

100% . 21 

., 
5 

14 
62 

19 

100% 

The educatio:nal program, abridged from the full pr09ram which will be 

presented in the future, upheld the hypothesis knowledge can change . . 
atti tude 0 This in itself will not mold behavior, but in the case of 

recruit training, any negative behavior has not had a chance to 
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blossom ... For experienced officers, just the education by itself may 

'change behavior; if, in fact, it needs to be changed. It most 

certainly eliminates any excuse for not dealing with the victim in a 

professional manner 0 Referring again to the interview with Dr. 

Gibbons, for those officers who continue to need help, sensitivity 

training for line supervisor's will ensure departmental policy is 

always carried out. 

survey Number Three 

In order to obtain same idea on haw many training centers in 

California currently conduct sensitivity training and crimdnal 

profiling, a questionnaire,. along with a cover letter" was developed 

and mailed to 30 P .. O.S.T. academies throughout the states: 25 
responded. This nmn.ber represents approximately two thirds of all 

the P.OoS.T~ training facilities in California. 

Table 11 

RElsults of training centers surveyed in answering the question, "DoeS 

~~r basic academY have a class on sex crime law?" 

NO 

~S 

freg.· , 

o 0 

25 100' 

25 100' 
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';l'J!ble 12 

ResUlts of training centers surveyed in answering the 9ReBtionq "Does 
xour basic academy have a class on rape law?1'I 

NO 

YES 

25 100' 

Table 13 

Results of training centers surveyed in answering the question, "DoeS 

your basic 
training?" 

NO 

YES 

academy have a 

freq. 

15 

10 

25 

separate class on rape sensitivity 

60 

40 

100% 
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____________________________ , _____________ w~"rl~· __ _ 

Table 14 

Results of training centers surveyed in answering the question, "Does 

~r basic academY have a separate period of instruction on sexual 

assailant profiling?" 

fr!!S. ~ 

NO ,19 76 

YES 6 24' 

TOrAL 25 100% 

All basic academies surveyed offer classes in basic law. This 

instruction 

percent of 

sensitivity 

covers elements of what constitutes a crime. Only 40 

the respondents indicated their courses include 

training for recruits.. survey instrument did not ask for 

specifics, so the type and length of classes are riot known at this 

time. Further study is recamnended to determine the exact curriculum 

being used by each agency 0 From this 'information a comparison can be 

done with the recommended format. 

Approximately three fourths of those responding did not teach 

criminal profiling in the basic academy. 

institutions which do should be done. 

Future study with those 

The hypothesis that future 

technology, including criminal profiling, will be of value to police 

personnel, must be investigated. Many of these officers will 

eventually be investigators but, in the meantime, most of them will 

be patro.1man and patrolwomen and, thus, first responders. Their 

knowledge of sensi ti vi ty and new technology can only help apprehend 

the suspact, benefit the victim and, ul~imately, law enforcement .. 
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Table 15 

Results of training centers surveyed in answering the question, RDo 

10Q have advanced training for patrol officers?W 

NO 

YES 

freq .. 
3 

22 

12 

88 

25 100' 

LabIa 16 

Results of training centers who offer advanced training for patrol 
officers to the question, RDoes your advanced training cover sex 

criI'M! and rape law?" 

NO 

YES 

frega s:s 

10 45 

12 55 

22· 100% 

Table 17 

Results of training centers who offer advanced training for patrol 
officers to the question, nDoes the advanced training cover profiling. 
of sexual assailants?" 

NO 

YES 

freg. 
14 
8 

64 

36 

22 100% 
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Table 18 

Results of training centers who Offer advanced training· for patrol 
officers to the question, fil)OeS the advanced training contain a 
separate class on sensitivity?" 

NO 

YES 

freg. 
15 
7 

68 

32 

22 100% 

Almost four-fifths' of the respondents conduct advanced training for 
patrol personnel, a little over half of them revieW sex crimes. The 

centers 'that offer advanced training for criminal profiling to patrol 
officers increased from 24 percent to 36 percent, but those offering 
sensitivity training went down from 40 percent to 32 percent. 

Table 19 

. \. 

Results of training centers to the question, ·~Does your facility 
train investigation personnel?" 

freg. 
NO 10 
YES 12 

22 

f.: 

45 

55 

100% 
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Table 20 

Results of training centers to the question, _ t'JDoes your center review 
sex crime and rape law for investigators?" 

NO 

YES 

frego 

14 
a 

64 

36 

22 100' 

Table 21 

Results of training centers to the question, "noas the investigator 
training cover profiling of sexual assailants?n 

NO 

YES 

freg. 

16 

6 

22 

73 

27 

100~ 

Table 22 

Results of training centers to the question, "Is there a sensitivity 
trainirnLclaas for investigators?" 

NO 

YES 

freg. 
16 

6 

73 

27 

84 



OVer half of the respondents train investigative perscmnel. Just a 
. little OYer a third review sex crimes with th~ detectives. Only a 
little over one-fourth of the academies cover crimiMl profiling with 

their inves~igators. 

Table 23 

Results of training centers to the question, nIs there sexual 
assault, sexual assailant profiling or ,sensitivity training for 
sergeants or above?" 

NO 

YES 

freq. 
16 

6 

73 

27 

22 100% 

The future will see new technology perfected 0 Many suspects will be 

identified through Rbiometrics". This technology will also include 
the perfection of criminal profiling. As these advances are 
published, the public will respond with support; reports and the 
willingness to prosecute will increase significantly. Every officer 
mus~ receive sensitivity t;aining and at least all investigative 
personnel must became proficient in profiling. This is not occurring 
today. The hypothesis is made, as profiling is perfected, training 
will advance from what is taught today and, as the camumity 
continues to applaud law enforcement's efforts to help the victim, 
sensitivity training will eventually be taught in every. academy. The 
previouw three surveys show the literature and interviews are 
correct. There is a lack of understanding about the rapist, the 
trauma syndroma and, currently, there is a'lack of training dealing 
with sensitivity. 
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cCIIIIIlnitx· Peeling~ 
The litcature and interviews state one of the stereotypes 

surrounlSiDg the issue. of rape is police officers are insensitive and 

judgmimtal in dealing wi t..'1 victims. Barbara J.' Rodabaugh and Melanie 

Austing (1981), sexual Assault: A Guide For Camamity Action, feel 

education is a means of changing officers I behavior 80 inappropriate 

remarks will not be made. Doctors Barrett, seitzinger, Tafoya and 

Judge Iles agree. 

Ronald Nelson, (1981), "Establishing. Rapport With Victims", Police 

Chief, states sensi ti vi ty training" and proper interviewing techniques 

for police personnel is 'the key to effective investigations.. Most 

police officers understand the technical aspects of collecting 

eVidence, but ~elSOl'l, who is a consultant to the Lisle and Woodridge 

Police Departments in DePage county, Illinois, states officers have 

difficulty and feel uncqnfortable when interviewing a rape victim .. 

In 'fact, many officers feel this is the most difficult job they 

encounter. 

John Bruckman, (1977), R,rj?ject Rape Response Evaluation, reports the 

uncomfortableness police feel often manifests itself in the 

perception by the victim that the officer is iflSe!1Sitive and does not 

want to be there. Bruckman states one r~ason women do not report 

rape to the police is primarily because of attitudes and expectations . . 
about police behaVior. Bruckman does state there has been some 
improvement in recent years and when victims are handled by officers 

who have been trained they report they \!lere generally treated well. 

Thcmas McCahill, et al, (1979), The Aftermath of Rape, reports the 

general hypothesis is rape victims, would feel better about the police 

if females handled the case. Cahill • s res~ch showed a pOlicewoman 

:was only preferroo 40 percent of the time. He states ten percent 

request a male and 50 percent of the time victims have no 
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preference. Cahill states that while the hypothesis is only 40 

Percent factual, there does appear to be more cooperatim, less 

cali>1~ints and a healthier atmosphere when a poli~ is present 
dUring an interview whether she is the case agent or just assisting. 

Cahill states this is true even if a secreta~ is the only woman 
present. 

This literatu~e is ~rt~t as very little research has been 
accomplished which would verify or deny the hypothesis women should 

investigate rape. There is rumor some California cities researched 

the hypothesis. A check was made with the administ.ration of ea<* one 
of these three cities and the rumor was also found t.,o be false. The 

only other research available is the earlier documented National 

Insti tute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice Report on Forcible 
Rape 0 Their survey agreed with Cahill' s research, shewing bo:th men 

and women can be motivated, sensitive and understanding. The 
majori ty of the rape victims the Justice Survey contacted' had no 

preference of a male or female officer. There was a small percent, 

assumed to be about 20 percent, of the respondents Who did prefer a 

female officer. The recommendation is to train both genders and 

attempt to have a female officer present if requested. A check with 

the F oB.I 0 Behavioral Science Unit' at Quantico, Virginia, (Robert Roy 

Hazelwood, Ken Lanning), found this information is disseminated at 

the National Academy. 

SURVEY NUMBER THREE 

In a further att.empt to validate or question ,the nominal group, 
stated literature, and personal interviews, eontc.\ct was made with 44 

crisis centers; 26 in California; 18 fran the five geographical areas 

where the brainstorming and personal interview sessions were 

conducted. Thir~y-three groups responded, 21 in California and 12 

frem around the nation~ It was physically ~ssible for this author 
to travel and, conduct a personal survey at each center but, due to 
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the sensitivity.of the issue,' a liaison was set up with each facility 

,dired:Ol". , The program was explained· to each applicant and 

calfi~:1tY was assured by the individual respondent either 

mailing the document ba,ck anonymously by herself or' by placing the 

questionnaire into an enclosed box or sack containing other carpleted 

.questionnaires. Participation ~ completely on a volunteer basia. 

It was anticipated that most of the respondents fram crisis centers 

wtIUld be victims. In order to obtain an ~ mnount of non-victim 

volunteers, eight a!3di tional contacts were conducted by this author 
making appointments for personal v.isits with wanens' groups at 

busir~s, schools, P.T.A. groups, courts and victinVwitness 

programs. The same instruction was given, questionnaires filled out 

voluntarily and confidentiality was protected during coll~v~iono. A 

total of 416 questionnaires were returned; 305 from California, III 

from around the nation. one h~ed ninety-three respondents are 34 
years of age and younger; 178 are between the ages of 35 ~d ~; 45. 

individuals are 55 and older. 

The process resulted in totals of 222 victims and 194 non-victims. 

The m:tnimum age of respondents accepted is 18, the maximum age is 

860 The average age of all respondents is 36. Ethnicity is 26 

black, 354 white, 28 Hispanic and eight Oriental 0 TWo-thirds of 

those who had been victims classified their assault as rape. No 

significant difference in reporting occurs when attempted rape and 

rape responses are separated, however. Also, this study was to 

catpU'e california respondents with those fran other geographical, 

locatims. Just as brainstorming and interview'sessions were quite 

similar, however, no polarity occurs when results are separated. For 

this reason, all assaults and all responses were tabulated together. 
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~ased on,preVious research, a number of hypotheses were drawn: 

'1) Apprcmwtely 50 percent of all rapes are reported. 

2) The JIOre violent the attack, the better chance of being reported. 

3) Victims age 34 and younger have a higher incidence of reporting 

today, than victims 55 and older who were assaulted when they were 34 

or younger. 

4) Most waiwm have no preference which gender handles a rape case 

aslong as the officer is professional in his or her approacho 

5) Most agencies send male officers to handle rape calls. 

6) Most agencies do not offer the victim a'choice of a male or 

female officer to handle the request. 

7) Most victims, while they may feel sensitivity int>rovement is 

needed, will feel they have been treated professionally .. 

8) Fear of, the judicial system is the biggest reason for not 

reporting. 

9} sensitivity and an educational approach are areas most wallen feel 

are import.ant for future traininge 

10) When a report is made, most victims report to the police first. 

11) When a report is made to the police first, the police help the 

victim find a crisis center. 

Table 24 

Results of all women victims surveyed in answering the ~estion( 

~ld you say the attack was non-violent, moderately violent or ve;v 

violent?" 

fr~o ~ 

Non-violent 62 28 
Moderately violent 102 46 

Very violent 55 25 

Did not answer 3 1 

TOl'AL 222 100% 
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:rable 25 

.!!!!.~ts of all wanen victims ,surveyed in answering the Question, "Did 

you report the crime to the pol;_~?" 

NO 

YES 

freg. 

128 

94 
58 

42 

222 100% 

Table 26 

Results of victims surveyed on the amount of violence incur~ed,and 

~ percent who reported. 

REPORrED TOl'AL VICTIMS PERCENT 

Non-violent 11 of 62 iii 18 
'Moderately violent 44 of 102 == 43 
Very violent 38 of 55 II: 69 ,-

t 

No answer 1 of 3 ::; N/A' 
!,: 

The,literature states reporting has improved from approxima~ely one 
in ten assa~ts being known in 1960 to 25 percent in the early 

1970's, to approximately 50 percent in the 1980s. . This survey 

contradicts the literat~re somewhat, shOWing a 42 percent level of 

reporting. In an environment of proximity, however, 42 percent shows 
a continuP~ improvement over 1960 through the 1970s. One possible 

variable suggested for fu~ure research is the suggestion that r~t 

publicity about "date rape" may be increasing the arount of 

individuals who feel they have been victimized but, at the time .of 

occurrence, did not report. 

The hypothesis the more violent the assault, the better chance of the . 

crime being reported was supported. It should be noted all those 
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interviewed agreed all rape is violent but, for purposes of 
perceptual identification, the category of non-violent' was used to 

distinguish the least amount Of violence ooopared to the more serious 

behavior. Of 62 victims who perceived their attack was nm-violent, 

only elevm, or 18 percent, reported the event. Of 102 moderately 

violent perceptions, 44, or 43 percent, reported. Of the 55 most 

violent occurrences 38, or 69 percent, called for an investigation of 

the assault 0 

Table U 

Results of victims surveyed, age 55 and older, who were victimized at 

age 34 or younger, in answering the question, "Did you report the 

crime to the P9lioe?" 

fr~. % 

NO 10 83 

YES 2 17 
TOl'AL 12 100', 

Table 28 

Results of victims surveyed, age 34 and younger, who ware assaulted, 

in answering the question, "Did you report the crime to the police?" 

freg. % 
NO 56 51 

YES 53 49 

109 100% 

Although the one sample size is low, it appears that the hypothesis 
is correct in stating that the environment encourages 'reporting more 

frequently today than ten qr more years ago. 
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Table 29 

Results of ncn-victims who answered the question, RIf you were to 
becane t!iii Victim of a sexual assault, who do yOU feel you would want 
to handle your initial report? •••••• your follow up report?" 

~ll trained female 
well trained male 
Well trained either 
Did not answer 

TOI'AL 

~ll trained female 
Well trained male 
Well trained either 
Did not answer 

TOrAL 

INITIAL 

fr!']_ % 

103 53 
5 3 

84 43-
2 1 

194 100% 

F<l:aL()W-UP . 

frego , 
63 32 
12 6 

117 61 
2 1 

194 100% 

Table 30 
I 

Results of victims surveyed who reported in answerin2 the question, 
"Before the assault and subsequent investigation, what were your 
f€~lings about having a man or woman officer investigate a sexual 
!!sault against a female?" 

fr!Sl. , 
Female 47 50 
Male 3 3 

Either 42 45 
No answer 2 2 

TOl'AL 94 100' 
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Table 31 

'ReBrults of victims who reported in answering the question, "ltlat are 

your feelings now that you have exPerienced a sexual. assault which 

tms investigated by the police?" 

freg. % 

Female 24 26 

Male 9 10 
Either 59 62 

No answer _...;:2:;....._--=2 •. __ 

94 100% 

In surveying non-victims,' 53 percent felt they would prefer a female, 

43 percent said· either, and only three percent felt they would 

request a male 0 There appears to be slightly less concern' at 

follow-up investigations. Where only 32 percent would prefer a 

female while 61 percent felt either male or female would be 

appropriate; only six percent would prefer a male. 

When studying actual victims, we see a very similar trend regarding 

feelings before the assault. Fifty percent would have preferred a 

female to handle the initial report, 45 percent a male and, again, 

only three percent would have preferred a male. With the exception 

of the request for strictly a male officer, the survey results . were 

closely' in accord with literature and interviews. What· is of 

significant importance is the feelings of victims after their assault 

has been investigated. TWenty-six percent continued to feel female 

officers shoud handle all rape incidents, the feeling for male 

preference increased to ten percent, and 62 percent of the victims 

stated either a well trained male or female officer could do the 

job. This response is more in line with the research aCc.-a'li'lished by 

the aforementioned National Institute of Law Enforcement and taught 

at the FBI National Academy. 
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Table 32 

Results of victims suryeyeg who reported the assault in answering the 

guest!. "If you were assaulted and you reported the attack, was 
your cue initially handled by a female or male officer?" 

frego , 

Female 18 19 

Male 76 81 
94 100% 

Table 33 

Results of victims survey~ who reported the assault in . answering the 

question, nDid :lou have a choice of male or female officer?" 

frego % 
No . 33 35 

Yes 9 10 

Do not know 

No answer 

TOrAL 

45 
7 

94 

48 

7 

100% 

Table 34 
: 

Results of victims surveyed who reported the assault in answering the 

question, "Was there' a follow-up investigation after the, initial 

report?" 

NO 

YES 

frego % 

18 19 

76 81 

94 100% 
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Table 35 

Results of, victims surveyed who reported the assault in answering the 

, question, "MI.s the follaw-up investigation' handled by a male or 

female officer?" 
frego % 

Female 18 24 

Male 57 75 

No answer 1 1 
76 100% 

Table 36 

Results of victims surveyed who reported the assault in answering the 

question, "Did you have a choice of a male or fem,Ue follow-uP 
investigator?" 

freg. , 
NO 20 26 

YES 4 5 
Do not know 49 65 

No answer 3 4 

76 100% 

The hypothesis most agencies send male officers to hatiCUe rape calls 

was. supported1 81 percent ,male versus 19 percent female. In 

answering the question as to whether the victim had a choice of 

responders, 35 percent said no, only ten percent said :yes and an 

'astounding 48 percent did not know. 

Eighty-one percent of initial reports received follow-up 

investigation. TWenty-four percent of the follow-up personnel wer~ 

female, 75 percent were male.. 'Only five, percent of the victims 

stated they had a choice. TWenty-six percent stated they had no 

Choice but, again, a large percent, in this case 65 percent, of the 

victims did not know if they had ,a choice or not. 
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The literature research and this survey forecast a future of both men . . 
and .-... officers as first responders and follow-Up investigators. 

itlile tile· future will see between 60 and 70 percent of victims having 

no preference as to male or female, departments will have to be 

staffed and ~n officers adequately trained to respond to handle a 

case upon request. 

Table 37 

Results of victims surveyed who reported the assault irl answering the 
question, "If you reported the assault to a police agen2Yt. do you 

feel you were treated professionally and with the proper sensitivity?" 

fr~. , 
NO 25 27 

YES 66 70 

Did Not Answer 3 3 

TarAt 94 100sa 

Table 38 

Results of victims surveyed who reported the assault and stated they 

were treated professionally. 

m 
fr~o , 

OUtstanding 18 27 

Good 26 39 
Average 18 27 

Mediocre 3 5 

Did Not Rate 1 2 

TOl'AL 66 100% 
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Table 39 

Results of victims surveyed who did not report the crime, and their 

response to "Please give a short reason why, if you were attacked and 
. gid not make a report." 

fr~. % 

Fear of Reprisal 31 2·4 

Guil t, self Blame 26 20 

Denial ' 17 13 

Shield Family ~~rs 6 5 

Shield Professional Person 2 2 

Fear of Justice Syst~ 29 23 

Mari tal Rape 3 2 

Date Rape 10 8 

Not,Reported in Those Days 4 3 

TOl'AL 128 100' 

Table 40 
Results of non-victims surveyed in answering the question, W!f you 

were a sexual assault victim, do you feel you would report th~ 

incident to the police?" 

freq. %, 

NO 27 14 

YES 154 79 
Do Not Know 10 5 

Did Not Answer 3 2 

TOI'AL 194 100% 
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Table 41 

Results of non-victims surveyed in answering yes and the reason for 
report:1!9. 

fr!Sl. , 
Convict Attacker 113 69 
Help Treat Attacker 9 5 

Confidence in System 2 1 
Public Awareness 3 2 

Citizen Responsibility 8 5 

Will seek counseling 2 1 
Anger 2 1 
No .AnSWer 27 16 

TOl'AL 166 lOOt 

Table 42 

Results of non-victims surveyed in answering the question, "If you 
were assaulted and reported the crime to a police agency, do you feel 
you would be handled professionally and with proper sensitivitY1" 

freg. % 
NO 22 11 
YES 66 34 

Do Not Kn.ow 98 51 
No AnsWer 8 4 

194 100% 

Thirty-fOur percent of non-victims believe they would be treated 
professionally. Only eleven per~t felt they would be treated 
improperly. Fifty-one percent, however, answered they did not 
knOW.This statement supports the trends of sensitivity training and a 
strong educational approach. As more victims are treated in an 

"outstanding" manner, less carp1aints against police insensi ti vi ty 
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will occur.. This in itself will ilrprove perception of treatment. A 

strong educational. approach will not only increase knowledge and 

prevent1C1l, but will also enhance poei ti ve feelings about police 

behaviOC' ... , 

over two-thirds of the victims who reported their assault to the 

police felt th~y were treated professionally. While this finding 

supports the hypothesis it, nevertheless, also points out a large 

percent who answered negatively. The perception of how 

professionally the victims were treated shows only 27 percent made an 
outstanding inpressi.on, 39 percent fared good, and 27 percent were 

average. If the premise is nw:Ie that good' and outstanding equals 

proper response, 66 percent of the victims who felt they received 

professional treatmenlt perceived such action as above average .. 

The hypothesis, based on available li terature states fear of the 

judicial system is the reason victims do not report. It is indeed a 

factor, but there appe!ar to be many contributing variables. One is 

the much talked about but seldom documented fear of reprisal. 

Another which is documented is guilt and self blame. Denial, date 

rape, shielding a f:amily member, shielding a professional person and 

marital rape all recei.ved a low percentage but are, nevertheless, 

good excmples of the many reasons victims choose to keep rape a 

secret. An analogy can be drawn here. The literature states 

approximately one hallf of all rape victims report the crime. This 

study basically supports that position, showing a 42. percent 

response. In askin~r non-victims if they would report the, incident, 

however, 79 percent said they would. Their main reason 'Was to 

convict the rapist. It appear$ the variables mentioned enter ~qe 

picture once a rape talkes place and, while an individual. 's state of 

mind may be to report before an attack, the reasons mentioned not 

realized until after the attack# cause some women to change their 

mind. 
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Table 43 

Results of victims who responded in answerins,~ question, fiDe you 
'have anY auggestions for future training for police personnel?" 

freg .. , 
sensitivity Training 50 30 
Advanced Training 18 11 
communication Skills 20 12 
change Police Attitudes 5 3 

Date Rape/Marital Rape 5 3 
No Photos b¥ Males 4 2 
Do Not TOuch Victims 6 4 
Interview Techniques. 5 3 
Role Playing 7 4 
Invite Support Agencies 16 10 
Don't Be Judgmental 14 9 

Keep Victim Informed 14 9 

SUB TOl'AL 164 100% 
NO RESPONSE 58 

TarAt 222 
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Table'44 

ReSults of ncn-victims who ~~ded in answering the gpestion, ~ . 
xgu have any suggestions for future training for police personnel?fi . 

freq. , of·s'Ilbtotal 

Sensitivity 64 43 
Myths and Realities 15 10 
Sex Crimes Uniqueness 8 6 

Crisis Intervention 
Techniques 17 12. 

Trawna Syndrane 13 9 
Psychology courses 7 5 
self Defense 1 1 

Prevention Education 6 4 

Interviewing Techniques 14 10 
sos:rarAL 145 100% 
NO RESPOOSE 49 

'!'OrAL 194 

In assessing Tables 43 and 44, attention must be drawn. to the 
possibility that sensitivity received the highest recommendation in 
both sets of responses, because it was mentioned in the 
questionnaire. Nevertheless, the overall response patterning does 
seem to support the relevant hypothesis. 

Table 45 

!esultS of· victims surveyed who reported in answering the question, 
"Which agency did you report the attack to first?" 

fr~. % 

Police 53 57 
~ape Crisis Center 21 22· 
Did Not Answer 20 21 

TOl'AL 94 100% 
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Table '46 

Results of victims suryeyed who reported in answering the questiO%lt, 

nDid the~ice help yOU find a rape crisis eenter?R 

fr!5. -L 
NO 27 28 

YES 41 44 

None Desired 14 15 

Did Not AnSWer 12 13 

T01'AL 94 100' 

Fifty-seven percent of the respondents stated they reported the crime 

to the police first. This is in agreement with the hypothesis~ In 

disagreement, however, is the response of a'lly 44 percent of victims 

who stated the police helped them find a rape crisis center 0 While 

15 ~rcent of the victims who did not desire a contact, it is 

noteworthy'that 28 percent of the victims stated thE!}' received no 

assistance. That is surprisirl9, since the general inpres15ion is that 

police agencies routinely inform victims of crisis centeIl!l. 

,. 
t 

SUmmary 
With the exception of 11 crisis centers who chose not ' ... :V respond, all 

partiCipants were more than eager to assist in this study 0 The time 

constraint in completing the project allowed for a smaller sample 

than desired, but the information that was reeei ved was, ft.lr the most 

part, quite in accord with the literature, interviews and nc:minal 

group. 

Of importance is the fact sexual assault reports are becoming more 

regular. Of equal note is the fact the more violent the attack the 

more likely the victim will report the rapist to the police. 
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In discussing who should investigate these assaults, we are reminded 

of a popular hypothesis which prevails in many cities across our 

land, tbilt women oo1y want female officers to. handle rape cases. The 

'litera~'and interviews do not support this bel~ef. Both indicate 

40 to 5O'"percent of the women in this country would request a female, 

but' the other 50 percent have no preference. This study, moreover, 

indicated that sane wanen who prefered a female before an assault 

actually changed their mindS in favor of either a male or female 

atter they became vtctims. Most agencies do send male officers to a 

scene. one reason, of course, is there are more males than females 

in the ranks. As sensitivity training and educatioil continue, the 
future will see the feeling of having a male, or female officer 

investigate increase to 70 percent. This means approximately, ten to 

20 percent of the victims police came in contact with will still . . 
request a female officer. As the future unfolds, it is imperative 
police officers train available female personnel and staff 

accordingly in order to meet this need. 

t' 
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-----------------------------------

The Naainal GrOup Technique (tGT) generated trends and events which, 

supplemented b¥ a literature scan, personAl interviews and surveys, 

provided a structure for a series of future scenarios. These 

pictures of our future are . not "best" or "worst" case predictions 

but, merely, different slices of time in possible future states.. The 

scenarios have a ccmnon thread of importance; each one assumes the 

carmunity and the police, through an effort of JiIltual ~ration, 

will continue to develop the importance of reduced rape victim trauma 
through education, t.raining and teclmology .. 

Up until the 1960s the mYths about rape; the way it was investigated, 

if in fact it was reported at all; and the lack of . ccmmmity concern 

surrounded the subject with a great deal of controversy.. Thanks to 

women's groups, victim/witness assistance programs, police procedures 

and the structure of the law, trends have emerged which seem to 

I 
I 

J, 
.~l 

promote more understanding and pave the way for a brighter future. ~ . 
. The level of inpact of these trends and the events which will affect 

them, will partially determine the external social/legal environment 

that is becoming such an important part of daily enforcement 

operations. 

SENARIO NUMBER am 
"Good morning, Southern California, today is Thursday, September 24 

in the year 2000. The time is 6:00 a.m." 

The voice on the radio urges people to prepare for another day's . 

work. A great many ind! viduals have left their hanes, some as mch 

as two hours ago, and are lister!ing to the newscaster in their 

autanobile" Due to overcrowding, this part of the state noW has '15 

million residents; mandated staggered work hours see the day's first 

employees leaving home as early as 4:00 a.m. to arrive at work by 

7: 00 a om. The cheerful reporter continues, "All Los Angeles,. orange 
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and san Diego freeways have been gridlocked sim:e 5: 00 a.m .. , about 15 

minutes later than usual. , The California Hi9hwaY Patrol reports 

accidents are light today and, according to transportation 

autboriU., congestion will start to thin oUt to 20 miles per hour 

at approzimately 11:30 lAom.. Traffic should flow well until 3,:00 

p.m.. At 4:00 p.m. gridlock will again occur until 10:30 p.m." At 

no time during a 24 hour period since 1997 has traffic been able to 

'mOve faster than 20 miles per hour on any Southern California 

freeway. As a result of idling vehicles with places to go but no 

other way to get t..~ere, the pollution has created the "greenhouse 

effectR which was predicted by scientists in ~e early 1970·s. 

"our regular feature, "Crime Watch", will be presented after this 

word fran one of our sponsors 0 " Aft.? a low key prCl!'OOtion which 

advertises hane mortgage rates at a reduced 19%, "Crime Watch", a 
compilation of major crime occurring throughout each area of the 

state during the previous 24 hours, is presented. The re~rter 

continues, "The last 24 hours have been fairly quiet for this part of 

the state. There were only 3 murders, 6 rapes, now described as acts 
of interpersonal Violence, 42 robberiesu' .... eo> •• " 

The reporter drones on, reciting a litany of criminal activity" which 

surprises none of the listeners. Nor would these figures raise an' 

eyebrow in any other part of the state. The year 2000 has brought 

with it not only a host of technological breakthroughs, but a list of 

sociological ills as well 0 Not the least of these is the problem of 

interpersonal violence. 

For more,~ 20 years, many goverrunental agencies. and volunteer 
gr~ have a~dressed the issue of "rape"; as it was known then. Law 

enforcement, traditionally a reactive group has, in this area, become 

generally proactive as it seeks to protect victims while USing modern 

'teChnology and training to apprehend the suspects. . The Carmission on 

PoODS.T. has mandated 40 hours of' sensitivity training, including 

expertise in profiling, not only' in the basic academy, but for all 
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line supervisorsu well. In metropolitan cauwnities, smaller 

cities have long since diSbanded the high cost of police services and 

opted ~ to ccnsolidate costs by contracting law enforcement 

through' ~ are now large, well trained, well equipped metropolitan 

Sheriff Departments. 

These organization, along with major police departments, house 

'specialized tactical support teams (S.W.A.T.), hazardous device units 

(banb squads), and behavioral science teams who are highly 

specialized in communication skills, profiling of rapists and use of 

technology 8 The year: 2000 has also wi messed the continued effort of 

stigma reduction. The word rape is no longer used in the media, by 
, , 

law enforcement, or counseling centers.. The viable words today are 

interpersonal Violence, sexual assault victim, and survivor 0 

In the year 2000, when a rape is reported to the police, the first 

responder has been trained in camunication G~ills, perceptual 

analysis of body language, investigative techniques and sensitivity 

training. These officers are experts at both report writing and 

]' 

·-l 

interviewing, and canplaints about their treatment of victims is ~, 

virtually nonexistent. The victim is car~1 for medically and initial 

information is obtained.. First responders take element information 

only. The summary is turned over to the behavioral science team upon 

its arrival at 'the scene or hosPital. ,On occasion, the victim will 

be transported to police headquarters. The behavioral science unit 

is no -longer located in the same area wi th the rest of the 

department's investigation division. This detail may even be located 

outside the police station proper. Every effort is always taken to 

allow the viet~ the courtesy of as mch privacy as possible. All of 

these procedures continually enhance the credibili ty of la\tl 

enforcement's educational approach to investigation, prevention and 

reporting procedureso 
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In the year 2000 the ,pr~ arriVal of a apecialized behavioral 

science unit catpOSed of highly skilled investigators with . access to 

modem technology, has increased arrests and CCI'lvictions over 50 

Percent. p.orensic scientists will be part of this detail .. They Will 

coll~ wery vital piece of evidence at the cr~ scene. Any 

evidence left with the victim, semen, hair sanples, fibers, et 

cetera, will be collected and transported to the crime lab fran the 

hospital. Through the process of "OOA fingerprinting", over 70 

percent of all suspects will be entered into a national canputer. 

The special team of investigators will put together a profile of the 

offender. The DNA RsignatureW, obtained from the computer,in 

conjunction with the method of operation, physical description and 

profiling often results in a positive identification being made and a 

warrant issued within a few hours of the assault .. 

During the entire process, and following the initial interview, part 

of the specialized team, comprised of specially trained crisis 

intervention counselors, begin a program desi~ to mdtigate the 

victim's trauma. This treatment is government funded and remains in 

place as'long as necessary. 
,-

\. 

SCENARIO NUMBER Ti'l) 

Now that the 21st century has arrived, the United states': finds itself 

with a unique problem.. Rape reports have skyrocketed, out of 

proportion to all other crimes. The crime of rape, now referred to 

as merely first degree assault" will be reported 200,000" times in the 

year 20000 A risk rate, of 104 victims per 100,000 women .exists. 

Historians believe this risk rate was also pre~alent in 1987, but 

victims did not report as readily as they do today.. The recent 

numbers are a result of a major phenanenon. Research shows the 
advent of sensitivity training, investigative technology, stigma 

reduction and ~ucation has increased reporting to a point where it 

is believed 80 percent of all assailants are now reported.. At the 

same time, the police and camunity 8R?roach to prevention has 
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reduced attacks by 30 percent. Without these changes, the year 2000 

would have seen approximately 290,000 rapes, with a risk rate of 142 

per . 100,000, yet fewer thAn 145,000 victims would have bad the 

'cow:age to: ccme forward. 

One major variable responsible for victim's confidence in law 

enforcement's ability to arrest the suapect, thus a willingness to 

report, is the continued iJrprovement of "OOA fingerprinting. " In 

1993, a powerful, new crime solving tool became available for use in 

sane cases by California's forensic specialists. It was through the 
use of OOA that the first successful prosecution of a first degree 

assault, USing "DNA fingerprinting", occurred just one year later. 

At that time, it was shown DNA, which is found in the chranoscmes of 

all living beings, was actually a blueprint of the body. Scientists 

proved each person g s mA is duplicated in every cell, including those 

of forensic interest such as spermatazoa, white blood cells, hair 

cells and skin. 

Up until this landmark case, evidence fran what is now described as 
first degree assault, forrtY:!rly rape, was stored without analysis in a 
forensic laboratory until a suspect was identified. Even if a 

potential s~ was located, serological analysis could not 

positively link the physiological evidence to the suspect. Serqlogy, 

capability in crime laboratories included three specific systems of 

grouping blood types. While selective, none of the systems,.' whether 

used singularly or in combination, constituted an unequivocal 

identification of the donor of the blood sample. The prosecution in 

this case was able to prove a hair ~le found during a doctor's 

examination positively came fran a white male, green ~yes, reddish 
blonde hair, large frame with a window of 180 to 200 'pounds, 5 feet, 

10 inches to 6 feet tall and a blood type of B minus: the exact 

description of the suspect. 

pran 1994 until 2000, DNA I s potential increased beyond what could be 

achieved in a c.riminal lab. AnOther variable in a victim's 
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willingness to state ashe had been assaulted was, the lK\ analytic:al 

&ita being integrated into a carplteri:led state and national data 

base *iCb. can ncM be searched fran reroote loc:atialS. In the year 

2000, ~ ayatems are to biological materials what cal-II> was to 
fingerpr1nta back in the early 1980ls. Just as the Cal-ID progr~ 
revolutionized law enforcement through the application of state of 

the art techno~ogy, a simi1ai data base now exists for mA. 

Thousands· of DNA probes were perfected and &greement was reached for 

the best forensic purposes and what catt>ination of probes would 

constitute iCientification. once this was a~lished, training, 

.method Validation and the designing of a caI\)Uter system to store and 

retrieve suspect information was perfectedo 

In 1984, the California fo~ensic community lacked the resources and 
~rtise to successfully study and manage the overall t'fiA issue. In 
1995, a collective 'effort and an infusion of unique critical 

resources encouraged rapid progress.. The Department of Justice 

housed the original foundation of the DNA program and because this 

organization had the data proceSSing and training capabilities, the 

years 1996 though 2000 saw this agency coOrdinate a statewide network 

involving the data storage of serological analysiS results on 
convicted sex offenders released from California prisons. 

One additional variable, which 'was actually conceived back in 1987, 

is the now very successful' "Input and search Information System", 

(ISIS).. The canputer asks criminologists, forensic scientists, 

forensic specialists, behavioral science experts, district attorneys, 

beat officers and ott~rs to provide factors describing how procedures 

are can:ied out D Once the information is entered into the COlfPUter, 
the ~ then examines the data bases for circumstances which meet 

the needs of the investigator 0 The re~ndation returned advises· 

the. user what tests might be perforrred or techniques to fo1~OW 0 T~ 

carp.tter then 9i ves supporting reasons "why" and explains how to do 

specific tasks 0 Finally, the carputer tells th~ user how to 

calculate the probabilities. 
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Since 1990, ~,enforcement, private inr:Ju8try and the &riled forces 

have. shared in the need to develop simple interfaces' and experts to 

access large volume data ~. Pir()r to this initiative 
. investigator. raraly knew the full range of exPerts available to . 
asist. tb8t, nor did they have time to restate their ~ to each of 

them. This integrated aystem made it pouible for a single request 

form to be used, which now speeds informatim to the officer fran a 
centralized repository. 

In the year 2000 every first respalder has received extensive 

sensitivity training. His or her reputation has preoeeded him or' 

her. The victim trusts the responder. '!'he initiI!J.l interview is 

accomplished without incident. TWo investigators and a forensic 

specialist and a Counselor fran the victinVwitness program arrive. 

The suspect is quickly profiled and' information fed into the "ISIS" 

ccmputer. Evidence obtained fran the victim is processed for DNA 
identification. Blood typing, race" probably Size, color of hair and 

eyes are now known. within hours ten possible' offenders are 

identified. .Once apprehended, and in the year 2000, 70 percent of 

all rapists are arrested, a deputy district attorney will be assigned 

to work with the victim. The police team, the crisis COWlSelor and 

the same district attorney will take the victim through the entire 

justice proceeding. 

SCENARIO NUMBER 'mREE 

The year is 2000. Law enforcement agencies across the country are 

chronically' understaffed. sane Americans continue to be enamored 

with materialism, CClN1eqUently, public service is not attractive. 

Low pay, difficult working conditions and changing attitudes have 

made pollee recruitment difficult. To add to that difficulty, the 

last ten years has seen a growing polarity between the "haves" ,and 

whave nots" in our society. This occurrence has been responsible for 

economic deprivation and urban unrest. AS reduced funding ccmtinuea, 

police agencies suddenly find themselves reassigning resources to 

deal with the constant civil disorder. 
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The public is demanding law ~ order. Much more stringent penalties 

for ci::hdnal behavior have been enacted, but this has only acted as'a 
triggering mechanism for further anarchy. Law enforcement 

administrators warned of problems ahead, but year after year 

rnanpcwer, equi~t and budgets remained the same.. There was a 
feeling of euphoria ~g the affluent: no evidence of smoldering 

ur~rbrush in their neighborhoods. Police chiefs and sheriff's 

organizations continually put ballot measures to the public, asking 

for increased special enforcement tax~s: not one of these initiatives 
passed throughout the entire state. The public, city councils, board 

of· directors, refused to believe that the rioting and the criminal 

activity of the 1960's would return. But it has, and flOW everyone is 

demanding quick and sure action. Consequently, effort has been 

launched to keep the situation under control. 

At the same time, the specter of AIDS has drastically altered the 

sexual mores of our people. The" single s~ne" has all but 

disappeared and sexual encounters, other than in marriages or between 

individuals who know each other very well, is almost nonexistent. 

With more than 100,000 Americans dying fran AIDS each year, 

prostitution is a thing of the past. 

At first, in the early 1990s, it appeared the advent of technology, 
sensitivity training, specialized investigative teams and a mutual 

police-community effort was helping to educate the public to report 

and to prevent the act of rape.. Between 1993 and 1997, however I the 

fear of AIDS be9an panic reporting. The emphasis, however, to 

control the ever increasing threats of political te~rorism, computer 
crimes and civil disobediance severely impacted the use of available 

funding and manpower.. Gradually., the law enforcement led educational 

programs started 'to slip. Little by little, the concept' of 

. specialized teams gave way to tlle fOOre traditional approach of. 

handling each case. New facilities, separate sexual assault 

investigation areas are no longer a leali ty " New scientific 

equipment and computers are not being procured and many of the old 
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r ones are no longer reliableo The priorities are, guard duty, patrol 

of the cit~ies,and ntelliqence details who seek out career criminals, 

. an~rlJ and looters. Special interest groups are atteupting to 

make ttie1r veioes beard but the resources are no longer there. 
Reports o;mtinue to increase but arrests are minimal. ' 

There is reduced, funding, a manpower shortage, equipnent shortage, 

and now the changing profile of the rape victim has suddenly added 

more pressure for law 

spread of AIDS the 

wi th a meQ~,an of 23. 

enforcement to do sanething. Prior to the 

JMj,ority of victims were under 30 years of age" 

The victims' today include the middle aged 

housg~fe liVing in '~rbia, married teachers, olderbusinesswcmen, 

even the elderly assaults have risen dramatically. Social scientists 

feel the AIDS epidemic is sanewhat responsible. The social 

activities which once allowed rapists a wide selection of young waneD 

is no longer available. The majority of women victims in 1987 were 

under 25 y!!ars of age. Today the majority is over 25. In addition, 
sane men in the 18 to 3~; age group who may have been able to use self, 

control in the past, suddenly find themselves angered at a situation 

over which they have nlo control. The fear of contacting AIDS has 

caused the rapist to target: "safe" victims. His perception is the 

middle aged housewife probably does not have the fatal disease. 

As the crime rate for all crimes generally continues to increase, 

sexual assaults among them, there continues to be fewer police and 

other trainea personnel to handle the work load. Specialized teams 

are extremely rare and overworked hospital staff are perceived to be 

i~itive to the victim's needs. Insufficient personnel 
Ul'lavailable to respond quickly has negated the gains made by high 
technology when it canes to suspect apprehension. The sheer numbers 

of victims have caused group counseling sessions. Personal, private 

psychiatric help, is not possible for any but the very wealthy •. The . . 
net result is that the victims of sexual assault, in spite of all 

efforts, are not treated with any more compassio~ or expertise than' 
they were twenty years ago .. Reports are up because of AIDS and the 
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changing 'victim profile, but arres~s,ue down. High technology has 
not ban· able to c:arpmsate for lack of police personnel. The 
assesnJIDt here is we are doing juat about the Hme job as we did in 

1980., 

SCENARIO NUMBER FCXJR 

AS we look at our present governmental structure, this, the year 
2000, we see that due to severe funding problems, which to a large 
degree resulted from a repetition of services, the state of 
California has developed into 58 count;y l.:J0lice districts. Each 
county has its own metroPolitan polic:e forceu Each county has also 
eliminated duplicate fire services and now is ~:>lotected by a' metro 
fire department. All cities are under the auspices of one public 
works agency s,Ocial services, personnel diVision, records division 
and fiscal department. One of the formerly largect service agencies 
throughout the state, the probation ~rtment, w&s drastically 
reduced in each geographical jurisdicti()n. Changes in societal 
attitudes about crime and the computerization of arrest information 
reduced probation services' to skeletal crews, used mostly for 
juveniles and to assist in court research for serious felony 
defendants. Electronic home jails have reduced overcrowding in local 
detention facilities. Computerized tracking devi~s which cannot be 
removed from the person follow probationers.every minute of the day. 
This te?hnology is considerably less expensive than probation 
officers and more proficient. 

The consolidation of services actually began in 1992 when the 
California League of Cities, in an effort to help communities in 
financial 'difficulty, presented a five day seminar on how to cut 
duplication of effort and still maintain the same protection. City 
councils and county boards of supervisors began working on 
consolidation in 1993. The last county police department was formee\ 
in 1998. Consolidation and elimination of effort duplication became 
a very popular issue. Cities could still maintain control ~f their 
own destiny, yet the idea of every camnuni ty having its -own records, 
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supervisors in charge of records, their own pq1ice buildings, . . 
tactical support teams, helicopters, et cetera, quickly ~ a past 

practice. 

From '1988 until 1992 violent crime continued to inC:~Je while costs 

for' services were too great to continue to add more and more 

persoMel. The public became increasingly alarmed and, in 1992, a 

tax initiative was placed on the state ballot which dealt 

specifically with crimes such as murder and rape. The initiative 

passed overwhe1mingly~ It redefined rape as a crime of violence 

rather than sexual misbehavior. It set aside separate' funds' to be 

applied to training, manpower, prevention and equipnent. These new 
, , 

monies and mandates brought many different agencies together, forming 

mtual investigative units, specialized teams, if you will, to handle 

all sexual assaults taking place in each county.. This concept made 

an easy transition possible when city and county agencies became 

metro departments. 

In addition to redefining rape and establishing new tax funds, the 

]1 
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initiative also asked the legislature to pass a bill demanding every ~. 
convicted rapist to undergo mandatory psychological hospitalization 

plus a minimum prison sentence of ten years with no parole'~ In 1998, . . 
the legislature enacted a state bill which increased the punishment 

" ( .' . 
for rape frap three, six or eight years to four, six or ten years 

with no possibility of parole. This was l10t the law hopsd for and it 

only passed because of the continued efforts by special interest 

groups to have a Victim Bill of Rights passed. As of the year 2000, 

cat'q?romises such as the no parole clause is the closest these groups 

have been able to ,get 0 

This hu been only one small setback, however 0 In addition to more 

severe punishments. for convicted rapists, the initiative produced 

funding for research which helped establish numerous scientific 

breakthroughs responsible in apprehending an increased number of 

suspects. Fo~enpst was the ability to perfect "DNA fingerprinting" .. 
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Law enforcement can now identify many suspects through DNA catplter 

analysi8'. Latent items of evidence, 8U~ as hair follicles, saliva 

or semen· IItd blood Al1'(.>les can now be CC'.Gpll'ed to data recorded at 

bil'th~ marriage, entry into government service or in obtaining .a 

driver • s license. Another giant step forward came when tax funds, 

directed toward, research allowed forensic scientists to tell the 

world they could now lift a fingerprint off of a victim's skin, feed 

it into a canputer and, if the suspect's print is in the data base, 

identify the individual within a relatively shott period of time. 

Another advance made possible by the tax ini tiati ve and consolidation 

efforts is the west coast Forensic College, built in 1993 and which 

opened its doors in February 1994. In 1991, the State Criminal 

Justice Office, which operates directly under the state Attorney 
General, obtained funding from the tax initiative and built the new 

facility.. The first six month class of 100 officers, all mE!!Rbers of 

specialized sexual assaul t teams, and 50 forensic speciali.EJts 

graduated July 20, 1994. TWO classes a year have gone through the 

school ever since. 

One of the core courses taught to investigative teams is automated 

criminal prof~ling. MOst teams are made up of three to five 

members 0 Each team has a designated investigator who swrmarizes the 

assault at the scene and' sutmits a report. utilizing a canputer 

network 'linked between the FBI headquarters in Washington, D.C~ and 

the west Coast Forensic College in sacramento, a possibility Qf ten 

matches relating to the recent attack is released. The investigative 

teams learn how to develop reports, enter data, ,bypass useless 

investigative paths which, historically, have proven fruitless in 

identifying offenders, preserve .and recall knowledge of similar 

pe~sonalities" preserve vital information 'in an active knawl~ge 

base, develop and use decision rules which accelerate carputat10n 

time, as well as allow the investigator to be aware, of any specific 

problems .. 
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In tM.·year 2000, thanks. to the tax initiative, ev~ry P.O.S.T,. .. ' 
Acadav.:.in the state conducts 24 hours of sensitivity training to all 
recru~tj "'in basic training and eight hour refresher courses every 

third year to all line personnel, including supervisors. Such 

training includes: information about c::amal reactions to rape; 

awareness· of offi~r's own feelings; 'the teaching of sensitive 

interview techniques; presentation of actual cases to assist officers 
in learning how, to handle cxmnon situations he or she may encounter 

when handling a call; role playing; cr:i.tiques.. It took a f~ years, 
but the continued prafessionalization of law enforcement, the 

public's ·tax initiative, new technology, new lab facilities and new 
training have significantly changed the community's attitu~ about 

law enforcement's ability to investigate the crime of rape. 

SCENARIO NUMBER FIVE 

~ the mid 198013, the crime of female rape was escalating to 

unprecedented praninence in the American society due not only to the 

increasing incidents , but al:so the increasing brutality. But since 

1985 there has been a remarkable reversal of this long term trend, 

the result of a multifaceted approach b¥ law enforcement agencies, 
the judicial system and legislative action. 

The 'stigma of rape and the plethora qf negative connotations 

connected with the word.: by the Victim, her relatives and sometimes . . 
individual peace offi~rs, as well as the general public fran which 

juries are selected, was greatly reduced by reclassifying rape as an 

act of interpersonal violence. This emphasized the criminality of 

the violmwe tmd trauma of the act and reduced the mi~concept:ion that 

it is just M act of sexualityo 

. In the same vein, selected peace offiCers in most departments 

. throughout California began intensive sensitivity training to prevent 

additional trauma to the victim. This training included role playing 

scenarios with the officer, male or female,' assuming the. role of 

whatever character the victim ~ most comfortable to relate 
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with. ThiB Ilight be "the disinterested stranger", a "parental 
figu~e" or a Variety of other roles t:h8t have been establishEd as 
thoee IIOR frequently, often unknowingly, looked for by rape victims 

to whaI to unblrden t.bf!nsel ves. 

Special interest groups are now strongly supported by peace officer 

associations throughout the state. Though organized, generally, to 

offer assistance to victims, these groups have also been able to 

assist in the curriculum of sensitivity training programs. 

The impact of generally more conservative judicial and l~islative 

action has also assisted in reducing both the number of incidents and 

the degree of brutali ty incurred. Among these judicial. and 

legislative actions. has been the success in reauc;ng the sale and 

rental of pornographic literature, films and Videos, particularly the 

type that graphically illustrates one or more persons, usually 

female, as a victim rathel: than participant. Mandatory prison terms 

for first offenses and the increase of time served has also sent a 

message to the general public that rape is not sanething to be 

condoned. 

All of these activities during the last fifteen years has had the 

additional positive impact of encouraging females in our society, to 

quickly report the crime of interpersonal violence every time it 

happens 0 The true significance of the reduction of this criminal 

activity can only be estimated Since, even in the worst peaks of 

8c:':tivity in the. mid 1980's, it was still the most under reported 

crl.rne in the nation.· This, in turn, has been an encourag~t .to 

iOOl.vidual investigators who work these cases because, the . victims now 
cane forward il1Inediately , ~e able to discuss the crime JOOre c:.penly 

- . 
and o~~ten with more significant detail, support prosecution more 

often and have proved to be exceptionally credible witnesses. 
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TBE DESIRED Pt11'ORE: sensitivity, Technology and Preventiml A Police 

and Call1lUlity Issue -l 
1he next 12 years will see the ster~ surroonding the issue of 
r~ and iMensit:ivity of police officers slowly' disappear. AS is 

the Case with many stereotypes, there was an element of truth in the 

feeling sane law enforcement personnel 'displayed, what ~ed - to 

~ negative or 'uncaring attitudes toward victims and advocates. Much 

of the criticism came about through miswU!rstanding. SUch CUlllents 

as, "YOU shouldn't ~ve been hitchhiking", oro, "You really asked for 

it by leaving your window open" , may have been made through 

frustration and outrage at the suspect. The carments were Often 

factual but, to the Victim, such remarks served only to reinforce 
feelings of responsibility, guilt and self blmne.l38 

In the past, many officers' reactions often reflected their own 
discomfort and feelings of helplessness about what to do for the 
victim. sane officers were very brusque during questioning, usually 

an indication they were uncanfortable. Others often tried to relieve 

tension by: joking.· Still others only concentrated on the mechanical 

~s of getting their job done as a way of avoiding having to deal 

with the emotional tzauma of the victima139 

By the year 2000 all police officers in the state of California, at 

least ~l line personnel, will have received, and will regularly 

undergo sensitivity training which in turn will help each iridivimla1 

do his or her job by~ 

1) Learning how to deW. with ccmnon reactions to rape. 

2) Discovering how to tJe aware of personal feelings about rape and 

interviewing the rape survivor. 
3) Learning of sensi ti ve interview techniques 0 

4) Being presented actual cases to assist him or her in learning how 

to handle some common situations they may encOunter in investigating 

a rapeo 

Three major goals in investigating the crime of rape are: 1) obtain 
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accurate information, 2) ,: ... imlUre, the auMvora cocperation with the 

reporting and judicial proceu, 3) 'apprehend the.uapect. Mandated 

sensitiYit¥- training will help a~l:f.sh thae objectives. An 

, u~ -11 typical lesson plan to be adopted in future training is 

as fol.lGrilt: 
I Introduction 
II Goals of Training sessicm 

A. Clcu:ifY use of the term wrvi vor VB. victim 

B. Assist officer, to do his or her job by: 

1. Knowledge of rapist. 
20 Information about camnon reactions to rape. 

(Although this presentation deals with rape 

specifically, the skills learned will assist 
officers in any crisis intervention). 

30 Awareness of officer v s feeling about rape and 

,interviewing the rape survivor. 

4. The teaching of sensitive interview techniques. 
5. Presenting actual cases to assist officers in 

learning how to handle some cammon situations 
they may encounter in investigating a rape .. 

III Profile of Rapists 

A. Who rapes 

B. Why he rapes 

1. Opportunist I.~ 

2. Power - Assurance 

3. Power - Assertive 

4. Anger - Excitation 

c. What victim has experienced 

IV Goals in Investigating a Rape 
Ao Need for accurate information 

" 

\. 

Be Insure survivors cooperation with the reporting and 

judicial process 

c. Discussion 
Sane women have described being raped as living tMough 

one's own murder 0 It can be very difficult to get accurate 
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:infcu:aticn 1iJen.,. penal 18 ~y upeet. It: am 

alAe be: difficult to et:IIW!'J to the survivor the officer 

is 1'Ully ~ in helping her. Because rape :is as 

IU:b of an Sl'D't.ic:lMl tra\m!l as a f.byBical· traIml, the 

t.it officers app:r:oacb a rape inveatigatial with D'a!p

t.icmal sensitivity to the survivor' s Sl'D't.ic:lMl 1It:ate. 

If the survivor perceives the officer as inmnsitiw, 
you can' be IIU%e abe will: 

1. Clam up, decid.i.rq that it is of no value to her to 

give you the infOl:1lZticn you need. 

2. Be ~ve with the invest.igatic:I. 

3. Decide:not to foll.cM through the :repartinq process. 

~ act:ic:Ils on the part of the aurvivor am be dtm::xtal

izirq to ~ officer WlO xeally wants to prot:ect citizens 

fran c:riue. If the alx:Ne react:ials occm:md xepaatedly, 

the officer might begin to feel that rape :inYest.i.gatians . 

aren I t werth his t.i.ne .. 

Sb, how does the officer make sure that he gets the !V!eded 

information and cooperation of the survivor? 

1. By knowing ~t to expect 

a" the su:r:vi vcr's possible react:icns 

b. the officer' s possible reacti.als 

:2. ']he developnent of skills to effectively handle the 

situa±iano 

V Since officers will k~ :roleplaying investigating a rape during 

• 

. 
this ~ sessia1 l• the 'following infcmnatial is very inp:>r-

tanto 

A. 'lhe rape IlUrVivors react:icns -

AIIk officers hew they \!;\QU].d expect. waren to react following 

a rape, ~ their xeacians my be related to. 

1. BtDticnal, expression of feelings, i.e .. : 

&. hysterical cryin'] 
b. feeling avenilelmed 
c. very anxious 
d. geared 
e. mqry 
f It suspicious 
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2. Qx,d:oxo1led, ~ habdled by keepiDg them in 

lJ ... ~ycalm 
b. ~, very quiet 
c~ danial, act· as if ~ ser.i..ous l'JaR?ened 

3. ctIrbination 

Officer J'II!I::I see altemation Uan very exp:essive to 
very cxxltroUedo 

B. Ask the officers l4lat their prOOable reactials might be, 

Wly, and hew they WCIUld deal with tb:lse feelinqs. 

1. D:cead at hlmd.l.i.rq e!IDticmally charged situation. 
2.. Feelings of inadequacy - new al the job, inexperienced. 

3. Fttba.rra.ssmmt - deaHn.:J ·with sensitive subject, 

especially sexual. 

4. Anger - that no one ccu1d have protected tbe l«1II2m, 

at the nature of the criDe, that the wanan, used pa% 

judgenent, that the woman does not c:coperate or accept 

your help. 

s. c.oncem. - that a h\:mm is in pain,. wzmting to help her 

deal with the situations as effectively as p:>SSible. 

VI Intervention 

A. Rule of thuTrb - treat the survivor as you would wish SCJIeOne 

to treat your wife, ywr sister, a best friend, yourself. 

1.. Give accurate infOl.'mation 

Because the woman will have just undergone a devesta~ 

~ am physical t.nruma, she may have difficulty 

ccmcentrating, she Day not t.tust anyone .... therefore it 

is :iJq;:ortant to give her accurate infOl:IDatian about: 

a. iIlat the investigatial :i.nvolves (I'm here to get sate 

info al:xlut trihat happened to you, a description of the' 

assail ant, etc 0 ) 

b. If:yal feel that she is upset with the questions, let 

her lm':lw you need the inf'ol:natian (i.e., DBrital stat1.lS, 

nature of the sex, act, weap::ms, threats). 

c. If she has net taken care of' her medical needs, make 
, , 

!!lUre that she knows, about the ~ of going to 
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· the doctor. You ~ let bar Jmcw abcut the IJtate 

polJ.cy of payirAg lIIergency 1'CCIIl caxe. if the ..-.n 
l:eporLs tte rape. let her know ab:m; baspit.al.s if 

you kncM, or ask her to call Rape Crillis .far a list 

of hoapitals in her a:tea. 

d. Evidence col.l.ecticn - m shower, D:) ~ or chanq- . 

irlg cl.othes1 rape kit. 

e. , 'lbe invest..igatial pr:ooess - let. her imcw aJnlt the 

st:aterIent to Sex Crines. 

f. QmrmU.ty reacu:rces. 
, 

2. let the D.A. ,decide the Dm'its of the cue. 
Many w:m!n have ~ cases because of an off~ 
CDlI1Ient by the .i.rMastiqatiDJ officer, i.e., Cb!sn't 
lodt like we can XII!Ike a case on this one. 

3" a. Take your time. 
b. Pace the .i.nterview.' 

c. Speak in a calm voice that ~ oa~ and 

your ability to hmnle the si:tuaticn. 

d. Al.l.cw time :far the wcmm to caq;JOSe herself. 

e. Al.l.cM for silence - this all.ows far the t«.'IiEm to tell 

her story. 

f. 'n;'y not to be teo di%ect:.ive/leadinq with ycur quest:icms 

9' 0 Use open ended questions: 

1) can you ~ IE l4lat happened? ~ your guess al:olt 

'What happened. 

2) ~t did he l.ook like? ~: ~ he tall, Mgxican, 

etc. 
3) Anyt:hinq else ~ can add? ~: And then did he 

_____ 7 (Push you, etc.) 

4) Anyt:hinq else I can help ycAl with? 

5) Any other canoerns? 

Close emed questions lead the survivor. You rmy end 

up with ~ stoJ:y ,.:instead of hers. 
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4. M:ta&pt to \1IDratand the victjml. behaviar fran her point 

of view. 
a. If abe' s i'J'DJP.Y, acIaxlwledge her anger. (You sound very 

angxy.) 

b. If l'Q1 can, ~ her in her reactic:m.. (It DBkes a 
lot of I!len8e for you to be very angry, to be very upset, 

to be havir.q a hard tine t:al.kinq abcut this.) 

c. let the 'VaD!Ul experience lIhltever feelings she is hav'ing. 

1) Do not try to cheer her up - that an;ears to be 

pat.rccizing, tJDt taking her seriously. 

2) T.b not tell her it COlld have ~ worse. 
3) Do not; hurriedly rush into a. litany of questions in 

DeiIENt:er that the waoan is ~ reactin; primarily to you. 

She is 'reactin; to the trm:na. If she is ang:ty, it is at 
• 

herself, the rapist, the world - J::ut it does not reall¥ 
involve you. (Unless:yal are acting inappz:opriat.ely.) 

A wanan' s reaction, to a rape should not be judged or evalu
ated - her :re.spc:I'ISe is baaed a'l her cmrent life situatialS, 

her life experiences, her age, how abe feels about herself 

in general, and hew she :feels about. the way she handled 

herself durinq and iImediately after the rape. 

'!here is no correct way to react •. 

5. Use your observation skills. 

a. Pay attentian to the wanm t S reactions and behavior to 

give you clues about ~t happened. 

b. Act 00' your hunches. If the laDan reports a burglary, 

Yet you not.ioe bruises or scratches and suspect a rape, 

ask--bJt sensitively. 

c. Use eye CXI'ltact to establish raR?Ort. You may want to 

stop ~ notes at tines to establish eye cont.act 

and enhance rapport. 



6. In cxder to ~ the tIICIiBh to· tall IDr 1Itmy, ycu 1lIIY 
\UJe words, auch as: 

a. tin, lin ••• 

b. I Ilea •• 0 

c. CIl •• 0 

d. 'Dal.l me nme about that. 

7. Clarify 1IJat. yal hear by: 

a. Par2!q:hrasiIYJ" using your 1«l1:'ds to xepeat 'What she 

Aid. 

1) "In other words 0 •• 01 

2) ·So, he ClIII! up J:eh:i.m you. arxl. 00 " 

b. ft!peat her IIeIlt.ence or puue 'Vm!bstim. 

1) ~ put the knife to ycur throat. II 

2) "He said, oIf ~ ~, I'm going:to pull 'the 

. trigger 1 " 

c- ·If ycu don' t understand 1!JCJDethin;, uk!ll 

'lhe stary may be cxmfwJirq, becawae the wamm may be 

confused or having a haJ;d time cCllcentratinq. If ycu 

don • t underst-...and the facts of the caae, your repcxrt 

will not be helpful to the detectives. 

~ber, by asld..D; questions, ~inq and repeating' 

acme of her story, you are: 

1) Clarifying. the caSe far: ~. 

2) Encouraqing her to ~ t:al.kinq so that you get 

the info. 

3) &elpin) her to understa:r1d Wlat happened 1:0 her. 

8. Use the l.anguaqe of the client. You 'WOUld use different w::nUs 

in t:al.kinq with a 65 year old 1CIDi!IJl than .with an 18 year old. 

90 ' Be aware of your values m: nport!nrJ. You can give infOIma

tia:l about the. reporting p1;OOeas, hcw!ver, the decision to 

r:eport or not is the ~'8 per8CI'1al decision. Avoid: 
. . 

il. ·Shculds ... You ahouldn't have (screani:d, left the 

dear open, etc.» 
b. ltlys.ooo.1Ily·did ~ ? 

c. J\ldginq the wcmm I S actions, behavior. E.\1erl if she used 
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pOor jll&JIBlt (i.e", wl.JtirIJ aJ£!1e at night, accept:.i.rq 

a ride with. Ii manger) m·WCI1I.U'i uk!!, to be raped. 

d. ~ \tiIhat happ.r~. 

1) It c:culd have been ~ .. 

2) You'll pn:lbably fatget it eYBn happmled in a feN 

~. 

B. After such ill t.rauDstic e.xperienoe, it is inp::u:tant. for the 

'&anan tc) beqin to take ateps toward her own %eOOVel:Y. Although 

officers can assist her with informatial, ~ am CXJnCem, 

she will need to !:legin to take steps to take control of her life 

again. Allow her to do what she am Q'l her own, i.e 0' lDI!lkinq' 
decisions em her own about the next steps to take. If you tdll 

let her krDI about the Rape Crisis Progtam, they will assist 

her with infomaticm. and suwort. 

'!be next step will be role playing. ~ teachi.ng :fcmnat 11IlSt be desigred 

" to teach, not to intimidate the officer. We all leam DDSt effectively by 

doing, which makes role playing so valuable. 'lbrough takinq risks and 

lDI!lkinq mistakes all of us are helped to learn fran Qlr actions. Possible 

role playing ncdels may include: 

L Effective met:b:xls to elicit infOI."mation fran a hysterical \IlI'31II!U1. 

2. Haw to handle a hostile victim. 

3. &rotional family nalbers. 

4. Rape of prostitute. 

5. Teenage victim. 

6. Date rape. 
END 

Future .kterica will no lalger consider the rape victim iltplre, "spoiled 

gco$". In 1975, the feelirq of being stigmatized am lack of sensitivity 

1eS a _jar reason many w::raen did not want" to report their experiences tc., 

the p)l:ice. Between then and the year 2000, this CXJUnt.ry's cu1tu.l:'e has 

IItill. valuded female virginity !!ut, kecause of a CC1'ltin.1ed educatianal 

~, tel:minology has been revised, the%e is an aq;basis en training 

and CXIl11IJnity relations, vict.:bns axe ~ as survivors; suspects are 

the c:rlmi.nals .. 
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By the year 2000 it piece of hair left by the perpetrator at the scene 

of ~'MAult, or skin found under a vict.im's fingernails, or sanen 
found bf' a doctor's exmnination at the hospital will, in many 

instances, allow, "DNA fingerprinting" to identify the suspect. within 

hours. Fingerprints will be readily lifted off of human flesh, and 

~th the use of the carp.lter, will positively match the assailant to 

the crime. Upon apprehension, especially by arrest within a short 

time fter the attack, the victim's hair saJYi>les, fibers, or other 

evidence found on the suspect will prove ht.~ wastbe person who 
commdtted the·aggression against her. 

Many small agencies will have joined together with larger police or 

sheriff's departments, fOrming metropolitan forces throughout the 

state of California. These large organizations will incorporate 

specialized sexual assault teams to handle these crim-es within their 
jurisdictions. 141 These teams will not always be the first 

responders. They ~ most likely, will operate in similar fashion to 

hazardous device squads or tactical support teams. The nearest 

patrol officer will usually be the first police officer' to speak with 

the victim" Be or she will assess the situation, tak~ imnediate 
. l 

action and call for a specialized team. The special teams will not 

only have modern technological tools at their di~, they will 

also have been trained on profiling and diagnostic computerization of 
rapists ,who, for varied reasons, cannot be traced through "DNA 

fingerprinting" or to supplement this process. 

In the fU~UIe, law enforcement will be classified as a professional 
endeavor. The entry level will be an Associates Degree.. To rise 
above the rank of patrol officer and be selected as an investigator, 

sergeant or lieutenant an individual will be required to have a 

Bachelors Degree, and all captains and aoove mst have at least a 

Masters Degree. Over 50 percent of ~l chiefs, sheriffs and their 

immediate assistant will have a Doctorate. Citizens will have a good 
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feeling about our profession. .In the area of sexual assault, 
investic:FJ!tor8 are trained better than at anytime in our history • 
Insensitivity canplaints are at an all time lO'tl. Reports, arrests 

·and convictions have never been more successful. sexual Assault 
Details, now called Behavioral SCience Units, have a separate 
building or office away from other details, offering the victim every 
area of privacy. Each 'Jictim has the same counselor, police 
investigator, and deputy district attorney assigned to her case fram 
the time she makes a report .all the way through the trial. 

Fram 1992 until the year 2000 a continual interest in prevention 
programs, greatly helPed by the madia, will draw wide· attention to 
proactive education rather than reactive self defense. In the early 
1980's many crime prevention experts advocated training individuals 
in self defense tactics, screaming, using noisemaking devices such as 

whistles, use of chemicals like mace, use of weapons, pretext of 
pregnancy or venereal disease, and vomiting to ward off an attack. 
Studies proved these techniques often caused additional physical and 
mental trauma to many victims. Resear~~ showed victims must, 
instead, tailor their type of resistance to the environment in which 
the attacks occur.142 

'!be year is 2000. The emphasis is to educate the public about rape 
in schools, colleges, through the P.T.A., at civic group functions, 
homeowner's association meetings and in homes themselves, often 
through neighborhood watch programs. The subject is the crime of 
rape, who the rapist is, and why it is so important to take steps 
ahead of time to prevent assault versus waiting until it is too 
late. The idea of physical defense has long been replaced by 
preventing the possibility of becoming a victim altogether. ~lf 

defense is still taught, but it is given honest limitations. The 
feeling now is a woman's arsenai of self defense skills includes 
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. psychological as well as physical abilities.. People believe 

defense oampet~ce includes psychological assertiveness and 
confidence as well as physical mastery of the martial arts .143 

self. 

self 

1be 

. truth is, J1VJSt people, never take time to adequately prepare 

themselves to the point martial arts could protect them. SO, in 

this, the beginning of a new century, an analysis of individual 

fears; behavior patterns, and life styles is the most useful means of 

avoidance. 

The year is 2000. An AIDS vaccine has been in existence for some 

three years now" rapists are sentenced to prison for a minin1.lm of 

four, six or ten years with no possibility of parole.. 'Ibe tape 

SUrvivors' Bill of Rights is law. It includes, but is not limited 

to, a right to a speedy trial, the option of video testimony and free 

, medical and psychological' treatment.. Victims are now referred to as 

survivors and kept abreast of all fnvestigative and judicial 

proceedings. The elderly population and reserve forces have. picked 

up some of the slack in reduced funding. They have been trained in 

neighborhood watch, burglary prevention and rape ,prevention 

techniques. prevention is working. Sensitivity training is also 

working. The communi ty of schools, civic groups, the media and ~aw 

enforcement are working together to stop rape whenever possible, 

treat the victim professionally, use modern technology to ar~est the 

suspect and tie everything together to successfully prosecute the 

. offender once he is apprehended. 

POLICY <D1SIDERATIONS 

on the basis of the trends and events which have been identified and 

the scenarios projected, there are some concerns that police agencies 

must deal with in respect to the' crime of r~pe. The future role of 

the police is extremely important. Law enforcement's ability and 

willingness to professionalize its approach to handling rape will be 

a catalyst for cl)ange throughout the nation. 
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Rape is obviously one of the mst difficult types of incident the 

police mst handle. Generally, the 'first person to respond to a 

reported rape is a uniformed officer who is dispatched to the sc-ene 

of the crime or to the address fran which the rape is reported. 'lhis, 

officer's first responsibility is to aid the victim, after which a 

report is taken.' Ilbis is an extremely critical time for both the 

victim and the police. stereotypes often fODm barriers between 

victims and police officers which hinder rape investigations and 

contribute to the trawna. experienced by the victim. 1hese barriers 
'o~ten arise from lack of knowledge, misperceptions' or personal 

feeling~ of both parties. Less f,requenUy, barriers may occur when 

the officer tries to cormunicate with a victim experiencing mental 

distress resulting from serious mental trauma.144 The victim's 

immediate reaction to a sexual assault may be acute shock.l45 The 

victim is sometimes incoherent, agitated or hysterical and may 

experience sudden and extreme mood changes. In addition" p,obic 
reactions are often experienced in relation- to objects and places 

which remind the victim of the assault. l46 A victim may be unable to 

discuss what happened or describe the person (s ) who assaul ted her. 

'!hese symptoms of trauma make conm.mication difficult and may 

frustrate those trying to help. When communication difficulties 

result from the victim's state of trawna, the full interview should 

be postponed and only the most necessary questions should be asked. 
, . 

Often, when a victim's account of rape is inconsistent between two 

intervieWs, it is because the victim was questioned when 'she was 
incapable of answering questions rationally.147 

In many cases, barriers result from the victim's lack of knowledge, 

rnisperceptions or personal feelings. Perhaps someone other than the 

victim has called the police and the victim is unprepared for police 

intervention. Many vict:ims, even those who called the polic~ 

themselves, are not prepared for the sudden barrage of po~ice 

questions. In addition, the victim may have been in;fluenced by media 
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reportS czitica1 of police treatment of rape victims and, whether 
deserved or. not, this criticism may .!einforce a victim's reluctance 
to interact with police. l48 The victim may be unfamiliar with 
procedl.ir~ and may underestimate the amount of time she' DUSt spend, 
working with the police. Most people do not realize how canplex the 
investigation can be and, to someone in distress, it may seem as if 
it takes forever. Many victims do not realize they will be asked to 
undergo a physical examination and, when confronted with the exam, 
may become uncooperative. Many times victims misperceive the role of 
law enforcement and expect the officer to act as an advocate. '!be 
officer's role is to be as objective as possible. unfortunately, 
impartiality is no ~ort to someone in distress, and the victim may 
interpret such Gction as disbelief. l49 Training and th~program of 
specialized teams will combat this problem. 

FUture training must not only focus on 
assault teams who undergo specific 
syndrome, but all police officers, 
personnel and supervisory line 

developing specialized sexual 
courses to deal with the, victim 
especially recruits, patrol 

staff, must regularly attend 
sensitivity training, a process not currently practiced. Part of 
sensitivity training is to learn to simply be informative. Rape 

victims frequently complain they were ,not told what was happening 
duri~g the initial report, ,evidence gathering and during the later 
stages of the investigation. ISO One of the best ways to reduce 

barriers is for the police officer to describe why certain questions 
have to be asked and what.is done with the information. The same 
procedure should be used to describe each step of the investigation 
and explain why that step is necessary. Although explanatiOns 
require a lot of the police officer's time, in a rape investigation 
they ate vital in establishing an effective working relationship with 
a rape victim. lSI This is another critical reason for 
specialization. Patrol personnel must quickly take a re~rt and get 
back into, servi.ce as soon as possible. When a special team is 
available, the first responder can release the initial investigation 
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to, the team.. N'len a specialist is not available, the department IIIlS~ 

understand t.lleee cases are very time consuming and, cannot be rushed. 

. This often is 'not the case at present. 

Barriers are further reduced if the officer realizes a person 

experiencing physical and/or psychological trawna cannot be expected 

to behave in a reliable or rational manner. Each person copes with 

stress in a different way_ It h~ been found when officers reassure 

the victim a reaction is appropriate,' it helps the victim accept 

distress and work it through. Sharing knawledge about the reactions 

of other victims helps the victim realize her reactions are not , 

abnormalo lS2 Mandated sensitivity training will teach police 

officers the proper way to handle this approach. 

'!he future is not only going to see special courses, most likely 

conducted through P.O. SoT. academy, but the advent of specialized 

rape teams is a concept whose time has come. lS3 These-teams will be 

composed of both men and women who have received additional training 

in psychology designed to make them aware of the emotional needs of 

the victim.154 Both male and female officers will be ava~lable to 

intervifew and accompany the victim to the hospital ~ A team officer, 

along 'lA1ith personnel from support groups will also be !.~vailable to 

offer moral support to the victim during the judicial 
proceedings. ISS 

one of the most important policy considerations is for law 
, . 

enforcement administrators and the community to understand future 

sensitivity training and special rape squads will increase r:eports of 

rape and victim cooperation. By the year 2000, many smaller 

departments will have united into one - larger agency or will, have 

become part of a curr,ent large police or sheriff's d~partmentoEach 

large'agency will have a specialized squ~do DUring the transition 
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years ~. larger agencies will develop teams and, through mutual aid, 

these unite will support those organizations who may need assistance. 

If police sensitivity will increase reporting, cooperation and, 
ultimately, arrests and convictions, one can only surmise this 

phenonema will be greatly enhanced by the advent of new technology. 

If a victim perceives she will be well treated, and through her 

willingness to report there is a st~ong possibility the suspect will 

be caught, significantly more women can be expected to relate their 

experience. Violent criminals, by the very nature of their acts, 

produce human biological evidence as a result of hair, fiber, and 

body fluid interchange with the victim and the scene..lS6 Since the 

discovery of typing blood, it has been a central theme of forensic 

scientists to exploit the possibility of identifying individuals from 

small specimens of blood, semen, hair or other tissue.IS7 Since the 

late 1960's, it has been known the DNA contai~ within each -cell 

nucleus falls into t 0 broad classes, one calp)Sed of unique sequence 

genes and the other composed of repeated sequences of unknCMn 

function. ISS (DNA sequences refers to the ordering ·of the four DNA 

bases. It is' this order that comprises the information content of 

the DNA molecule.) In 1986, Alec Jeffreys and co-workers at the 

Lister Institute in England· published a series of papers about the 

sequence of DNA molecule and its stability. Jeffreys showed that a 

four year old blood stain has bee~ shown to contain' high molecular 

weight DNAolS9 If perfected, the future will show DNA typing 

especially useful in rape cases because up to 70 percent of vaginal 

swabs obtained from rape victims contain sperm, many of which would 

contain sufficient high mOlecular weight DNA for identification 

purposes.160 It appears the sooner a vaginal swab is accomplished, 

the IOOre successful the opportunity will be to match a -DNA
fingerprint". The most recent research showed it was possible to 

identify a male's blood AONA fingerprint U and prove it was very 

different from that obtained from th~ blood of a female by obtaining 

sperm from a vaginal swab with 6.S hours after intercourse.161 
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When . "mA· fingerprinting III is a reality, its success in helping to 
identify 8t'IDe. suspects wilt depend largely on how quickly victims 

make a. J:eport, the response time of law enforcement, and how quickly 

. the victim is treated at c.\ hospital or medical center. . Getting the 

victims to promptly report will require a strong educational 

approach, . accomplished through lectures, supplemental handout 

material and the media a ()lee the reports begin to increase, a well 

trained staff of professionals nust be ready to act, otherwise the· 

creaibility of the professed system will be seriously tainted. This 

will require all police officers" hospital staffs, forensic 

specialists and deputy district attorneys to be. trained as a team. 

The policies of every training center in the state of california 

teaching sensitivity education to all police recruits, patrol 

officers and line staff and th~~ir officers adapting procedures_' to 

interact with support personnel will take a st,rong camti.tment fran 

P.O.S.T., victim/witness agencies, crisis centers and from police 

agencies themselves 0 The need for spe,cialized services and . state of 

the art technology, including a west coast forensic training center 

will require the taxpayers to pass a l.aw enforcement initiative; a 

future challenge for sure. Reduced flmding will mean the importance 

of education in schools and the community will rest on the ability' of 

law enforcement to recruit the services o~ the superintendent of 

schools and his staff, reserve forces, ret.ired police personnel and 

elderly volunteers. 
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'mE S'mATEGIC PLAN 

'!be police'- respa'lSe to sexual assault is critical in improving 
services for victims and in ensuring justice is served in the 
carm.mity.162 Rape cases are difficult to manage and can provoke 

strong emotional responses to everyone involved. To learn how to 

handle the ini tial response to a rape call and how to conduct a 
thorough investigation, all pertinent personnel need to be adequately 
trained.163 

'In the future, PoO.SeT. will mandate sensitivity training for all 
line and appropriate investigative personnel. DUe to, a cont.in~ed 

reduction of services, ccimtunity resources will 'play an important 
future training role. Certified rape crisis centers and 
victim/witness personnel, for example, will assist professional 
officers in teaching at academies. Health centers will provide 
training crisis intervention; this will help officers handle a 
variety of traumatic situations in addition to rape.l64 Mental 
health specialists will also provide counseling and care consultation 
for police officers. Every department will have a psychiatrist 
assigned to it. These specialists will also provide consultation 
with departments in helping to set up traini~g for candidates and 
specialized investigation teams. Resources, from retired police 

personnel" the elderly, qualified reserve forces and school district 
personnel will be an important asset in a stronger educational 
approach. This strategy will help combat reduced funding while, at 
the same time, meeting the demand for additional serv;ces. Rape will 
be referred to as sexual assault and the victim as an assault 
survivor. mnNA fingerprinting m will cause an increase in reporting .. 

This will all came together by involved agencies in the community 
network assisting ,the police in obtaining better advocacy supPort for 
victims and improving coordination between law enforcement and other 
support systems for victims and their families. 
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~ANALYSIS 

'!be envircDllmtal analysis will focus on lithe big picture", the broad 
social· spectrum that transcends local and state boundaries. '!he 
focus will narrow as specific ·stakeholders· and strategies for' 
implementation are discussed. 

The trends identified by the nominal group assembled for this project 
very accurately summarize the environment police agencies must 

. contend wi th today and in the future. The demand from the camu.mi ty 
for all police officers to undergo sensitivity training, the need for 
specialization, the advent of new technology, a stronger educational 
approach, increased emphasis on prevention, reduced stigma, increased 
reporting, all occurring during a period of reduced funding, paint a 
picture of a challenging future for law enforcement9 

• 

WOmen of all ages, races and social status are victims of rape. Rape 

is considered the second most serious crime indexed by the FBI.165 
Since rape is underreported" statistics themselves underestimate the 
actual amount of rape that is occurring.166 Victimization studies, 
such as the national crime survey mentioned earlier in .this project, 
are conducted in an attempt to estimate the true rate of crime. In 

years past, the estimates were as little as ten percent of all rapes 
were' reported. These victimization researchers generally agreed that 
a victim's hesitancy to report stemmed primarily from her knowledge 
of the ill treatment that other victims have received at the hands of 
police ofticers, court officials and medical and social service 
providers.167 Through education, a continued effort by special 
interest groups, and a willingness for the carf'nUOity at large to take 
notice, the stigma of rape is changing_ Awareness of the crime, its 
brutality and its aftermath have 'brought abo.ut recent social reform. 
The trends identified in this study have increased reporting to 50 
percent.16B 

The environment is slowly changing. Crisis centers are becoming well 
establi:ahed allover the country 0 Victims for victims and victim! 
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witness programs are now the norm in many locations thrOl..lghout. 
America. Victims themselves are changing the stigma of rape. '!bey 

are willing to get involved and talk about their experience. '!hey, 

and the groups they belong to, applaud law enforcement I s acceptance 

of sensitivity training. A recent puclication by the l'JHouston Area 

WOmen's center m printed remarks such as, ·very effective ••••• ·, 81 

feel this was one of the best classes I have ever had 0 ..... , .. I gained 

a lot of insight ... 0 w, and III now have an open mind which will help me 

interview better ••• D , that were made by officers who received 

sensitivity training.l69 These statements and the acceptance of the 

program by officers in HOUston has spread throughout the victim 

service network. rrbe treJ;ld of these organization is to change the 

. war.ding of rape victim to survivor.. '!hese groups would also like to 
see the legislature change 'rape I sections in the penal code to 

sexual assault under an offenses againSt the person section. Rape 

would be referred to as deviate sexual intercourse. 

This author has spoken with literally hundreds of police officers 

throughout this state. Without exception, everyone of them is open 

to suggestions that will continue to improve polioe-oommunity 

relations. They feel sensitivity training will work, that new_ 

technology. is exciting and a way can be found.to educate students, 

and older citizens as well, in how to prevent rape. This environment 

will continue to increase cooperation from warnen's groups, .crisis 

centers, victims and the comrrunity as a whole. Reports of assaults 

will continue to increase, profiling and ~technology will increase 

arrests, and.sensitivity training will not only increase prosecution 

because of victim's testimony, it will greatly reduce complaints 

against the way they were treated. l70 

This environment, the feeling society's attitud~ is changing, has 

Caused victim's groups to suggest future political action which will 

include a SUrvivor's Bill of Rights.171 SUch a law might encompass 

such statements as: 

- to be able to demand a speedy-trial. 
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to be treated with dignity. 

- to be 91 ven free medical and psychological treatment by 

~ic, sensitive and skilled personnel. 

- -to be informed about preventive medication and given a 
choice of medical alternatives, including a therapeutic 

abortion. 
- to have access to emotional support resources, such as 

trained crisis center workers. 

- to have rape defined ,as sex assaults on any part of the 

body, including oral and anal P,Enet ation. 
to be given responsible, expert, thorough and sensitive 

police treatment and investigation. 

- to be educatecf about legal procedures and the role as a 
witness for the state. 

- to have personal privacy throughout all procedures. 

no previous sexual history to be admitted in court. 

- to be considered a credible witness equal to one in any· 

other crime. 

- spousal rape. 

- to financial compensation by state and/or federal 
, agencies' as has been recorrmended for victims of other 

crimes .. 
- to be advised about the possibility of pursuing a civil 

case. 
~ro possible additions are video tape testimony for victims and no 

parole for offenders. In the state of California, spousal rape and 

no p~ior sexual experience admissable in court have been on t:he books 

for sane time. 

As more knowledge about rapists and their victims becomes known, the 

environment of, the future will see the public demanding ,laws 

concerning this· violent crime be very stringently enforced. l72 

Georgette Be'Mett, in her recent book titled Crime Warps (1987) ,. 

states, du~ t\~ 'new technology, arrests will increase.l73 Criminal 

profiling, "tINA fingerprinting" , co."ffPUter input and search systems, 
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expert systems and catpl.ter assisted graphics enforcement will soon 

be available for specialists ~o use. 

Due to iCDiiWledge about the rapist and the irr{:;act· of his actions on 

his victims the eq;iluis on prevention is slowly replacing the idea 

of only teaching self defense. AS this transitifJD emerges, the 

environment will require the police to invite uistance fran the 

eamnuni ty. with reduced funding, manpower Will be utilized in the 

role of training, investigation, which includes fo low through with 

the victim, and apprehension. The hundreds of hours donated each 
year in each geographical jurisdiction Will have to be accatplished 

by citizens who will be trained as volunteers or police reserves. 
TWo recent works, one titled ~ Enforcement and Older persons,l74 

the other, ExP!rlSion of Crime Prevention Utilizing Retired Officers 
and volunteers,l75 both state the environment currently exists for a 

program of this magnitude to begin. 

CAPABILITY' ANALYSIS OVERVIEW 

The first step in this exercise was to contact 40 individuals, both " 

.1 

], 
..., 

- i 
I 

sworn and civilian, to discuss the trends and prepare for the work ~, 
ahead. TWO surveys were given to a cross section of police chiefs, 

business executives, school administrators, and P.O.S.T. ,ffiliates. 

An average of the responses was plotted on the master copies of· the 

survey sheets. 
I· 

state of California Present Capability 

The first statewide survey reflected mixed feelings about police 

services throughout the state: 

strengths weaknesses 

Technology Manpo\tler 

EqUipment Money 

Facilities Calls for service 

Management skills CAO/Boards 

Supervisory skills SWOrn/Non sworn ratio 

Peace officer skills Sick leave rates 
Training . 

community support 

Growth. potential 

(All o.ther areas were average culd acceptable 0 ) 
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professi~s throughout the state have confidence in police 

. tec:hnolagy, equipnent and facilities used. As we look toward to the 

next 12 years, these perceived assets 9i ve us the feeling our W.£ted 

leadership is prepared. It assures confidence to know ~ 

strengths are in place. Equally confideftt is the belief the state's 

overall management, supervision and peace officer skills are in good 

order. 

It is not surprising to see manpower and money as weaY~s. one 

can re ate these two subjects to the other topics listed. Calls· for 

service, the off balance RWOrn/~on sworn ratio and overly used sick 
leave are a direct reflection of reduced funding and JIII!lJ'lpCWer. The 

demand for service continues to increase, but agencies do everything 

possible to adjust with resources available. Emergency calls are 

handled as always, but other calls are placed in priority order. 

Sane departments are even asking citizens to cane into the offiCe to 

report certain types of incidents. A.s manpower shrinks, less 

supervisors can be praooted and span of control becomes larger. When 

departments are understaffed, those who are hired are uked to 

continually extend themselves, thus an increase in sick leave usage. 

Finally, the perceived culprit in these weaknesses is the city or 

county administrative officer, city 'councilor board of supervisors. 

(see. Table 47) 

State of California Future Adaptability 

The second statewide survey shows that the state of California 
generally seeks familiar, related aI.'ld novel change ~ (See Table 47) • 

This analysis supports the belief that this state is a trend setter 

and ocmmited to the idea of professionalizing the business of police 

work. This is no more evidenced than by the fact, in 1959, the first 

Peace Officer Standards and Training Development Center was started 

in California. 
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~le 47 

~ em ycur' kD:R.~ m!I expertise, developed t1lI:aJgh ya.1r experiera! as 

a , please evaluate the l'blice IIe.t'Vic.'es in the ·atate 
ptOfUsiOi'i 

of cali farnia.· 

JUdge eadl iten as ~iate, en the basis of ,~ fol.l.cwing criteria.= 

I. SUperior - Better than other parts of the ocuntry - Beyond present 
need. 

II. Better than average - suitable pe.rfomanoe - no problems 

III. 'Average - ~le on ~ to CXitptition - Not good - lbt bad 

'XV. . P.rcblems here - Not as good as it should be - Deteriorating - H.1Bt 
be :i.Dprtwed. 

v. Fsal cause for cxmoem - Situation bad crisis - Rilst take action to 
improve. 

, 

, 



Table 48 

Inst.ruct.ia1s 

Based an your knowledge and expertise, de\Ie.loped th.rough your experience as a 
____ --:.-----.. ____ , please evaluate the type of activity you feel police 

profession 
aervic:es encx:mage in the state of california. 

- Rejects ~ I 
II 

III 
IV 
V 

Cl1st:odial 
Production 
Marketing 
Strategic 

- h3apts to Minor 01anges 
- Seeks Familiar O'wlge 

. Flex:ible 
- Seeks Related ~ 
- Seeks Novel 01.a.nqe 

Category 

'l'OP MANAGERS: 

Mentality Personality 

Skills/Talents 

K:ncMledge/alucation 

~ZM'ION~: 

Oll ture/N=n::ms 

Rewards/Incentives 

PcMer Structure 

ORGANIZATION ~: 

I 
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x -
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x -
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orange county Sheriff's Department overview 

, The nat step in this exercise was to, again, contact forty 

individulla, both sworn and civilian, to discuss the selected trends, 

draw an analysis of our agency ~ c::atpare our capability with the 

state'so 

The Orange county Sheriff's Department, encampaGSing approximately 

l,400 safety officers, 600 non-safety staff members, and 500 

volunteer' personnel, is the largest organization in the ~unty and, 

the fifth largest in the state. Every possible service and detail is 

part of this moClern organization including, but not limited to, a 

state of the art crime lab, hazaraous device squad, three tactical 
support teams, helicopters, police dogs, two training centers and 

well trained, well equipped jail, patrol and investigation divisions. 

As with the state survey, in order to ascertain the perception of our 
agency's present capabilities, as well as future, adaptability, two 
surveys were given to a cross range of departmental personnel 0 An 

average of 32 responses was plotted on the master copies of the 

survey sheets. 

Orange county s~eriff's Department's Present capability 
The ,first departmental survey reflected a strong department overall, 

capitalizing on modern technology, management 3nd training. 

strengths weaknesses 

Technology Manpower 

Equipment Facilities 

Calls for Service 
Management Skills 

SUpervisor SkiJ~s 

Peace Officer Skills 

Training 

Community Support 

Growth Potential 

Morale 

Attitudes 

CAO/Board Support 

(All other areas were average and a~le) 
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This ~t.ment continues to grOW and has, in fact, outgrown many of 

its current facilities. It is also obvious fran the, questionnaire 

that departmental. personnel feel the county Aaninistrative Office 

(CAO) and the Board of Supervisors do not give the Sheriff the 
, , 

~rt his department should have, i. e. , trumpower. This is 

surprising since the department is in other ways well supported. 

There are always new horizons, of course, but both the CAD and Board 

seem to be reactive . only allowing resources after a need is shawn. 

This action is often perceived as a lack of support 0 (See Table 49.) 

Orange County Sheriff's Department Future Adaptability 

The second departmental ·survey shows our agency to be one that has 
the strategic ability to seek out and make related changes. (see 

Table 50.) This amalysis is not surprising since the population 
explosion and changet3 in demographics in Orange county has seen 'the 

Sheriff's Department expand' its two honor farms, build an intake 
release center, go from two person to one person patrol cars, add two 
more tactical support teams, another horse squad, bomb dogs, police 
dogs, an intelligence bureau and career criminal apprehension team, 

all in the last few years. 

What is surprising is the feeling this agency does nr~ have the·.CAO 
·and Board's support when, in fact, all of these additions had to be 

approved by these two agencieso 
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'nIble 49 

~ to Otarqe Q:lunt:ybriff's ~D8 c::apability ~. 

, ':Bva.luate for each item, u app:opd..!rte, an the basis of the fol.l.ow:i:nq cd.t.e:d.a: 

I ~.' 1Jirttm' tMn ~ elseo Beyald p:esent need. 
II BItter .... awtraqe. SUit.able perf~. lb p:cbltUSo 

:m: JWeraga~-~o It:jual to c;aapeUtial. RJct good. Rot bad .. 
lY Prcbleml8· bmi. Not. as good u it ahcW.d be. Det:erioJ:'at.i. M.mt be 
~ .. 

V Real cause for CIC:!!lOe:m. Sitwltion tw1. Cri.sis. !tt1st take act.:1.cn to ~. 

Catego;y I 'II III IV V category I II III 'IV V 
~ X C.M. &lfpox:t 

X - X --~logy Growth Potent.ial - X X --l!qu:.i.pment. Spec; alties 
Facilities X M;mt. Flexibi J ity X --
M:mey X Sworn/N::m SWorn Ratio -- T --
Oslls for Servioa X - Pay Scale T --
aJpplies - X Benefits T ------Management Skills X - - 'lUrnaver X --
PoO. Skills - X O:mwn.ity ~l T - --

. Sdlls- X O:Irplaints Beceived ---.~ :x --~ -
Training , X - EnfO%OB'IEIlt ~ -y- --
Attit:udes X Traffic Index T --

X Sick Lm.!lve ~ T --Dnaqe 
OO!BOARD -- X Morale T ---- - --

Table 50 ., 

Respon.sa to Orange Chmty Sheriff's Department Future Adaptability ~ 
fij 

Evaluate each item for your w;ancy as to 'What type of activity it ~: 

I Olstodial. .Rejects change 
n ProdlJction. J\dapts to minor changes 

III Marketing. Seeks fsmilia.r ch!mqe 
IV Strategic. Seeks related ~ 
V Flexible. Seeks novel chanqa. 

cat:.egmy I 

'lUP~: 
Ment.al.ity Personality 
Sk:i.ll.s/Tahmts 
l\ncwledge/F&t"-aticn 

aRGANIZATICN ~: 
Ollture li:miIS 
Rewards/Incentives 
Power Structure 

ORGFtNIZATICE COMPETENCE: 
Structure 
~ 
M:Iddle~ 
~ P~,narmel 
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county/State Ca!J?¥'ison 
using the, orange county Sheriff' S Department as a typical large 

police agency, the type destined for the future of all 58 california 

counties, a catp1rison was made with the statewide surveys" 

Both the depar~t and statewide surveys refl~ strong confidence 

'in technology, equipment, management, supervisory and peace officer 

skills, training, community support and growth potential. 

Respondants to the statewide survey felt good about available faci 

itieso Sheriff's Department results showed more facilities needed, 
or current facilities overcrowded. Statewide surveys reflect morale 
and attitudes adequate, neither strong or weak. Sheriff's surveys 
indicated both mo~a1e and attitude ·strong.. Sheriff's personnel .also 

feel calls for service are a strong point while statewide officials 

actually listed this area as a weakness. This perception lDlSt be 

corrected as it is imperative future responses to catIfl1nity need be 

at least adequate if not outstanding. 

Both sets of questionnaires listed concerns over manpower and money. 

This feeling seemad to be unanimously reflected by both surveys 

naming the city or County Administrative Office, Board of 

Supervisors or county council in the weakness column. 

Using the Orange county Sheriff's Department as an example of future 
large, well equipped agencies and considering the feeling of mutual 

strengths, and the listing of average and acceptable service of both 

county and state responses, California is quite ca~le to address 

the desired future. 

In the area of adaptability, both state and' county surveys reflect a 

IOOOd of related and novel change. The evaluation here is the 

leadership shown by chiefs, sheriffs,' top administrators throughout 

tne state and PoOoS.To, have developed an atmosphere for innovation, 
improvement and positive change. 
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Sl'AKEBCUI!:RS: Identification and ASS\lIlJffiions 

NO publ1C;' agency functions in a vacuum.. organizations 

in tum, are influenced by other organizations, 

special circumst~ces and the people in general. 

virtually endless, 

influence and, 

cultures , law, 
The list is 

The development of a strategic plan must include the identification 

of major stakeholders. A stakeholder is defined as any vested 

special interest group whose behavior is affected or where behavior 

in turn affects the ssue. In this ca.se, the issue is the irrpact of 

thf! crime of female rape on law enforcement by the year 2000. The 

naninal group gathered once more. The question was asked: "Who will 

~ the stakeholders if the selected trends of sensitivity training, 

new technology, education, prevention, reduced funding and sti~ 

reduction become a reality?A 

B¥ utilizing the brainstorming technique, a list of stakeholders was 

] 

,l 
., 

developed. The 'group was asked to be aware of the "snail darter" Ii! 
effect: the "snail darter", in this case, being a small, hidden, 

non-obvious group of ind! vidual that might be the stakeholder who 

unexpectedly surfaces to change or tenporarily halt the desired 

future. 

1) Trial. lawyers association 

2) PQlice organizations 

3) Wanen I s rights groups 

4:) Agency for victim/witness 

5) Board. of psychiatry 
6) state teacher U s association 

7) Behavioral board of examiners 

8) P.Q.S.T 
9) Taxpayers 

10) Victims rights group 

11) Legislature 

12) Forensic science examiners association 
13) An}arican Psychological Association 
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loU American Medical ASsociation 
15) Tax and political interest groups 
16) OCCUpational safety and health organizations 

17)' DepUty district attorney's association 
18) Bar association . 
20) Attorney General's office 

21) Public defenders association 
22) sexual assault investigators 

23) Rape trauma centers 
24) A.CoLoO. 
25) Department of Justice 
26) F.B.I. 

27) Local police departments 
28) county sheriff' s departments 
29) Doctors/Nurses 
30) City coun ils 

31) CAO/Board of Supervisors 
32) Canputer industry 

33) Politicians 

34) Hospitals 

35) School districts 
36) Insurance companies 

37) Private security 
38) Reserve officers 

39) Retired persons associations 
40) Parent teacher groups 
41) Civic groups 

42 ) Neighborhood watch programs 

43) california supreme Court 
44) N~ media 

Divison of law enforcement 

--~-

The group was ~ked to scrutinize the list and discuss any. 
consolidations or changes before coming up with stakeholders who will 

have the largest impact on the issue. The following were chosen: 
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1) Tl'ial lawyers association 
2) "'lice c:biefs and sheriff 8 B associations 
3) . P .0.8,,'1'. 

4) VictiDVWitness 
5) Taxpayers 
6) Judges/courts 
7) District attorney's association 
8) School districts 
9) CAO/Board of SUpervisors/City Council 

'10) . Division of law enforcement/Attorney General's office 
11) Sexual assault investigators association 
12 ) L~~islature 

13) Media 
14) Haspi tals ' 
15) Reserve officers association 
16) Retired ccmnu i ty 

J: 
-l 

,'1 

After carparing each of the stakeholders to the emerging trends, a •. 
list of assumptions was then drawn: 

1) Trial lawyers association -
+ More arrests mean more defense cases. 
+ No parole will give opportunity to plea for lesser sentence. 

(snail darter) 
- Less stigma means more witnesses willing to prosecute. 
- No plea bargaining before trial. 
- Ne~ technology will help corroborate witnesses testim?ny. 
- Will challenge new methods. 

2) Police chief and sheriff I s association + 
+ Mandated sensitivity training will mean better community 

relations. 
+ Sensitivity courses will mean better trained officers. 
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+ . sensitivity training will mean less stress to personnel. 
... New technology will increase arrests and conv;.ctiCllS. 
- More reports, increased costs. 
- Reduced funding. 

3) P.Q.SoT. + 
+ California mandated sensitivity training will impact the 

rest of the nation. 
+ Mandated training will professionalize the treatment of 

victims: this will be a direct reflection on standards set 
in sacramento. 

- ~ossibility of rebuttal against additional regulations. 
4) Victim/Witrless + 

+ Victims less stigmatized 
+ More victims coming forward 
- RedUCed funding 
- Increased work load 

:}) Ta.~yers -

+ More officers mean better service to rape victims 
+ An elimination of a duplication of records I equipment 

and personnel will mean cost savings in the future 
- More' arrests and convictions mean incre,ased prison costs. 
- More personnel cost more money 
- Increased emphasis ~or sensitivity courses will increase 

training hours and cost. 
6) Judges/Courts -+ 

+ Judges who carry out tough sentences will receive praise 
from the community. 

+ The control, of the courtroom and protecting the victim 
fran badgering will win favor for judges 

- Judges who chose to give a minimum sentence because of no 
possibility of parole will receive scrutiny from the 
public. (Snail darter) 

- The elimination of all plea bargaining will. increase the 
aIOOWlt of court time and cases which must be heard 

- Judges and courts will be under heavy media pressure if 
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they decide a cue in a way the public is not happy with 

7) Diatrict attorney's association + 
+ More convictions 
+ More cooperative victims 
+ Better relationship with the public 
+ Part of speci,alized team 
- Increased work load 

8) School Districts + 
+ Education and prevention classes will be well a~ed in 

the camuni ty 
+ Less students will be victimized 
- Increased !:lours of instru tion 

9) CAO/Board of Supervisors/City councils + 

10) 

+ Favorable response from police agencies for more manpower . 
+ Favorable response for state of the art equipment 
+ Praise from victims groups 
- Increase in expenditures 
- Argument for funding fram groups with other interests 
California division of law enforcement/attorney general's 
office + 
+ New training center will mean new equipnent . I. 

+ New jobs f.: 

+ Will be able to share costs of facilities with Department 
of Justice 

+ west coast will have a forensic training center 
- Will cost some California tax dollars 
- No federal dollars 

11) sexual assault investigators association + 
+ Specialized investigative teams 
+ New innovations 
+ Abili ty to get invol vea in seminar training 
+ Added prestige 

12) Legislatu,:e -
+ Some parts of the Victim B1.11 of ~ghts are already law 
+ Favor from victims groups for a law to pay medical bills 
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... 
- increased cost for medical SUR?Ort for victims 

.. very difficult to change wording ~ .statues which are 

already in place. 
.... Supreme Court would not allow video testilnaly (snail darter) 

·13) Media + 
+ The media will be involved in controversy, new about 

changing trends, different views of stakeholders, 
information about arrests, public service about wanted 
criminals and continual pr~ntin9 about dema dB from special 
interest groups 

14) Hospitals 
+ New technology 
+ More convictions 
- Increased costs to treat victims 
- Increased man hours 
- Increased court time for hospital staff: 

15) Reserve officers + 
+ New training 
+ A feeling of being able to help prevent crime 
- New demand on volunteer hours 
- Cost for training 

16) Retired camnmity + 
+ Opportunity to get involved 
+ Unlimited manpower resource 
- Many people do not have a law enforcement background 

Costs for training 
A graph of the degree ,of certainly of the asswrptions was then drawn 
to overview the importance of the stakeholders in reference to each 
other as well as how valid the assumtions made were. 
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Duportance of ~l..cSers lmd certainty of ~ as the tren3s. of 

oensitivity ~, new tectmclogy, educat.i.on, ~, C.'CIl8Olidaticn 

lIl'ld volu.nt:esrian to C!CJIbst reduced fund.i.ng, and ~ reducticn f.IIIerqe. 
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UNCERTAIN 

(CERTAlNTY OF ASStM?TIClNS) 

1. Trial lawyers association 

2. Police chief and Sheriff' s Associations 

3.' P.O.S.T. 

4. Victi:n/Witness 

5. Taxpayers 

6. JUdges/COurts 

7. . pistrict Attorney I s Assod.ation 

a. School Districts 

9. CAO/Board of SUpervioors/City ~ 

10. Division of ll!fw enforcemant/~ General's affica 

11. Sexual uAUlt investigat.orfl associatiOi'! 

12 0 I.egislatw:e 

13. Media. 

140 FDspitals 

15. Reserve officers association 

16. retired Cl::Imimity 
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, . 
SUMMARY OF STf'KEHOLDEP$/ASSUMPTIONS 

Al.Joost all stakeholders have both ~itive and negative variables. As 

. future trends develop, these changes will cause both individuals and 

businesses alike, to benefit or lose ground. 

The overall positive versus negative stakeholder assumptions favors 
the positive 70 percent to 30 percent. 'lbis by no means gives tpe 
nod to the pluses. TaXpayers, for instance, BUst be convinced they 
should help law enforcement correct the trend of reduce funding. 
The ability to convince taxpayers of this dilenrna is very important 
but quite uncertain •. Withou~ needed funding, it will make forming 

,specialized teams more difficult. Also, unless the california 
division of law enforcement can obtain federal funding, the dream of 
a west coast forensic center may not became a reality without the 
passage of a law enforcement initiative. The invention of new 
technology means new equipment and training. This cannot be done 
without money. 

As sensitivity trainin.g becomes the norm, police chiefs and sheriffs 
will reap the benefits of much better trained first responders ~d • 
investigators. community relations with victim and victim advocate 
groups will increase. Confidence in the police will rise'. 
Reporting, presecution and convictions will improve. The support of 
police chiefs and sheriffs is certain and very important. 

The trial lawyers will certainly challenge new technology, including 
profiling. aDNA fingerprintinga, skin fingerpri.nting and expert 
systems computerization will all help corroborate the victim's 
statementso176 Placing them as a stakeholder is the less important 
column. Due to sensitivity training, more victims will be willing to 
prosecute and more convictions will occur. A asnail darter- appears 
here. ~ the yepr 2000 there will be no possibility of parole for 
convicted rapists. It has been suggested the current california 
sentence . for the crime of rape be . raised from three, six or eight 

years to ten or twenty years. It is highly unlikely this will occur. 
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What is possible, however, is the increase of the sentence to four, 
eight or ten years. 'Dlis type of sentence, while it pranotes a 
stronger message against the crime, will still allow 'the defense the 
opportunity to plead for the lesser sentence. No possibili~ of 
parole will assist the defense in this debate.177 

P.O.S.T. attitudes will be, certain and extremely important. The 
administration must be willing to add sensitivity training to the 

miniImlm training hour curriculum. If ,the subject is not mandated, it 
will only be administered part time, if at all, and will not be set 
up to meet a minimum standard. Another elsnail darter- surfaces 
'here. It presents itself in the form of an argument by sane police 
officials who will feel the program should be administered 
voluntarily, that we do not need more regulations. 

Victim/witness programs now have paid positions,' but many of the 

personnel who work for these organizations still volunteer and are 
most assuredly affiliated with many volunteer groups. 'Dley will be 

certain support for all positive trends. Since they will be working 
with investigators and deputy dist~ict attorneys assigned to each 
case, their support is also very important. 

JUdges and courts will be certain and important. Both will be 

supportive of a better treatment for victims of rape. JUdges also 
rank high on the credibility chart and when they act in favor of the 
victim ~ will win the support of the majority of the citizens in 
their jurisdiction. The possibility of a ·snail darterel does exist, 
however. If the public demands ,a maxinum sentence but the judge, 
realizing there is no parole, does not feel this individual deserves 
more than a minimum'sentenc.-e, a controversy may occur. 

District attorneys will be important. '!beir support is certain, but 

it will came only after the personnel involved realize how important 
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.sensitivity training and .special teams are in obtaining cooperat:ive 

victims and an increased conviction rate. The backing of the 
educational system is imperative. School boards and school dist~icts 

are generally very supportive of classes which inform the populace of 
potential danger.. An added incentive is the opportunity to prevent 
their students from becoming a victim. 

city or county administrative .pfficers, boards of supe.rviqors .. and 

city .councils ~ay be nsna~l dar~~rs Their. impact .is very 
important, but their action is uncertain. These individuals ·will 
probably be supportive if expense for manpower and equipment can be 
kept to a minimum or extremely well .justified.,. Higher costs, 

however, will make this stakeholder uncert?t,in e. • , • 

The emerging trends offer an opportunity for a forensic scieQce and 

specialized sexual assault team tr.aining:; center. The. california 
Division of laW Enforcement will be certain to support the trends. A 

west coast center will mean new jobs, state of the art equipment, 
specialized training and, very important, a place for futUre 

research. 

one important variable in future development is continued training. 

support of the California Sexual ASsault Investigator's ASsociation 

will be needed to help coordinate training classes and promote 

professional training. speakers and role playing seminars can be 

scheduled at no cost to the taxpayer. The effo+t will not only 

bene1;it· those in attendance but· will . add prestige to the 
organization. Sensitivity, prevention, profiling and technology are 
going to be .part of the future. This o~ganization is 'certain to 

support these trends. 

Future trends will have a significant impact on reducing the stigma 

of rape. one area qf concern .. seems to be :t;.he w9rd. its~lf .. , Special 
interest .. groups would like to see it changed. The legislature would 

be involved with this issue, but their support is very uncertain. 
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'!be' media!" 'is 'certainly very important. As' the trends 'evol ve ~ . their . 

development·will be printed for everyone to read~The way the issues 

are presented"'and the sUPPOr't' 'of . the media is somewhat uncertain, 

however. 

'!be ability and willingness of hospitals 'and hospital staffs' to 

become involved with sensitivity education and reduced stigma will be 

important. Increased reporting will mean additional expense and more 

court time for hospitals and staff, however~ thus, the certainty of 
hospitals is·unknown. 

Reduced funding means.new initiatives must be implemented. Reserve 

6ffi'cers and retired community members I support will be import'ant • 

. There is no doubt to the certainty of the reserves. Although the 

hypothesis is favorable, the jury is still out on the appropriateness 

and reliability of the retired persons. 

THE MISSION OF CALIFORNIA LAW ENFORCEMENT 
The mission of California law enforcement will be to meet the needs 

of the community by providing professional law enforcement services 

including, but not limited to, sensitivity training, offeno~r profile 

training, education, prevention, specialized investigative teams and 

the best public relations possible. Police agencies will maintain 

adequate personnel to be available and responsive to the mandates of 

P.O.S.T., the legislature and the people' of the state of california. 

MISSION DIRECTION 
The completed research supports most of the literatUre and related 

hypotheses. There is a need for mandated sensitivity training~ 

profiling and new technological equipment' will become a' major 

identification tool; education and prevention will take place in 

schools and communities throughout the state: stigma reduction will 

take place through education and knowledge about the rapist ~nd the 

victim; 'reduced funding will be a~dressed by training reserve forces, 

retired police officers and elderly citizens to assist in what will be 
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elderly citizens to assist in what will be a major crime prevention 
effort;, ~ oOllf! huge "snail darter" is the possibili ty of political 

, . 
terrorism and cummunity unrest increasing in the early 1990's.178 
Unless the trend of reduced funding for law enforcement is quickly 
reversed and all available manpower is shifted to combat the threat 
of chaos, many camnmi ty needs may suffer. The hypothesis is the 

people in this state will not allow this to h~. One alternative 
is the la enforcement tax initiative. Another is the consolidation 
of \~gencies, thus eliminating a tremendous aJIl)unt of duplication and 
unnecessary loss of revenue. 

EXECUTICN 

The next process', in this exercise was to subnit a packet of 

information to the group. The packet contained a review of, the 

project thus far. The group was then asked to present the 
pOssibilities they feel the trends will cause to happen by the year 
2000. 

As a result, the following eight statements prevailed: 

1) The identified emerging trends will have no impact on reporting, . . 
but new technology will increase arrests and prosecutions. 

2) The identified emerging trends will demand the elimination of 
effort duplication. Reduced funding will mean no support for the 
other trends unless consolidation of services takes place. 

3) The identified elngrging trends will mean increased support for 
law enforcement if a self identifi,ed group of concerned police 
administrators form a committee to organ~ze efforts to begin programs 
which \nll effect 'change. 

4} The identified emerging trends will cause a law enforcement tax 
initiative to be passed. This initiative, along with the use of 
volunt~r services will help combat reduced funding. 
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5) The- identified emerging trends will mean a un! ted effort of 

'intereginey cooperation including, but not limited to, P.O.S.T., 

police agencies throughout the state including the district 

attorney's office, school districts, the cc::mmmity, the California 

Division of Law Enforcement and the legislature. 

6) The identified emer92nCY trends means' that in order to be ready 

for the onset of new tech,tlr.:llogy, the sensitivity training program, 

education, pre'vention and plans for a est coast forensic center J1'R.1St 

begin as soon as possible. 

7) The ,identifieCl emarging trends will mean each county will 

consolidate services into one metrtl'Olitan agency. Each agency will 

have a behavioral science bureau made up of specialized investigative 

teams. }~ victim adv~te, forensic specialist, and deputy district 

attorney 'will be assigned to work with each team. 

8) The identified emerging trends will mean every police Zl(".ademy 

will have regularly scheduled sensitivity training 0 Specialized 

investi9ative classes which will include criminal profiling, will 

take place at all advanced academies 0 New technology will ba taught 

at a wel>t coast forensic' training cent~r, built with both state and 

federal funds. 
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1\:)licx Delphi 

A rating sheet. fer these policies was given to each group pe.rticl.pant. Each 

~ was asked to nrt:e the feasibility arxl desirability of each stat.s.Dent. 

Figure ~10 

Rati.nq Sheet for Poli!2I Deldli 
Altemative 1: Score III 15 Alterpative 5: SccJ:e -= 21 -

Feasibility OF PF PI DI Feasibility of PF PF PI 01 
(3) (2) (1) (0) (3) (2) (1) (0) 

Desirability VD 0 U va Desirability VD D 'U VU 
(3) (2) (1) (0) (3) (2) (1) (0) 

Alternative 2: Score I:: 6 Alternative 6: Sc:are == 23 

, Feasibility OF PF PI 01 Feasibility DF PI! PI Dl 
(3) (2) (1) (0) (3) (2) (1) (0) 

Desirability VI> D U W Desirability VD 0 U w 
(3) (2) (1) (0) (3) (2) (1) (0) 

Alternative 3: Score 2: 19 Alternative 7: Score I: 18 

Feasibility OF PF PI Dl Feasibility OF PF PI Dl 
(3) (2) (1) (0) (3) (2) (1) (0) 

Desirability VI> D U va Desirability VD D U VU 

(3) (2) (1) (0) (3) (2) (1) (0) 

Alternative 4: Score = 15 Alternative B: Score m 22 

Feasibility OF PF PI Dl Feasibility OF PF PI 01 

(3) (2) (1) (0) (3) (2) (1) (0) 

Desirability Vi) D 'U W Desirability VD D U w 
(3) (:2) (1) (0) (3) (2) (1) (0) 
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!easibj 1 ity: 
Definitely FMe:1blo 

Possibly Infeasible 

Defintely Infeasible 

Desirability: 
VeJ:y Desirable 

Desirable . 

UldBsirable 

Very Undesirable 

lec:::amleOOed Strategies 

Will have positive effect and little or no negative 
effect 
~ly beneficial 
Justifiable on its own nerits . 
Will have positive efiect l1 negative effects minor 
Beneficial 
Justifiable as a ~ or :in conjunct.io.n with 

other items 
Will have is negative effect 
Harmful 
May be justified tmJ.y aa a ~ of a very 

des;trable item 
Will have a major negative effect 
EKt:rer!ely h.a:auful 

~ results of the policy delphi were as follows: 

Mt.ernative 6 

Alternative 8 

Alternative 5 

Alternative 3 (nest polarized) 

Another vote was administered to see if al:t:ernatiw 3 oou1d overtake either 

5, 6 or e. 'l!le order remained th:e same. 

Alternative 6 is & viable metllod of pz:eparinq the emr.i..tamIent to be ~ to 

meet the :inpact of future technology~ ~ literature, ~, ~, 
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nani~ groups and now delphi groups all seem to agree 'sensitivity 

training must be initiated. Alternative number 6 makes a compatible 

transition to alternative 8, focusing on specialized investigative 

classes and the future of a west coast training center. Alternative . . . 
5 ties all three strategies together b¥ stating any successful effort 

must include a working relationship between involved organizations. 

COURSE OF ACTIOO 

'!his is not just a law enforcement problem; it is a concern which has 

the possibility of causing mental' or physical trauma to' every 

individual in America. '!bus, America. needs to talk about this 

crime. Education must take. place in schools, businesses, 

organizations and . homes. 'Ihe stigma of this crime JW.st be 

completely erased. When a burglary occurs, we treat the victim as 

such, and the offender as the criminal. If someone is robbed, 'or 

stepS in front of a speeding car, we iIrmediately go to the victim f s 

aid. Relatives, friends, neighbors, no one has a problem 

understanding the victim is afraid and hurt, that 'he or she needs 

imnediate support and understanding from those around them. As a 

society, we are beginning to change our feelings about J;'ape. '!here 

has been court reforming crisis centers, and limited sensitivity 

training. Barbara Phillips, Head Administrator for the county· of 

Orange Victim/Witness program, recently agreed with this author in 

the following assessment. we have come along way since 1960, .but we 

are only now shifting into second gear. Now is the time to establish 

a united course of action that will open the doors to the future and 

allow this nation to ·shift into third gear, fourth gear and into 

overdrive by the year 2000. 

The inmediate course of action is for P.O.SoT. to establish a 

committee of sexual.assault experts from throughout the state~ The 

players involved in the future of this project are P.O.S.T., 

victim/witness experts, mental health professionals, retired police 
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officers.,.", retired citizen groups, police reserves, school districts, 

the legialature, forensic science specialists, oi ty and county 

administrative offices, boards of clUpervisors, chiefs and sheriffs 

associations, district attorney's offices and the california Division' 

of Law Enforcenent ~ 

sensitivity training in all basic academies should be the first 

course of action, followed by training for all operational personnel 

.in e;,:lch agency in the state. Next, a specialized invest gative team 

will be formed. Education, prevention, new technology and camunity 

involvement' will now help reduce 'rape while, at the same time, see 

that offenders are apprehended and prosecuted. 

ADMINISTFATION AND LOGISTICS 

Initially, nine departments from throughout the state will each have 

to be willing to allow one sexual assault expert to be assigned to a 

P.Q.S.T. committee for a period of three months = In order to 

establish a rapport and develop support, a personal visit to all 

chiefs and sheriff's association presidents and staff will be 

conductede The committee will then identify a liaison" in each 
\. 

department in the state. Each agency will be required to complete a 

statement of knowledge of trends and mission •. Each' 1.:2derny in the 

state' will be contacted and arrangements made ,for training seminars 

to be cpnducted at each location. This will require a time and 

personnel corranitment from each department involved with 1±e training 

center. 

As specialized teams are formed, corrmitinents rust again be made from 
law enforcement agencies, and from victim/witness programs and. 

district attorney's offices as well. Eventually, the california 

Division of Law Enforcement will build a west coast training center;' 

until then, investigators from each team will be sent to FBI training 

in QUantico, Virginia. As future large departments emerge, 
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apecializ~ investigators will cane fran agency and will be suppor~ed 

by perscnnel fran victinV'witness and the district attorney. Until 

this trad occurs, madium and large departments will assist smaller 

agencies, especially on serial rape or especially serious type 

incidents 0 

AS stigma reduction and more confidence in law enforcement's 

treatment of victims occurs, reports will increase. MOre manpower 

will be needed to meet additional demand. Additional manpower will 
als be ~ to form specialized teams. This cost wili be sanewhat' 

offset, h~ver, once the progr~ of volunteers is started. No 
overtime for community programs will. be spent, thus ailowing 

administration to channel funds to on duty investigation. OVertime 
budgets will still have to be adequate, however, eS'pecially when new 

technology becianes a reality. When a rape occurs it. will be reported 
iIrmediately. A team will relieve the first responder as quickly as 
possible. As evidence is collected, profiled and catplterized, 70 

percent of SUspE(Xs will be identified within a few hours. This 

process and subsequent investigation will require overtime hours on 

most cases .. 

The greatest expense to taxpayers will be increased training .hours, 

the purchase . of new equipnent and the construction of the west coast 

training center. The costs will not cane all at once, however, and 

if adequately budgeted, should not receive much rebuttal fran city, 

county or state administrative officers. 

PIJ\NNIOO ,s'.lSl'EMS 

The first -!!Step in the re(Dmtended strategy is, one, P.O.S.To will 

develop a team of experts fran around the state. Next, a liaison 

must be set up with each department. Liaison personnel will survey 

all" key staff and employees in each agency to ascertain current 

knowledge of trends and missions for the futures .1\ set of goals and 
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objectiVH rmst then be pr~ted to P.O.S.T. and a plan outlined 

which v.Ul Mt the sbmdard of instruction to be aCininistered at each 

ac.adeIIIIF II 

Each training center will reeei ve the outline by appointment only. A 

letter of introduction to the program will preceed a visit from a 

member or members fran the team of experts. The letter will layout 

the program, which will give each r(!9ion the cwortunity to include 

professionals from different disciplines within the respective 
carm.mity. A training seminar Will be conducted at each location, 
after which the program will be instituted. • 

The sensitivity program will be administered to all baSic academies. 

In addition to recrUits, all patrol officers, sexual assault 
investigators, patrol sergeants and other appropriate line staff will 

attend an "abridged session once every two years, These advanced 

sessions and their records will be controlled by each acad~, but 
they may be held as part of in service trainirig. Many officers and 

supervisors are currently handling calls who have never undergone any . . 
type of sensitivity training. In addition, researchers are on the 

verge of new information and new technology which is best taught 

through formal education rather than training bulletins •. 

A program must also be developed to form specialized sexual assault 

teams. The teams will consist of two highly skilled investigators, a 

forensic specialist, a vict~witness advocate and a deputy district 

attor~. All memters will undergo sensitivity training. The 
investigators will be trained in state of· the art criminal 

profiling.. until the California Division of Law Enforcement can 

build a west coast training center, this expertise must be obtained 

at the FBI Academy Training Center in Quantico, Virginia. 
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As with the developnent of academy programs, mentlers fran the team of, 

experts will visit each chief's and sh~riff's associa~ion"Future 

trends and verified research will be presented. The c:ooperatiCll of 

each department head is extremely important. The relationship 

between sensitivity training, specialized teams and the perception of 

law enforcement's ability to deal with the crime of rape is at 

stake. The cooperation and assistance of the police chief's and 

sheriff's aq ociation is vital. 

Once an agreement is reached' from the police and' sheriff's 

association, the same carmitment must be obtained from the district 

attorney's office. While not vital, it is nevertheless,' very 
important the district attorney allow his deputies to ~ part of this 

specialized team. The more commitment the judicial system makes to 

the victim" the more the victim will want to prosecute, and the less 
traUma she will receive during the process. 

This author made personal contact with the Vict!mtwitness Assistance 

Program in Orange County. The feeling from that organization is the 

idea of one investigator, one D.A. and one victim/witness advocate 
staying with the victim throughout the investigation and trial in a 

realistic approach to treating the victim with dignity and allowing 

her the opportunity and giving her the strength to prosecute. The 

end product benefits society as a whole. 

Due to reduced funding, it may be in'q;>ossible for agencies to put 

officers into elementary, intermediate and high schools on a r~lar 

basis. Literally, thousands of schools exist all over this great 
state. Education and prevention to stUdents is an ongoing 

carmitment. It must be conducted on a regular basis. It must have a 
purpose, be factual and interesting enough to' hold a young person's 

attention. Aside frem the school system, there are colleges, 

univerSities, civic groups, PTA groups, homeowner's associations, 
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clul:)boWJeS, ~·s organizations and 8Ore. If we are going to 

8inceJ:ftly '.ue an 1Ip\ct, we DlBt convince retired police officers, 
retired citUe.s and reserve forces to volunteer to undergo extensi ve 
training : wbicb will be 110 vi tal in .Ieing till. part of the project at 

,8UCC11!88. If a peI'SOO will illagine for at IIlinute at group of trained 

volunteers inVolved in each county, supported by the preas, CIlce 
eatabl:Urhed and in & working 1DCIde, may attract qualified teachers, 

mlrees, reserve fireperBalS and crisis workers who will want to be 

trained and help their ccmm.mity in this worthwhile effort. 

Sensitivity training, speeialized teams, crim.:lnal profiling, 

education and preventicn will, in itself, reduce the stl~ of rape. 
The willingness of earmmi ties to support this effort will also help 

effect change 0 In 'fact, the citizens themselves, alee they become 

involved, Will be pivotal to creating prevention and stigma reduction. 

Figure Number 11_ 

Forming a Pivotal organizing Group to CrHte Change 
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with· cancemed individuals fran groups carmitted to action, the 

result is change. The nominal group identifi~ the trend, the word 
rape being changed in penal statutes, reports and literature in 

general, as a future trend. EVen the terminology, "rape victim" is 
changing to "sexual assault survivor". Interviews with experts who 
represent the epitomy of excellence in their respective fields, state 
the deletion of the word rape by the year 2000 is a strong 
possibility. It w 11 follow the culmination of the other trends and 
it will become a reality because of pivotal organized groups. 

When a series of groups mobilize the. time, energy and resources of 
its members, events and activities begin revolving around it. As 
future groups formulate their message to the legislature to change 
I rape , section to offenses against the person, and the word Irape~ to 
'deviate sexual intercourse' or 'first degree assault', the media 
will become involved and leaders of the group will be asked to speak 
on teleVision, radio interviews, give interviews to newspapers and 
magazines. ISO A wide variety of community groups, from P.T.A's to 
service clubs, may request speakers from. the groups. This action 
will win support from state senators who will subsequentJy make the 

~ 

change. 
I.: 

During the first three years, the community as a whole will 
experience only small, subtle changes with fairly certain 
predictabiliity. Books have been written but only small changes have 
taken place. Victims feel they are still stigmatized by society and 
law enforcement, technology is in its infancy, sensitivity training 
is low, a united effort of education and prevention does not exist. 

From four to seven years, victim and victim rights groups will become 
very vocal. Societal attitudes will rapidly be changing. There will 
be demand for tougher penalties, no parole, and changes in 
terminology. Reports will be increasing at an alarming rate. New . 
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technology is now available, a wut eout training center i8 built, 

both increuing local, county ,and state~. All ~ts of the 

~ty are 1n'V'olved. As changes continue, atakeholders will be 
, . 
affected,; turbulance will be high. Reactions will be u.ewhat 
unpredictable. 

Pram eight to ~lve years, things will begin to settle down. 
Attitudes, . investigative techniques, new technology, education and 

prevention throughout our achools and caIIIIlJlity is now the norm. we 
as a state are calpletely supportive of our united efforts. 

Fran 13 to 20 years, turbulence will rema.in fairly stable. There 

will be an occasional. wave as new equipnent, or costs for atate of 

the art training, are requested, but once the system is built apeS 
functional, no major storm is expected. 

Future Analvllis 

Figure M.mtler 12 
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The tt:MSition management plan is the link between the information 
~rated in the strategic plall and the desired future. The. 
environmental analysis CQ~leted in the strategic plan established 

the fact that law enforcement • s .role is continually changing and 
departments must look for ways to prepare themselves to meet future 
issues and prOblemso A group of individuals and organizations have 

surfaced as the "'critical mass U
• These are stakeholders whose level 

. of commitment to the program is critical to its success. The 
COl'I'q)Onents of the "'critical mass'" must be viewed in the context of 
what tactics rust be used to gain their support rather than just 
simply assessing their position on the issue. 

The plan of action and the strategies selected have been translated 
into a transition management structure which will allOW each 
c~partment in the state to carry out sen9itivity training, education, 
prevention and prepare for the future of new technology. 

NON-NEGOl'IABLE ISSUES 

The mandate of sensitivity training in every P.D.SoT. certified 
aaademy is a non-negotiable issue. The rape investigation is 

fr~~ently one of the most ch~lenging and frustrating tasks ~ police 
officer can undertake. The victim may have been beaten into 
insensibility, or she may have received little, if any, physical 
injury at all. Both, and all situations in between, must be handled 
with the utmost understanding and compassion. Victim's groups, 
victim/Witness program personnel, the victims thems.elves, tell us 
this is not being done. While there has been some improvement, only 

half the rape victims in our soc~ety are willing to report. This 

cannot totally be blamed on law enforcement. Stigma related to rape 
also shares in the blame. It is up to the police, however, to be the 

focal point of change. 
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An extension of sensitivity traifiing and an example of its 
iriIportan(~, is specialized trainir~ for investigators. criminal 
profiling' of the rapist can only be accomplished if the victtm is 
'willing to report. Sensitivity training is the first step. In 

preparing a rapist profile, 
the vic:tim regarding 
Specialized investigation, 

a careful and professional interview of 
the rapist Us behavior is essential. 
covering modern state of the art 

techniques, sensitivity, the future of profiling, and preparation for 
ti1e advent of future technology is .not negotiable. The P.O.SoT. 
ccmmittee of a team of experts is the coordinating body for thi,s 
project. This unit cannot be campromisec:le Another group, thea 

liaison officer from each department cannot be negotiated. If th~~ 
goal is to eventually train every recruit and line officer in the 
state, a detail Imlst be organized to put the program together 0 

NOOOTIABLE ISSUES 

While sensitivity training, including an und~rstanding ·of the 
rapists, the victim and post traumatic stress disorder, is not 
negotiable, the total hour of the program is. Research will have to 
be conducted to see how many hours of classroom instruction and how 
many hours of role playing are necessary to make the program 
sucessful. The hour of follow-up training, either during roll call 
or at a designated training facility can also be discussed. 

The da~d for video testimony to help reduce stigma is most 
certainly negotiable. .The type of wording changes in penal statutes 
and increased cost for medical services are items which will be 

argued for soma time. SOme give and take is inevitable. 

Although significant cost savings will be realized by training 
reserve officers, . retired citizens and retired police officers, 
exactly how this is to be accomplished, and how many individuals will 
be required, are.points willing to give on. 
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STAKEHOLDERS POINTS OF NEGOTIATION 

It' is anticipated the police chiefs and sheriffs associations from 

each county will be in support of this project and P.O.S.T. will have 

iittle difficulty in putting together a committee of a team of 

experts from among these agencies. Some discussion may ensue, 

however, around the length of time each individual must be 

assigned. SOme may feel it is too long,. some may feel more time is 

needed. The number of committee members and their salary will almost 

certainly be a topic of discussion. 

P.O.S.T. will demand that the sensitivity training be carried out· in 

a professional manner.· There will be continuity throughout the 

training network. As long as the mandate is met, however, some 

latitude as to speakers, time allotted and exact curriculum will be 

somewhat flexible. 

The increase in reports, along with the advent of sPecialized tearr~, 

will mean more of a time and work load commitment from victim/witness 

programs and the district attorney's office. If the goal of 

specialized teams is to have a victim advocate and deputy district 

attorney available at each scene and th~se same individuals stay with 

the victim through the complete judicial process, victim/witness 

administrators and distict attorneys will eventually budget fpr more 

personnel. In those counties where boards of supervisors agree to 

this additional cost, the problem will be solved. If, however, a 

board should disallow the i.ncrease, compromise on how to keep 

victim/witness involved but cut back· on their time and manpower 

commitment must be developed. volunteer services are an option but 

volunteers, while usually reliable, are under no specific obligation 

and, in the case of personal help to the victim, it is better if the 

same person accompanies the victim during .all proceedings. No 

volunteers can replace the deputy district attorney assigned. If the 

board refuses additional manpower, reorganization within each 

district attorney's unit is a possibility. 
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JUdge's associations will generally be in favor of the emerging 

trends. Judge9 .are well respected in our society; their support will· 
gain interest from the community. Judges will not want to be 

scrutinized however. They will want to run their' courtrooms as they 

see fit. This means that, on occasion" they will give a minimum 
sentence, allow bargaining and questioning or. the witness which some 
special interest groups will rebut. A win/win situation can be 

brought about here by not putting undue pressure on judges when this 
occurs. 

city and county administrative officers, city councils and county 

boards of superyisors will want to support new procedures and new 
technology which will help change arrest rates, improve victim 

reporting, 'increase prevention and reduce stigma. These groups are 
extremely budget conscious. It is also politically important for 

these groups to please their constituents. The respective 
organizations will study all alternatives possible, however, before 

committing new funds. uch a study will undoubtedly cover use of 

volunteers, reserve forces and the future trend of consolidating 

servi.ces. 

TRENDS IN NEGOTIATING 

A supportive and trusting climate must be established with every. 

stakeholder. EVE;m stakeholders who are completely in favor of the 
program must be included in all cor'respondence. There is also the 

chance a "snail darter" can surfac.e at any time. Negotiations should 
be flexible, but should set definite goals which must be reached if 
the program is to succeed. Give' and take, or win/win strategy, is 
permissable if each issue is framed alS a joint search for 'objecti ve 

criteria. Negotiators, who are forming the P.O.S.T. committee of 
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expertsu working on sensitivity outlines, meeting with police 
associations, volunteers, setting up school progrmns, prevention 
programs in the oammunity and developing training on future 
technology be~s a reality, Jm.1St use reason and be open to reason 
as to which standards are most appropriate and how they should be 

applied. 
principle. 

Negotiators must never yield to pressure, only to 

THE CRITICAL MASS 

The "critical mass" is the' organization1 groups or individuals who 
have an interest in or are affected, by the future trends, and whose 
influence could make or break the plan. The success of this project 
will ultimately' hinge on the degree of commitment or resistance each 
msmber of the critical exerts on the decision. 

The "critical mass" in this project consists of: 
L Police chiefs and sheriffs associations. 
2. PoO.S.T. ' 
3. VictinV'witness personnel 
4. Taxpayers. 
5. 'Judges/courts. 
,6. District attorney's associations. 
7. School districts. 
8. City and county boards. 
9. California division of law enforcement" 
10. California ,sexual assault investigator's association. 
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11. Legislature. 

12. Hospitals. 

13. Reserve and retir.ed officer' s associations 0 

14. Retired ccmmnity'. 

The Commitment Plannir,lg Chart depicts the usismnent of the current 

level of co.mitment each of these critical. mass groupshas toward the 

plan, to either llgrtge and/or rebut sensitivity training, new 
technology, education, prevention and stigma reduction. 

I. 
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P.O.S.T. will contact the police agenciea throughout: the state. A 

letter of introduction to future trmlds and this project will help 

identify the sexual assault experts who would be aw.Uab1e to serve 

on a PDO.SoTo carmittee. P,~'f'!:,SoT., fA contingent fran the F.BoI., and 

the California Division of Law Enfor~;nt will review submitted 

applications from which a committee of nine experts will be formed. 

The president and staff of the poli'~ chiefs and she iffs 
associations in each county will be Officially briefed ~ a personal 

visit. from a member or members of the PoO.S.'T. COlI'Inittee.. Without a . . 
former explanation and a copy of the research, future trends and plan 

of action, these top police officials will ha\fe no cc:mrnitment. Once 

evidence is provided which shows sensitivity training must be 

initiated, technology is just around the ,~rner and, through 

education, law enforcement can win community support, these iIlp)rtant 

I 

], 

.~ l 
. .., 

associations will move to help change happen. ~. 

P.O.S.T. was the first of its kind in the nation. For almost 29 

years this organization has led the way for new innovations, ~igh 

standards and methods of training. P GO.S.T .. ~ been instrltl1lerita1 in 

making California one of the best trained. contingents of police 

officers in the world. Whenever a need is presented and ~awn to 

receive an appropriate response, PoO.S.T. has been quick to act. 

Initially, P.O.S.To will be willing to help sensitivity training, 

specialized teams and other trends take place. Once involved', 
P.O.SeT .. Btaff will have such influence as to make change happen. 

Victim/witness organizations are finally a reality in California. 

They have been wall received and supported by the general public. 

The staff and employees of victim/Witness programs will be ready and 

willing to help change occur. This group should remain in the help 

change column. Their assistance is extremely valuable, but they are 
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a support group and should not be asked to be involved in attempting 

to make c:lwtge happene 

,'!he taxpayers of this state are also the citizens, and possible 
victims. No one likes the thought of increased spending and, 
although vitally needed, the taxpayers have expressed this feeling 
nwnerous times in recent years by voting down crucial bond issues and 
tax initiatives for new facilities, roads, et cet.era. Reduced 
funding for law enforcement is a continuing trend which has' b en 
addressed, however, and at sOme point the hypothesis is the citizens 
of this state will vote a police fund~ng initiative. Initially, any 

funding for new technology and manpower will not be supported by this 
group. '!he united effort of the pivotal groups in each county will 

'eventually change the attitude of this group to move from blQcking 
change to letting change happen. 

Originally, judges will have no solid commitment toward the project. 
Once they recognize law enforcement has made a commitment to 
sensitivity, education, prevention and technology; once reports begin 
to reflect an understanding of the past traumatic stress disorder; 
once victims are willing to prosecute, judges will experience less 
turmoil in their court. Judges are very influential. '!heir posit'ive 
feeling about law enforcement • s professionalism· will help change 
occur. 

Like the judges, deputy district attorneys will originally make no 
col'ranitrnent. '!hey may even attempt to block change at first.. Once 
the program of specialized teams is in effect, and deputy D.A. 's s,ee 
the result of the police and their positive treatment of Victims, 
this group will also move to help change happen. 

b~ool districts will at first have no commitment, mainly because 
their support has not been solicitied. Once the value of such a 
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project can be shown, however i school administrators, teachers and 
staff will immediately see the value in administering such a 
program. Once personnel are trained, schools will provide classroom 
facilities, help with scheduling, and provide letters to parents 
about the instruction. These same school district personnel will 
l~nd their support to setting up prevention programs. Throughout the 
o:mmunity, through these continued efforts, this group will move from 
no oammitment to helping change take place. 

'City councils and board of supervisors will be uncommitted. Law 

enforcement and the community must work together to present an 
envirol'UIrent favorable to change. Every effort must be made to study 
trends, present facts and consolidate costs whenever possible. As 

the future unfolds, so will the effects of sensitivity training,. 
education and prevention. As additional manpower and expense for new 
technology becomes a reality, public support and the proof the 
prog'ram is working will cause these boards to let change happen. 

The california Division of Law Enforcement is in a posj. tion to work 
closely with the F.B.!. to initiate criminal profile training for 
specialized investigative teams. This organization is also the 
instrument to· a west coast training center to train forensic 
specialists in future technology. Both profiling and technology will 
increase arrests and convictions. Sensitivity training is an avenue 
to these trends, thus this organization will want to immediately help 
change happen. 

The california Sexual Assault Investigators Association will be very 
supportive and will want to immediately become involve~o The members 
of this group are knowledgable, dedicated and xtlilling. Since 
P.O.S.T. must take the lead in making change 'happen, however, this 
group will be asked to move back a step and allow its members to be 

utilized to help change happen. 
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'!he le9islature is extremely busy. MY change in the wording of 
statutes mil be initially blocked. In the future, however, public 
sentiment will use the words Drape survivorD, rather ... ..han rape 
victim. Police reports will reflect this attitude. Special interest' 
groups will approach state senators and ask that the word rape be 

~anged to IIsexual assault A or rldeviate sexual intero.:rursea and the 
rape section be changed to Doffenses against the persona section. It 
is difficult to project this coming true by the year 2000, but the 
fact society's attitude will be drastically changing will; in fact, 
move the political arena to allow change to happen. 

Hospitals are shorthanded and overworked. This is no more evident 
than in emergency rooms where most examinations of victims takes 
place. At first, as more and more victims came forward, hospital 
staff will not be supportive. As victims become more willing to 
prosecute, this feeling will be compounded by the additional time 
doctors and nurses are required to spend in court. As education 
takes place, some hospitals will volunteer to get involved, thus 
reducing the stress to just a few. Community support will also help 
hospital staff justify new initiatives and personnel t~ meet the 

\. 

demand. As hospital staff witnes~the appreciation voiced by the 
community for attempting to help, this group will at lL~t not block 
change and will move to not voicing an opinion either way_ 

The reserve officers associations and the retire6 officers 
associations in each county are a vital link between the beginning of 
sensitivity training and the complete cooperation of a united 
community effort. DUe to reduced funding, it is imperative these 
groups become involved. The literature mentioned in this project and 
the known history of these organizations places them in the help 
change column. '!bey will begin in that posicion and remain there." 
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'Ble retired carmmity is one of the valuable resources in our 
nation'. unfortunately, with the exception of sane local hospitals, 
th.is vi tal part. of our comwni ty is hardly ever asked to 
participate. There is a plethora of ~etired professional personnel, 
well educated, in good health, who would jwrp at the chance to 
volunteer to help their fellow man. We have only to ask them. The 
projection for this group is one of moving from no ccmmitment to help 
change. 

MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE 

In' developing a comprehensive program, the concept of quality must be 

foremost. In order to achieve this high standard, every effort nust, 
be taken to involve key personnel in each county who are not only 
knowledgable, but have the energy to organize and keep the program 
alive. 

P.C.S.T. will approve the course outline for sensitivity training in 
each basic academy in the state. '!bey will also approve advanced 
training and in service outlines for investigation, supervision and 
patrol personnel. utilizing this project as a pilot, the P.O.S@T. 
select committee of experts will unite the proposed outline, with 
recommendations, and present them to P.C.S,.T. administration. 

Once approved, each academY commander and staff will be calendared 
for a personal visit. 'rhe program and its future will be discussed. 
Each traiping center will have the option of utilizing qualified 
civilian professionals to assist the academy instructors. It ,is 
suggested at least 50 pe~cent of the time allotted for instruction be 

asigned to law enforcement personnel. 

The identified liaison officers from each department will make, 
arrangements for representative training sergeants from operation 
,divisions to be a ~rt of the introduction phase. '!bey will meet the . 
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P.OoS.~o Committee members at the training center. Ideas for 
training for investigators and roll call training will be discussed. 
one alternative to roll call training is to add sensitivity training 

. as a three hour block of time to all advanced patrol and 
investigation update training every one to two years. 

The liaison officer in each agency will help set up appointments with 
school administrators, community group leaders, civic groups, 
P.T.A. 's, et cetera. A pivotal group will be developed in each . . 

location. 'Ibe P.O.S.T. camlittee will set up programs in each 
geographical area. Local expertise will be utilized to ooordin~te 
and train volunteer forces who Will, in turn, become part of' the 
crime prevention unit. Each unit leader will scheduie programs and 
monitor progress. All data will be returned to P.O.S.T. on a yearly 
swmnary. 

P.O. SoT. and the california Division of Law Enforcement sexual 
assault unit will liaison with the F.B.I. in Quantico to begin 
profile and post traumatic stress disorder training for investigators. 
throughout the state. As the year 1994 arrives, the west coast 
training center will be accepting these students in Sacramento. In 
the meantime, they will be trained in .Quantico. 

When ~DNA fingerprinting- and computerized expert systems are 
available, law enforcement, the stakeholders and the california 
con!!''unity will be ready for the second phase of training which will 
see sensitized officer.s, specialized investigative teams and. highly 
skilled forensic specialists preparing police work as a profession to 
meet the impact of the year 2000. 

PROCESS PLAN 

Planning, 
competing 

in any' SOCiety, is 
and/or conflicting 

confronted with several obstacles: 
values, competing interests and 
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insufficient resources to address all needs. 1be major challenge is . 
.for all" pGrties to thoroughly understand the social context within 

which the. planning is to occur and to develop appropriate strategies 

to overcome these obstacles. Planning is not a );Xlre science with ' 

predictable inputs and outcanes, but rather requires the planners 

understand and orchestrate the social environment which will allow 

them to achieve the desired objectives. 

PoO.S.T. administration will direc the initial meeting. FUture 

assignments, goals , objectives and deadlines will be set. Everyone 

involved will know exactly what has happened in the past and what is 

expected for the future. The plan committee will consist of 

P.Q.S.T., a representative from the california Chiefs Association; a 

representative 'from the state Sheriff's Association, the california 

District Attorney's Association, california Sexual Assault 

Investigators Association, california Division of Law Enforcement, 

the F .B.L, forensic sciences, the Los Al1geles Police Department's 

Behavioral Science Unit and this author. G. 

rrtle first meeting will take place in sacramentc.,. It will be a two 

~y team building workshop. A PhD from one of the major universities 

who specializes in transition management and te.~acpes at the cCmnand 
COllege will sit in on the first session., Committee members will 

discuss personal biases" '!hey will be encouraged to have a voice in 

the future strategic plan, and to be instrumental in helping develop 

the P.O.S.T. oomnittee of experts. Agendas and schedules will be set. 

. , 

The goals and' objectives of the. plan, and implementation of change 

nust be purposeful, all tasks must be clearly identified, adaptable· 

and agreed to by P.O.SoT •• The planning committee will select one or 

more frameworks of planning which include: planning as future 

control; planning as cause: planning as power; planning as 

adaptation; planning as process. 
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Planning as future control means planning is seen as the c~pacity to 
control future circumstances by planned acti vi ty L'1 the P:l':~t. 

Planning as cause means planning has occurred when a group or society 
is able to cause a desired outcane 0 Planning as power is the 
capacity to create change in others despite opposition. Power 
relationships are reciprocal in that they are defined by both the 

responses of the powerful and the capacity of the respondent. ibis 
framework, t erefore, not only CCJrlSiders the ability of the powerful 
to prevail, but also the capacity of the respondent to predictably 

'respond. 

Central to the concep~ of planning as adaptation is the notion 
circumstances are beyond 'our control and the planner's role is to 

identify where ~ociety is headed and create objectives which will 
bring society to that point. As changing social circumstances alter 
the future, it may be neces~ry to modify previous objectives. 'l'hus 
a critical event may impact a planned for trend, causing a different 
scenario which may require a different approach. 

Author West Churchman in his book, '!he Systems Approach, proposed 
planning as a process. He stated' planning consists of IIllltistage 
decision making and m ••• hence must study (1) a decision maker who (2) 
chooses among alternative courses of action in order to reach (3) 
certain first stage goals which lead to (4) other stage 
objectives R

• The basic elements in process planning are: 
- problem identification 
- development of options 
- evaluating alternatives 
- selecting alternatives 
- implementation 
- evaluation of consequences 

The committee will document the situation, define the mission, cause 
the mission to be executed, administered and CC!ntrolled. Once 
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direction· is given, the P.O.S.T. ocmnittee of experts selected, and 

the plan of. action begun, the planning ~ttee will officially' 

become the- steering C9I'IIIlittee. Periodic meetings will take place 

with P.O.SeT., the expert camti.ttee and the steering ccmni.ttee. \When 

the initial phase has started and the expert ccmnittee is disbancled, 

~e steering committee will remain in force. Same of the expert 

camlittee will, in fact, be asked to beoane a part of the steering 

committee The future will see organization directing one of tne 

most challenging attempts' to comba~ rape ever undertaken in th:i.s 

state. It will deal with the trends in a professional manner and set 

an example which will hopefully be adoptedthrf)Ughout the nationo 
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COOCLUSIt.'t!2 

The priauy abjecti ve of this project has been to study future trends 

which relate to the crime of rape and their inpact on law enforcement 

and the coom.mity. using the naninal group technique, the major future 

endeavors were identified in the form of social, technical, 

. enVironmental, econanic and political forecasts. Police officer 

sensitivity training, specialized sexual assault teams, "DNA 

fingerprintingft, a strpnger educational approach, prevention, 

initiatives to deal with reduced funding, and stigma identification was 
validated through a lengthy literature search and intervi~WB with many 

of the top professionals in the country. 

Business at Hand 

The research for this project has unveiled the history of man's attempt 

to legally deal with rape has merely been a reflection of societyWs 

efforts to grapple with the differences in status of both ~ and 

women. The literature states laws governing rape; like the laws and 

regulations of all institutions are nothing more than manifestations of 

the prevailing sooia! norms and values Q This means law enforcement, as 

a business, must examine contemporary social values to understand the 

nature of past problems, current progress t and the challenges which lie 

ahead. 

We have learned reported rapes have been increasing approximately three 

percent a year. At present, based on approximately 90,000 reports, 

women, have a risk rate of 38 per every 100,000. The literature tells 

us, ~o that only half of ,ul rapes are kn~ to authorities. 

Thus the risk rate is more likely to be twice what is stated. No one 

knows for sure how many actual rapes occur each year. What we do know 

is the growing .a.wareness that rape is an act of violence ~ This 

knowledge, in itself, is quickly changing the attitudes we as a society 

once held. 
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Knowledge, 

The literature points out the educatil'lM.f approach in dealing with 

rape is lIMing society aware of the Aripple~ effect" which the crime 
of rape causes, and its iDpact on the vie'l1:im, the victim Us family, on 

, . ' 

friends, on the neighborhood in which the incident occurred, an the 

police who becane involved in investigatil'lg the crime, on hospitals, 

the district attorney's office and the courts·. The more educated we 
as a nation bf!cane about rape, the mort~ cases will actual1 be 

reported. The attitudes which were voiced and felt abou~ rape in the 

early 1960s and 70s are slowly giving way to a totally new concept. 
As we look ·toward the future, we see the police willing to accept 

help fran special interest groups, teach preventi~ and devise 

special techniques on how to work with victims in crisis. The future 

will not only. see more ~asis on overall training, but special 

investigative squads composed of both policemen and policewcmen, will 

also be utilized to help reduce the trauma the ~mblic often perceives 

may take place when reporting the assault. 

sensitivity will continue to be an extremely important issue. 

RBiametrics" and lifting fingerprints off of human skin wi~l become a 

reality. "DNA fingerprinting" will be the norm. Th~.s. vital evidence 

will significantly increase. the chances the assaf,:lant will' be 

caught. If, due to sensitivity training, the public believes those 

who handle their case can truly sympathize with their. plight,' reports 
, , 

will continue to increase. Victims will be quick to tare advantage 

of this new technology in order to apprehend the offender and prevent 

saneone e1ae from suffering the same trauma. If, on th\! other, hand, 

law enforfement' should not meet future expectations and the 

precepticm of the community falls back to the early 1960 1s, it will 

seriously stifle t~e technological advances so vital to arrest and 

prosecution 0 
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~---------------.-----~~------

Willingness to He±E 
NO man, nor:. any woman who has never been a victim of sexual, assault 

can truly empathize with what a victim is experiencing_ 'lhrough 

,research, wich includes discussions with both the victims as well as 

the . offenders, law enforcement and other related disciplines can ~ 

develop sympathy which will, in turn, be perceived by the victitP as 

willingness to help. sensitivity training will soon be mandated by 

P.O.S.T.; specialized teams will be able to use exciting new 
technology; schools, colleges and civic groups will be willing to 

assist in the attempt to educate the ~ty. '!his in itself will 

have an ~ct on stigma reduction. ,POlice reserves, retired police 

personnel and retired citizens will be recruited and trained to help 

fill the void of 'reduced funding. Deputy district attorneys, 

hospi tal staff, victim/wi tness and 'social services will join in the 

effort to treat the victim with dignity and the victim, in turn, will 

respond by first of all reporting the crime and then be willing to 

stay involved in the prosecution. 

Findings 

The literature and professionals in the field are in basic agreement 

as to the history, current trends, and future deve.1opnents. '!here 

has been significant improvement in society's attitude about rape' in 

the last 25 years, but most experts feel we 'have only just begun. 
only 50 percent of all rapes are reported. '!be goal by the year 2000 

is to have all rapes reported. The realistic estimate, based on the 

trends identified in this report" is 90 percent of all assualts will 

be reported to the police. some victims will request a -female 

officer, thus de~rtments should have women trained and available. 

MOst victims however, will give high marks to eithar male or fenale 

officers if they are well trained and sensitive. 
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As the future unfolds, not only women and the police, but doctors, 
l~wyers, parents, school administrators, just to name a few, will 

becane roore aware of what rape is all about. '!he ability to profile 

the rapist, understand the rape trauma syndrare, post· traumatic. 

stress disorder, and put new technology into play, will increase 

CQOp$ration and reporting. 'Ihe JOOre information, better training, 

less stigina, the better chance to deal with it and, hopefully, 

prevent it. 

This project contains information which provides a basic f~~tion 
for . an awareness and understanding of rape 0 '!he recarmended program 

will increase professionalism, develop community rapport, and 

establish an administratively sound roadway to prepare 'law 

enforcement for the year 2000. 
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APP.EmIX C 

llEVELClP.ED 'Im.N)S 

1. Victim· 5 wilJ.i:cqlless to report 

2. Increased ~. for vi~ 

3. Reduced funding while de:iand for services in :increasing 

4. Increased l'l1lJ'I'ber of women in influential political positiOns 

5. Increased awareness am concern 

6. Changes in the way evi~ is collected/technology 

7. stronger educational approach 

8. Interagency cooperation including media att;ention 

9. Rape prevention 

10. alucation \rill increase reporting 

11. 1!wardi.ng of civil penalties for victims 

12. Change in kinds of rape reported 

13. Field of nedicine entering into penalty phase 

14. Alternative sentencing 

15. Pre-identification of suspects through new technology 

16. Police allow:i..nq support groops to- assist 

17. Change in family unit 

18. Increased .awareness of psychological trauma for the victim _ 

19. Police liability 

20. M:n:e DA awareness 
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A'PPlH:>IX C 

21. Ir1cr:eUe in !'UTtler of wanen in laW' enforOBl'erlt super
~ am :manage.me:nt positions 

22. Increase in Jll.1ll'ber of deathe related to AIDS 

23. Se~te l.n::a-~aticn £or persa1S oonvicted of sexual 
assault crimes 

24. Public demand for well trained offioerlS 

25. Public C'~;mand for sensitivity train.ing for all pollce 
personnei 

260 Police sponsored prevention programs 

27. Police sx;x:msorecl training for hospital emergency roan 
staff 

28. Hospital medical trainirx.J for police personnel 

29.. IDealized special sexuall. assault t.ecm\S designed specifi
cally to assist victims 

30. Public demands mre a.ccountability for release of offenda;!rs 
into the carmmi.ty 

31. :Relaxed civil rights for convicted felons 

32. Trend to recognize rape as b:'1th sexual and violent 

33. Iegislation to change worc.ti.rq in penal statutes, official 
reports, court proceeding .and sexual assault details which" 
will help reduce the stic;rti\ of the word "Rape" 

34. Victim assistance becoming nore institutionalized 

35. I:ncJ.:ease in substaooe abuse 

360 Trend well trained first responder versus male or feina1e 
officer 

37. News Iredia becoming involved .in trials 

380 Legalization of vict.ims rights 

39. Networking and profiling to aid suspect identification 
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DEVEIDPm 'J.'REH)S 

40. Society ~ to charq3 attitudes about rape 

41. ~itI on CCI1Tm.1Ili.cation skills; verPal and lxxly l..an'!)u.age 

42. Need to understand new offioen.\ calle fran camunity with 
identified sterotypes 

43. Increase in men and wanen educating the public and cocper
ating with each other 

44" Increase in law en.forcement. to care m':,l:l:e than just a'1out 
the case; care for victims 

45. Psychological profi1:i.n;J 

46. " ProfessionaJ. reports by police 

47. Inservioe training 

48. Field" training officer 

49. Video tape 

50. Increase in use of technology 

51. Increase in 17ep::>tts of date rape 

52. W:>rk shops and training programs on caIrp..lSeS to help avoid 
sexual assault 

53. Action programs to inqrease the willingness to report 

54. First-line supervisor training 

55.' Social resources available for police 

56. Alternatives to jail or prison 

57. Attitudes of Depart:rrental supervisors 

58. Filllcation to deal with attitudes relating to myths that pre
vail in society 

59. SUrvivor's'vulnerability 

60. Cb.Immdty involvement to protect themselves 
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1. Pl:artitution is legal] zed 

2. E'Icecutians for rape 

3. Rape of a laved public figure 

4. Cure for. AIDS 

58 Olange in P.O.S.T. fiIXiing 

6. Ola.rx]e in tax initiatives 

7. COUrt decision makinq victim lD to public unnecessary 

8. SUdden technical breakthrough \\bereby Sl.lSpeCt can be iden-
tified by evidence left with victim I" 

9. More of a govermenta.l controlled day-care system 

10. Party cxmsistency on social re£cmu 

1I. Depression 

12. Presidential election 

13. Change in fund:irg structure as it relates to issues of p.1b1ic 
safety or education 

14. No parole for sex criminals 

15. SUspect lD v d to cx:mm.mity upon release 

16. Recall of Prop 13 

17. Legislation to sanction public agercy who is mandated to pm
vide service but does not 

18. P.O.S.T. rnamated sensitivity training for all sworn per.sonne1 

19. Medical breakthrough of drug to s:imJlate sexual SCil.tisfaction 

20. Oniss:i.on of jur.y trial 

21. Rape SUrvj vor' s Bill of Rights legislation passes. 

22. legislation all.awL"lg victims to testify via v.ideo tape 

23. legislation all.ow:in:J hypnotized victims to testify 

24. Availability of grant $ to fcmn a l'IIl1ti-agency task force to 
address rape prevention/education/enforcem:mt 
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APPENDIX D 

Your instructor is giving you this questionnaire in order to evaluate 

the infonnation you are about to receive. Please answer the questions 

. as honestly as possible. If you do wt know the answer, leave it 

cxmpletely blank. 

D:> not put your ,name on this questionnaire. 

1.. Can you briefly explain what rape prevention means to you? 

2. Can you name two basic self-defense techniques which have proven 
effective? . 

3. Can you describe the different Jcypes of rapists? 

4. Can you eXplain what the Rape Trauma Syndrane is? 

5. Can you explain why hitchhiking is so dangerous? 

6. Have you had previous rape prevention training? 

.~----
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le wish to thank you for yerm- attf'l.ndanoe 'at our program. Your:instxuctor 

is asking you to fill out this questionnaire in order that the i.nfol:mation 

you received can be ev'aluated. 

Please answer the questions as honestly as p:>Ssihle. l.f you do oot krx:f..r 

the answer, leave it cc:mpletely'blank. 

1. can you briefly explain 'What rape prevention means to you? 

2. can you :na.tTe two basic self-defense techniques which have proven 
effective? 

3. can you describe the different types of rapists? 

4. can you explain what the Rape 'lTaurna Syndrane is? , 

I,: 

5. can yOu explain why hitchhiking is so dangerous? 

6. n:> you ·feel the Orange CO'Imty Sheriff' s Departnent Rape Prevention 
Program was valuable to you? 

7 • ~d you recc:mtend, th~ program to your friends? 

8. Do you feel :the program should be taught in you conm.mlty 8 s 
:i.ntenrediate and high schools? 
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9. Should be pro;Jl:am be presented to adult groUps in your cxmm..mity? 

10. Do you have any suggestions that would make the program -better? 

}.ge-_._--
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SHERIFF-CORONER ,DEPARTMENT 
COUNTY OF ORANGE 

CALIFORNIA 

BRAD GATES 
SHERIFF.CORONE! 

• 

Dear Academy Commander: 

t am writing a project for the P.O.S.T_ Command College 
titled: "What Impact Will Sexual Assault Have on California 
Law Enforcement' Resources in the Year 2000?" 

I am contacting you to ask for assistance in two areas. First, 
would you send me copies of any writing. or material that is 
pertinent to this thesis? Next, please return· the question
naire to me .. 

It is hoped this research will promote P.O.S.T. mandated 
training which will benefit law enforcement in the future. 
Thank you for your help. Endeavors of this type are not 
possible without the cooperation of people like you and your 
staff. 

Sincerely, 

. 
John "Rocky" Hewitt, Captain 
South Ope~ations Division Commander 
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1. QUESTION: Does your Basic Academy have a·class on sex 
crime law? 

. ANSWER: Yes ------
No _____ _ 

20 QUESTION: Does your Basic Academy have a class on rape law? 

ANSWER: Yes ------
No 
-----~ 

3. QUES'l!ION: If yes, is rape law part of sex crime law or a 
separate class? 

ANSWER: Part of sex crime law ----------------
Separate class ----------------

4. QUESTION: Does your Basic Academy have a separate period of 
instruction on sexual assailant profiling? 

ANs~mR: Yes ------
No _____ _ 

5. QUESTION: Does your Basic Academy have a separate class on 
rape sensitivity training? 

ANSWER: Yes 

No -------
6. QUESTION: Do you have advanced training for patrol o£ficers? 

ANSWER: Yes ------
No 
---~--

7. QUESTION: If yes to question 6, does the advanced training 
cover: 

Sex crime law Yes ---
No ----

Rape law Yes __ _ 

No ----
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80 QUESTION: If yes to question 6, does the advanced training 
cover profiling of sexual assailants? 

ANSWER: Yes -----
No ---------

9. QUESTION: If yes to question 6, does the advanced training 
contain a separate class on rape sensitivity? 

ANSWER: Yes -----
No ------

10. QUESTION: Does your facility train investigation personnel? 

ANSWER: Yes -----
No ------

11. QUESTION: If yes to question 10, what type of training takes 
place and how often does it occur? 

ANSWER: ___________________________________________________ __ 

-,--------------------------

12. QUESTION: If yes to question 10, does the investigator 
training cover: 

Sex crime law Yes 

No 

Rape law Yes 

No 

13. QUESTION: If yes to question 10, does the investigator 
training cover profiling of sexual assailants? 

ANSWER: Yes 

No 
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4 14. QUESTION: If yes to qUestion 10, is there a sensitivity 
training class for investigators?' . 

. ANSWER: yes. ______ __ 

l-j'o -----
15. QUESTION: Is there se~ual assault, sexual assailant 

prof.iling or sensitivity training for sergeant~ 
or above? 

ANSWER: Yes 

No ----.----
16 •. QUESTION: If yes to question 15, please explain: 

ANSWER: ______________ __ 

17. COMMENTS: ________________________________ ~ __________________ _ 

." 
t 

________________________ ~---------------~L,-·------------
As mentioped in the introductory letter, I sincerely appreciate your 
help. It is hoped the research I am conducting will help all of us 
have the resources and mandated training to better address the 

, public I s perception of our role as police officers. Again, if you 
have any material to supplement this questionnaire, please send it 
to me. -

Thank you. 

Please mail to: Captain John "Rocky" Hewitt 
South Operations Division Commander 
Orange County Sheriff's Department 
30331 Crown Valley Parkway 
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677 
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BRAD G,.t.TES 
SHERIFF.CORONER 

SHERIFF·CORONER DEPARTMENT 
COUNTY OF ORANGE 

CALIFORNIA 

September , 1987 

I am a Captian with the Orange County Sheriff's department in 
southern California. I have been involved in sexual assault 
investigation and training for a number of years. I am 
currenty involved 'in completing a project for the Californi~ 
Peace Officers and Training Command College. This is a two 
year program designed to help police administrators identify 
future trends and coordinate activities in order to better 
serve the public and professionalize the business of law 
enforcement. 

The research project I am working on is titled: "What.Impact 
Will the Crime 'of Female Rape Have Upon California Law 
Enforcement by the Year 20001" It is anticipated this study 
will help identify current attitudes as well as future needs. 
Enclosed you will find a set of questionnaires designed as a 
pilot study to ,test feelings about sensitivity to the rape 
victims from the first responder. This is an extremely , 
delicate issue and thus every effort at confidentiality must 
be employed. Please be my liaison since it is physically 
impossible for me to travel to each crisis center. Question
naires may be returned to me anoymously or through you" I 
suggest you have respondents give the document ,to you by 
dropping it in a box or large envelope which contains a number 
of other returns. 

It is anticipated many of the participants at crisis centers 
will, unfortunately, have been a victim. The questionnaire 
may also be filled out by women who have been a victim; 
questions 22 - 28. Your help in explaining my goal, getting 
the questionnaires filled out and returned to me as quickly 
as possible will be deeply appreciated. 
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Send to: 
Captain John "Rocky" Hewitt 
South Operations Division Commander 
Orang- county Sheriff's Department 
30331 Crown Valley Parkway 
Laguna Niguel, Ca. 92677 

Thank you again for' your help. Endeavors such as this are 
not possible without the cooperation of people like you. 

Sincerely, 

John "Rocky" Hewitt 
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This questionnaire is to be used as part of a research document 
for the California Peace Officers Standards and Training Command 
O"lle<1e • 

Approximately 1,000 women from five different United States 
geographical areas will be surveyed. The information obtained 
will be used to help plan and devise future police training 
needs and techniques. 

Please do not put your name on this paper. This will ensure 
complete confidentiality_ All data will be gathered and 
published collectively. 

Your age.~: ______________ __ 

Ethnic Background: __________________ __ 

Area of the United States you live in: -------------------------
Years you have. lived in this area: ----------------------------
Education: -----------------------------------------------------(Highest level attained) 

If college graduate: 

Bachelors-·--__ ,~_. ____________________________________ ___ 

Masters . ____________ ~-------------------------------

If PhD or Doctorate: -------------------------------------------(Emphasis) 
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STA~: -What impact will the crime, of female rape have on 
law enforcement training resources by the year 
'2000". 

1. QUESTION: l!ave you ever been a victim of sexual assault? 
(This question does not include lewd phone calls 
or indecent exposure, but refers directly to a 
physical attack against your person.) 

ANSWER: Yes ________ __ 

No ------
NOTE: If your answer to number one is yes, please complete 

questions 2 through 21. 

If your' answer is no, please 'skip to question number 220 

2. QUESTION: Your age at the time of the assault 

3. -QUESTION: The area of the country you lived in 

4. QUESTION: Did the attack culminate in the crime of rape or 
would you classify the incident as an attempt, 
ahort of rape? 

ANSWER: Rape ______________ _ 

Attempt Rape ________ __ 

5.. QUESTION: If the incident was an attempt, would you say the 
attack was non violent, moderately violent, or 
very violent? 

ANSWER: Non violent ------
Moderately violent ________ _ 

Very violent _______ __ 

6. QUESTION: If the incident was a rape, would you say the attack . 
was non violent, moderately violent, or very 
violent? 

ANSWER: Non violent ------
Moderately violent ________ __ 

Very violent __________ _ 
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7. QUESTION: Did you report the crime to the poliqe? 

ANSWER: Yes 

No 

8. QUESTION: Did you report the crime to a rape crisis center? 

ANSWER: Yes 

No 

9. QUESTION: If the previous two answers are both yes, which 
agency did you report the attack to first? 

ANSWER: Police ------
Rape Crisis Center ------

10. QUESTION: If you reported the incident to the police, did 
that organization help you find a rape crisis 
center? 

. . 11. 

ANSWER: Ye~ 
~----

No _____ _ 

None desired ----
QUESTION: If your answer is no to the above question r was 

. a rape crisis center available in your area? 

ANStIlER: Yes ----
No -----
Unknown ._---

12. QUESTION: Please give a ahort reason why, if you were 
attacked and dia not make a report •. 
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13. 

--- ---------------------

QUESTION: If you were am8aulted and you reported the 
attack, was your cae~ initially handled by a 
female or male officer. 

'ANSWEJh Pemale_~ __ 

Male ____ _ 

14. QUESTION: Did you have a choice? 

ANSWER: Yes ----
No ___ _ 

Do not know ----
15. QUESTION: If you ,were assaulted and you reported the 

attack, was there a follow-up investigation 
after the initial report? 

ANSiv"ER: Yes -----
No-____ _ 

16. QUESTION: If yes, was the follow-up investiqation handled 
by a female or male officer? 

ANSWER: Female ----
Male -----
No follow-up ________ _ 

17. QUESTION: If yes, did you have a choice? 

ANSWER: Yes ----
No ___ _ 

Do not know 
~;---

18. QUESTION: Before the assault and subsequent investigation, 
what were your feelings about having a male or 
female officer investigate a sexual assault 
against a female? 

ANSWER: X felt I would want a professional well trained 
female officer 
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19. 

ANSWER: I felt I 1fould want a profe.sional, well trainf!d 
male officer ____________ _ 

I felt it would not mat:ter •• long a. the officer 
wa. prof ••• ional and WElIIl trained _____ _ 

QUSSTIOK: ' What are your feelin9~ now that you have experi
enced a uexual assault which was investigated by 
the police? 

ANSWER: I feel a professional, well trained female officer 
should handle these incidents 

------------------
I feel a professional, well trained male officer 
should handle these incidenta ----------------
I feel the incidents should be handled by a well 
trained, professional officer, male or female " 

20. QUESTION: , If you reported the assault to a police agency, 
Two Parts do you feel you were treated 'profesGionally and 

with the proper sensitivity? 

ANSWER: Yes _______ NO _________ Did not report ___ , ______ __ 

QUESTION: If your answer to this question is yea, how woul~ 

I 
I 

you rate the officeres overall performance in the I 
way he or 9he spoke to you and handled the inci-
dent? 

ANSWER: OUtstanding, ______ __ 

-Good ------
,-

Average ____ _ t 

Mediocre, ________ _ f.: 

Poor -----
2'1.. QUESTION: Do you have any sU9'gestions for future training 

"for police personnel? 

----~-----------------------------------------

(use back if necessary) 

NOTE ~ This completes your part of the questionnaire 0 Thank you 
for your time and assistance. 
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22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

QUESTION: If you were the victim of a sexual assault, who 
do you feel you would want "to. handle your 
initial report? 

Professional, well trained female officer ----
Professional, well trained male officer _____ ~~ __ 

Professional, well trained officer of either sex 

QUESTION: Who do you feel should handle any follow-up 
investigation? 

ANSWER: A professional, well trained female officer 

A professional, well trained male officer 

A professional, well trained officer of either 
sex 

QUESTION: If you were a sexual aSIUlult victim, do you feel 
you would report the incident to the police? 

ANSWER: Yes 

No 

Don't know 

QUESTION: If you answer yes, why? 

26. QUESTION: If your answer is no, why? 
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27. QUESTION: If you were sexually assaulted and reported 
the crime to ·a police agency, do you feel you 
would be handled professionally and with 
proper sensitivity? 

ANSWERz Yes __________ __ 

NO ______ _ 

Don't know -----
28. QUESTION: Do you have any suggestions for future training 

for police personnel? 

This completes the questionnaire. Thank you for your time in 
helping prepare what is hoped will be a very ,valuable tool to 
better serve sexual assault victims in the future. 
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STATEWIDE POLICE SERVICE CAPABILIft ANALYSIS 

Based on your Jr.ncrwledge and expertise, developed through your experience as 
a . , , please evaluate the Police services in the 

profes1cn 
State of california. 

Judge each item as appropriate, on the basis of the following criteria: 

1. Superi.,r - Better than other parts of the country - BeyonB present 
need 

2. Better than average - aU,itahle performance - no problems . 
3. Average - Acc~ptable - Equal to competition - Not good - not bad 

4. Problems here - Not as good as it should be - Deteriorati~ -
must be inproved 

5. Real cause for concern - situation bad crisis -' must take action 
to irtprove. 

Category 

Manpower 
Technology 
Equipment 
Facilities 
Money 
calls for Service 

. Supplies 
Management Skills 
P.o. Skills 
Supervisory Skills 
Training, 
Attitudes 
Image 
CAO/Board 
Community Support 
Growth Potential 
Specialties 
~~agement Flexibility 
Sworn/Non sworn ratio 
Pay scales 
8(mifita 
Turnover 
Complaints received 
Enforcement·· Index 
Traffic Index 
'Sick leave rates 
Mot'ale 

I II III IV v 
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Imstructions 

Based on your' knowledge and expertise, developed through your Ul»rienee as 
a I please evaluate the type of activity you feel 

profession 
Police services encourage in the State of california. 
Evaluate 'Each Item For Your ~ u to What type of activity it encourages: 

I 
II 
III 
IV 
V 

category" 

CUstodial 
Production 
Mm:'keting 
Strategic 
Flexible 

TOP MANAGERS: 

- Rejects Change 
- Adapts to Minor Changes 
- Seeks Familiar Change 
- Seeks Related Change 
- Seeks Novel Change 

I 

Mentality Personality 

Sldlls/Talents 

Knowledge/Educatj.on 

ORGANIZATION CLIMATE: 

CUI ture/Norms 

Rewards/Incentives 

Power Structure 

ORGANIZATlOO CXJ<'JPE'l'ENCE: 

Structure 

Resources 

Middle Management 

Line Personnel 
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DEPAImfENT. POLICE SERVICE CAPABILI7Y ANALYSIS 

Based on ~four knowledge and expertise, developed through your experience as 
a I please evaluate the Police services in the OI:ange County 

prolesion 
Sheriff '. DapUtMnt I . 

Judge each item as appropriate, on the besis of the following criteria: 

1. Superi·~r - Better than other parts of the country - Beyond present 
need 

2. Better than average - suitable performance - no problems 

3. Average - Acc.:!ptable '- EQual to c~tition - Not good - not bad 

4. Problems here - Not as good as it should ~ - Deteriorati~~ -
must be ~mproved 

5. Real cause for concern - situation bad crisis - must take action 
to improve. 

category 

Manpower 
Technology 
Equipment 
Facilities 
Money 
calls for Service 
Supplies 
Manag~~nt Skills 
P.o. Skills 
Supervisory Skills 
Training 
Attit1....aes 
Image 
CAO/Board 
Community Support 
Growth Potential 
Special ties' 
~~nage"ent Flexibility 
Sworn/Non sworn ratio 
Pay scales 
Benifits 
Turnover 
Complaints received 
Enforcement' Index 
Traffic Index 
S,lck le!.ve rates 
Morale 

• 

I II III 

-' 
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~ on your knowledge and expertise, developed through your experience as 
1\ . I please evaluate the type of activity you feel 

profesaion 
Police Services encourage in the orange County Sheriff'" Department 
Evaluate Each Item For Your AGENCY as to what type of activity it encouri1ges: 

- Rejects Change I 
II 
III 
IV 
V 

Custodial 
Production 
Marketing 
StrCltegic 
Flexible 

- Adapts to Minor Changes 
- Seeks Familiar Change 
- Seeks Related. Change 
- Sce.L-~ ~:.ovel Change 

category" 

TOP MANAGERS: I 

Mentality Personality 

Skills/Talents 

Knowledge/Education 

ORGANIZATION CLIMATE: 

CUlture/Norms 

Rewards/Incentives 

Power Structure 

ORGANIZATION ca1PETENCE: 

Structure 

Resources 

Middle Management 

Line Personnel 
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J. APPENDIX F 

It is .not possible for a project of this type to be the creation 
of one person alone. 'Ihis author was DDSt fortunate in cbt:airi:ing 
assistance and SI.IppOrt fran individuals and organizations fran 
all over 1!lnerica. Without their generosity and expertise, this 
,study would mt have been possible. 

My sincere appreciation to the following persons and organizations. 

~SESSICNS 

Marie Cerda: Houston 

OsWald Gil:ixm.s, Ph. D. :Houston 

Sanuel D. Q::mez: Houston 

M3ble H. Washington: Houston 

Alan watson: Ii::Juston 

Oscar Wiley: , Houston 

Ralph L. Yarborough: iblston 

Barbara Alexander: Denver 

Karen BeauchaIrp: Denver 

Allison Britton: Denver 

lbger It:lffner: Denver 

John MacDonald, M.D.: Denver 

Marie McNally: Denver 

Fran Richardson: Denver 

John~: Denver 

lbger Depue, !b .0. : Quantico 

Joe ~1d: Quantico 

lbbert "!by" Hazel\«X.ld: Quantico 

William Tafoya, 'Ph.D.: Quantico 

.. Tanes Wright: Quantioo 

Kenneth Boles: Atlanta 

Shirley Britton: Atlanta 

Ted Hall: Atlanta 

Tan Christian: Southern califCl."!lia 

Rid1ard Dana: Southern California 
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~ SESSICNS Q:mt. 

Dmn:iJs Dlncan: Southem ca1iftnnia 

G!aE:ge Johnson: Southem california 

Rick Johnson: Southem california 

Otville King: Southern california 

Bill Sterns:' Southem california 

Richard Tefank: Southem California 

lDD:NAL GRaJP 

David Albrechit: Garden Grove 

:R,)sanna Bert:heola: Costa Mesa 

Bob Eason: Stanton 

Marilyn MacDouqall: Mission Viejo 

Tami Oleson: Laguna Hills 

. Janet Riddle: laguna Hills 

Bill Sterns: Seal Bsach 

John Sniertelny: Orange 

Kathy Yarnell: Santa Ana 

PERSOO:AL IN'I'ER\7ImS 

Ola Barnett, l?h.D.: Malibu 

Charles Bemis, M.D.: los Angeles 

,Oswald Gibbons, Ph.D.: Houston 

Noreen Grella: Santa Ana 

Debbi Huffman: Orange 

Judge Panela Iles: Laguna Niguel 

John MacDonald, M.D.: Denver 

.A1:dith Peters, Ph.D.: Atlanta 

Dr. Michele Sabioo, m.D.: lbuston 

Jack Seitzinger, Ph.D.: fbuston 

Cynthia Sult.c?n: Houston 

wn 1:i am Tafoya, Ph.D.: ()lantic:x> 
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IOOISTICS Ali) CXJo!Pt7mR SOPPORr 

R:i.c:k JMgnrm: laguna Niguel 

L'.tnda Gr:iggs: .Iaguna Niguel 

Paulette Hewitt: Laguna Hills 

Mitzie Hinrichs: Laguna Niguel 

Patricia Johnson: Laguna Niguel 

Carol MJoshian: Laguna' Niguel 

Dave I:eid: Laguna Hills 

B:Ib Rivas: Laguna Niguel 

Kathy Snith: Houston 

Annie Vannatta: El Toro 

Om wb66:~: Laqtma Hills 

SPEcrAL APPREcrATICN 

Amold Binder, Fh .D. : Irvine 

Brad Gates: Santa Ana 

Jan.. Duke: Sacranento 

Vito Ferlauto: Santa Ana 

Everitt Johnson: Sacrarretlto 

Dennis LaDJ.cer: Santa Ana 

Barbara Phillips: Santa Ana 

Raul Ram::>s: santa Ana 

Andy :R:xtero: santa Aml 

Jean Searcy: Atlanta I 

D::Jug:- stonn: Santa Ana 

1)ouq 'Ihanas: Sacramento 

~ZATICNS 

h:ademy of JUstice: Riverside, CA 

AlaDEda County SleriffDs Departlnent: Pleasanton, CA 

Allan Hanc.:x::d: College: Santa Maria, CA 

APG/Midwast: Orange, CA 

Arapahoe Cbmty Sheriff D s Departlnent: Littleton, a:> 
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MentaJL Health Crisis Services: Rivemale, ~ 

Napa Valley Cbllege: Napa, CA 

l~tional Criminal Justia! research Center: ltx:kvi11e, H:l 

]~tiorial Organizaticm for Victim Assistance: 'N!whingt.on, D.C. 

llbrt:hern california Ct':imi.nal Justice ~ Center: Santa ibsa, CA 

Qakland California T.ra.ininq Section: CBkland, CA 

Office of Criminal. JUstice Planning: Sacl:aaento, CA 

Orange Cbunty Sexual Assault Network: Or.cmge, CA 

Orange' County Sheriff's Depa.rt::raent: Santa Ana, CA 

J?er::perdine Uni'W"..rsity: Malib.l, CA 

Project Sister: C1arem::mt, CA 

Rancho canada School: El 'Ibro, CA 

Rape Assistance mld 1INareness: Denver, CO 

Rape crisis Center: Pasadena, CA 

Rape Crisis Intervention: cu.oo, CA 

Rape Prevention Ekiut.2.ti<:in: Itvine, CA 

:Aecrui t Training Center: ~ttier, CA 

Rio Hondo Police Acaderrty: ati.ttier, CA 

Rio Hondo Pegional Training Center:. .uttier, CA 

Riverside Police Deparbnent, Riverside, CA 

:Riverside Sheriff's Deparbrent: Riverside, CA 

SaC1;'arrento Coonty Sheriff' s Deparbrent: SacraJrento, CA 

Sacrarrento Police Depart:rtent: 8acranento, CA 

San Bernard:irr;) QJunty Sheriff 0 s DepartIrent: San Bernard:irr;), CA 

San Diego o:n.mty Sheriff's Deparbrent: San Diego, CA 

San Francisco' !t>lice Departnent: San Francisco, CA 

San Jose City College: San Jose, CA 

S.A.R.A.: Foanoke, VA 

, Savas: Manassas, VA 

Social Services: Albany, GA 

Southwestem College: 0Iula Vista, CA 

'D1e w:men' s Line: Boulder, 00 
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cetlRpg;n:R?, Omt. 
~ Hi 11 s High School: Mission Viejo, CA 

thiversity of cal.iforn.ia at Irvine: Irv;i.ne .. CA 

University of california Police Deparb'rent: . Davis, CA 

Valencia School: Laguna Niguel, CA 

Victims For Victims: Orange, CA . 

Victim/Witness Progzant: Santa Ana, CA 

WiUiamsblrg Task Force en Sexual Assault: WllJiamsblrg, VA 
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